
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

RICHMOND DIVISION 

NICOLAS REYES, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) Case No. 
) 

HAROLD CLARKE, Director of the Virginia ) JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
Department of Corrections; A. DAVID  ) 
ROBINSON, Chief of Corrections Operations; ) 
JEFFREY KISER, Warden of Red Onion State ) 
Prison; EARL BARKSDALE, Former Warden ) 
of Red Onion State Prison; RANDALL ) 
MATHENA, Security Operations Manager and ) 
Former Warden of Red Onion State Prison, ) 
ARVIL GALLIHAR, Chief of Housing and ) 
Programs; AMEE DUNCAN; LARRY ) 
COLLINS; JUSTIN KISER; CHRISTOPHER ) 
GILBERT; GARRY ADAMS; JAMES ) 
LAMBERT; WILLIAM LEE; TERRANCE ) 
HUFF; D. TRENT; EVERETT MCDUFFIE and ) 
STEVEN HERRICK, Health Services Director, ) 

) 
Defendants.     ) 

COMPLAINT 

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

1. Plaintiff Nicolas Reyes has lived in solitary confinement for twelve and a

half consecutive years inside the Virginia Department of Corrections’ (VDOC) most 

restrictive and notorious facility, Red Onion State Prison. He lives behind a solid steel 

door in total isolation 22-24 hours a day. The incidental opportunities to converse with 

staff and other prisoners are mostly nugatory—Mr. Reyes is a monolingual Spanish 
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speaker, whereas the vast majority of staff and prisoners at Red Onion speak only 

English.  

2. Mr. Reyes’ mental health has deteriorated greatly over the course of his 

solitary confinement,1 and he now suffers from depression and disordered thinking. At 

times he has been unable even to identify the prison where he is held. He experiences 

routine, vivid hallucinations, in which he communicates with his dead parents and the 

former president of El Salvador, Jose Duarte.  

3. There is no penological purpose for continuing to hold Mr. Reyes in long-

term solitary confinement. He has not committed any act of violence since entering 

solitary confinement twelve and a half years ago and has not had a disciplinary 

infraction of any kind in over three years. In fact, VDOC officials charged with regularly 

reviewing Mr. Reyes’ solitary confinement have acknowledged repeatedly that he does 

not pose a threat to the safety and security of the institution.  

4. VDOC’s sole justification for keeping Mr. Reyes in long-term solitary 

confinement is that he has not completed the VDOC Segregation Reduction Step-Down 

Program (Step-Down Program), implemented in 2011 ostensibly to create a pathway 

out of solitary confinement by conditioning progress towards general population on 

completion of certain programming. The Step-Down Program’s promises are entirely 

illusory for prisoners like Mr. Reyes who lack the capacity to participate in the program, 

                                                           
1 VDOC uses the euphemism “segregation” to refer to the practice of isolating prisoners 
from other humans for 23 or 24 hours a day. Plaintiff, like the United States Supreme 
Court, uses the more common term “solitary confinement.” See Davis v. Ayala, 135 S. Ct. 
2187, 2208 (2015) (Kennedy, J., concurring). 
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and its dizzying array of procedural checks are functionally meaningless in relation to 

Mr. Reyes except insofar as they obscure his arbitrary and discriminatory treatment.  

5. Under the Step-Down Program, prisoners may not progress out of solitary 

confinement without completing a series of journals and associated programming that 

purport to change the behavior and mindset of high-risk inmates to improve their 

likelihood of success in a general population setting. Mr. Reyes, however, cannot read 

or write; the journal series is not offered in Spanish; and no accommodations are made 

for monolingual Spanish-speaking prisoners, illiterate prisoners, or prisoners with 

mental disabilities.  

6. Defendants conduct meaningless, sham reviews of Mr. Reyes’ ongoing 

solitary confinement that serve no purpose other than to rubberstamp his continued 

isolation. Mr. Reyes cannot understand let alone participate in these reviews due to 

Defendants’ failure to accommodate his limited English proficiency, his inability to read 

and write, and his mental health limitations. 

7. These failures are no accident. Red Onion staff knows Mr. Reyes cannot 

meaningfully access mental health treatment or the only pathway out of solitary 

confinement. Yet, because of hostility towards Spanish speakers and people of Central 

American ancestry like Mr. Reyes, staff continue to deny him the translation services he 

needs. Officials are deliberately indifferent to the intentional discrimination that keeps 

Mr. Reyes trapped in solitary confinement. 

8. Red Onion’s mental health staff have failed to provide Mr. Reyes with a 

comprehensive mental health evaluation despite very significant signs that Mr. Reyes is 
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suffering from a psychotic disorder. Instead, they perform cursory mental health 

assessments without the assistance of a translator. And mental health staff have failed 

to advocate for Mr. Reyes’ removal from long-term solitary confinement despite his 

undeniable decompensation in these conditions.  

9. The extreme, unusual and cruel conditions of Mr. Reyes’ confinement, the 

deliberate indifference to Mr. Reyes’ mental and physical decompensation, and the lack 

of meaningful review of the necessity of Mr. Reyes’ continued isolation, violate the 

Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. In addition, 

Defendants’ complete failure to accommodate Mr. Reyes’ mental health disabilities 

violates the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Finally, 

Defendants have intentionally discriminated against Mr. Reyes by indefinitely holding 

him in solitary confinement on account of his national origin and limited English 

proficiency, thereby violating his rights under the Equal Protection Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

10. Mr. Reyes has suffered and continues to suffer irreparable physical, 

mental and emotional harm from the Defendants’ conduct. By this action, Mr. Reyes 

seeks injunctive, declaratory, and monetary redress for the unlawful conditions and 

discrimination that he has endured, and the damage to his physical and mental health 

that Defendants have inflicted.    

11. Without judicial intervention, Mr. Reyes’ extreme isolation in solitary 

confinement will continue unabated, and he will continue to suffer.  
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II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

12. This action is brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

13. This Court has jurisdiction over Mr. Reyes’ federal law claims pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 1331 and 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a)(3), because Plaintiffs’ claims arise under the 

Constitution and the laws of the United States.  

14. This Court has authority to grant declaratory and injunctive relief 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202 and Rule 57 of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure. 

15. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) because one or more of the 

Defendants is subject to the Court’s personal jurisdiction with respect to this action.  

III. Parties 

16. Plaintiff Nicolas Reyes is a 47-year-old native of El Salvador, who has 

been in the custody of VDOC since 2001. Mr. Reyes is a monolingual Spanish speaker, 

and is unable to read or write in any language. He has been living in solitary 

confinement for the past twelve and a half years. He currently resides in Red Onion 

State Prison in Pound, Virginia.  

17. Defendant Harold Clarke is the Director of VDOC, where he is 

responsible for the overall supervision and management of the system of state 

correctional facilities. Defendant Clarke has the authority to assign any offender to any 

institution deemed appropriate. Defendant Clarke’s regular place of business is at 

VDOC headquarters in Richmond, Virginia. He is sued in his individual and official 

capacity. 
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18. Defendant A. David Robinson is the Chief of Corrections Operations for 

VDOC, where he is responsible for the operations of Virginia’s correctional facilities, 

including overseeing the Department’s “restrictive housing” program and compliance 

with federal laws. Defendant Robinson’s regular place of business is at VDOC 

headquarters in Richmond, Virginia. He is sued in his individual and official capacity. 

19. Defendant Jeffrey Kiser (Defendant Kiser) is the Warden of Red Onion 

State Prison, where he has ultimate responsibility over the care and custody of Red 

Onion prisoners, including Mr. Reyes. He has held this role since December 2016 and 

previously held the role of Assistant Warden of Red Onion. As Warden, Defendant 

Kiser is also the Facility Unit Head of Red Onion, in which role he has ultimate 

authority to approve—or to delegate authority to approve—security-level classifications 

of Red Onion prisoners. Defendant Kiser’s regular place of business is at Red Onion 

State Prison in Pound, Virginia. He is sued in his individual and official capacity. 

20. Defendant Earl Barksdale is the former Warden of Red Onion State Prison. 

He held this role from January 2015 to December 2016. His regular place of business is 

at Baskerville Correctional Center in Baskerville, Virginia, where he is currently the 

warden. He is sued in his individual capacity. 

21. Defendant Randall Mathena is the Security Operations Manager for 

VDOC and former Warden of Red Onion State Prison. As Security Operations Manager 

he is responsible for performing biannual reviews of each prisoner in solitary 

confinement at Red Onion to determine if the prisoner should remain in solitary 

confinement. He held the role of Red Onion Warden from October 2011 to January 2015. 
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His regular place of business is at VDOC headquarters in Richmond, Virginia. He is 

sued in his individual and official capacity.  

22. Defendant Arvil Gallihar is the Chief of Housing and Programs (CHAP) 

for Red Onion State Prison and has served on the Dual Treatment Team (DTT), which 

reviews solitary confinement classifications and mental health assessments to determine 

appropriate housing. Defendant Gallihar’s regular place of business is at Red Onion 

State Prison in Pound, Virginia. He is sued in his individual and official capacity. 

23. Defendant Amee B. Duncan is the former Unit Manager of C-Building, 

where Mr. Reyes was housed between 2010 and 2018. In her role as Facility Unit Head 

designee she reviewed segregation classification decisions made by the Institutional 

Classification Authority (ICA), a team of staffers who conduct hearings to review the 

progress of individual prisoners through the Step-Down Program as well as their on-

going segregation classification. Defendant Duncan’s regular place of business is at Red 

Onion State Prison in Pound, Virginia. Defendant Duncan is sued in her individual 

capacity.  

24. Defendant Larry R. Collins is the Unit Manager of C-building, where Mr. 

Reyes was housed between 2010 and 2018. In his role as Facility Unit Head designee, he 

reviews segregation decisions made by the ICA. Defendant Collins’ regular place of 

business is at Red Onion State Prison in Pound, Virginia. Defendant Collins is sued in 

his individual and official capacity.  

25. Defendant Justin W. Kiser (Defendant Justin Kiser) is a former ICA 

member at Red Onion, responsible for reviewing and recommending segregation 
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classification for Mr. Reyes. Defendant Justin Kiser’s last known regular place of 

business is at Red Onion State Prison in Pound, Virginia. Defendant Justin Kiser is sued 

in his individual capacity. 

26. Defendant Christopher C. Gilbert is a former ICA member at Red Onion, 

responsible for reviewing and recommending segregation classification for Mr. Reyes. 

Defendant Gilbert’s last known regular place of business is at Red Onion State Prison in 

Pound, Virginia. Defendant Gilbert is sued in his individual capacity. 

27. Defendant Garry Adams is a former ICA member at Red Onion, 

responsible for reviewing and recommending segregation classification for Mr. Reyes. 

Defendant Adams’ last known regular place of business is at Red Onion State Prison in 

Pound, Virginia. Defendant Adams is sued in his individual capacity. 

28. Defendant James D. Lambert is an ICA member at Red Onion, responsible 

for reviewing and recommending segregation classification. Defendant Lambert’s 

regular place of business is at Red Onion State Prison in Pound, Virginia. Defendant 

Lambert is sued in his individual and official capacity.  

29. Defendant William Lee is the Psychology Associate Senior at Central 

Classification Services (CCS), the team that renders final classification decisions with 

respect to prisoners’ security level and institution assignment, including mental health 

unit referrals. Defendant Lee’s regular place of business is at VDOC headquarters in 

Richmond, Virginia. Defendant Lee is sued in his individual and official capacity. 

30. Defendant Terrence Huff is a Qualified Mental Health Professional and 

VDOC employee. His title is Psychology Associate II. Defendant Huff’s regular place of 
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business is at Red Onion State Prison in Pound, Virginia. Defendant Huff is sued in his 

individual and official capacity.  

31. Defendant D. Trent is a Qualified Mental Health Professional and VDOC 

employee. His title is Psychology Associate I. Defendant Trent’s regular place of 

business is at Red Onion State Prison in Pound, Virginia. Defendant Trent is sued in his 

individual and official capacity.  

32. Defendant Everett McDuffie is a psychiatrist. He contracts with VDOC to 

provide psychiatric services to prisoners at Red Onion State Prison. Defendant 

McDuffie maintains a regular place of business at Red Onion State Prison. Defendant 

McDuffie is sued in his individual capacity.  

33. Defendant Steven Herrick is the VDOC Director of Health Services, in 

which role he is responsible for ensuring that all VDOC prisoners have adequate access 

to health services, including mental health services. Defendant Herrick’s regular place 

of business is at VDOC headquarters in Richmond, Virginia. Defendant Herrick is sued 

in his individual and official capacity. 

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. The Well-Known Dangers of Solitary Confinement  

34. The harms of solitary confinement are well-understood and recognized 

among mental health researchers, physicians, and the human rights community. There 

is a broad national and international consensus as to the serious risks that solitary 

confinement poses, even for individuals who are otherwise mentally stable. These 

harms and serious risks are known and understood by corrections professionals 
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throughout the country and were known or reasonably should have been known by 

Defendants. 

35. Prisoners in long-term solitary confinement exhibit a range of profoundly 

harmful psychological injuries that include anxiety, depression, withdrawal, panic, loss 

of self-control, rage, hyper-sensitivity to stimuli, apathy, dementia, and detachment 

from reality and hallucinations. They also endure physiological injuries, including 

sweating, chills, insomnia, deteriorated vision, headaches, hypertension, tachycardia, 

back pain, appetite loss, weight loss and digestive problems. Prisoners in solitary 

confinement are disproportionately likely to attempt suicide and to self-mutilate. 

36. Sensory deprivation of the kind Mr. Reyes is enduring has a host of 

negative effects. In the same way that food and shelter are critical to physical wellbeing, 

meaningful interactions with other people and with the environment are elemental to 

maintaining mental stability. Without societal and environmental engagement (i.e., 

natural light, outdoor sounds, color variety), cognitive functions atrophy and mental 

alertness, concentration, and the ability to plan all suffer. 

37. The deleterious impact of solitary confinement on the mental wellbeing of 

a prisoner is immediate, often beginning within days or weeks. Prisoners in solitary 

confinement soon lose the ability to adequately concentrate and focus. Within days, 

tests of brain activity reveal abnormal patterns associated with inertness and mania.  

38. The psychological consequences of prolonged solitary confinement are so 

severe as to cause those suffering from such confinement to dissociate and lose their 
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sense of self. Moreover, such consequences often linger even after a prisoner is no 

longer in isolation.  

39. The types of traumatic psychological harms associated with solitary 

confinement often trigger detectable changes in neural pathways and the morphology 

and neurochemistry of the brain. These changes can be accurately characterized as a 

physical injury or illness because they adversely affect the nature and functioning of the 

sufferer’s brain.  

40. Justice Anthony Kennedy has cautioned that prolonged solitary 

confinement “exact[s] a terrible price.” Davis v. Ayala, 135 S. Ct. 2187, 2210 (2015) 

(Kennedy, J., concurring). Appearing before the House Appropriations Subcommittee 

on Financial Services and General Government, Justice Kennedy further observed: 

“This idea of total incarceration just isn’t working, and it’s not humane . . . . Solitary 

confinement literally drives men mad.”2 

41. Although less than five percent of prisoners in the United States are 

housed in solitary confinement settings, half of all prison suicides occur in solitary 

confinement. Incidents of non-fatal self-mutilation are also far more prevalent in 

solitary confinement units than in general population.  

42. Suicide rates are highest among prisoners with mental illness in solitary 

confinement. For prisoners with pre-existing mental illness, the harms of solitary 

confinement are magnified and accelerated, and they are more likely to be deadly. 

                                                           
2 Supreme Court Fiscal Year 2016 Budget at 30:42-31:22 (C-SPAN television broadcast 
Mar. 23, 2015), goo.gl/8Hkuvj.  
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43. For these reasons, in 2012, the American Psychiatric Association issued a 

position condemning the use of prolonged solitary confinement for prisoners with 

serious mental illness. Other professional bodies advocating exclusion of prisoners with 

serious mental illness from solitary confinement include the World Health 

Organization, the American Public Health Association and the National Commission on 

Correctional Health Care.  

44. The American Bar Association has called for a complete end to the use of 

solitary confinement lasting longer than fifteen consecutive days.  

45. The international human rights community largely views long-term 

solitary confinement as cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment constituting torture.  

46. Juan Mendez, the former U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture and Cruel, 

Inhuman and Degrading Treatment, concluded that prolonged solitary confinement, 

i.e., lasting more than 15 days, amounts to cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and 

is inconsistent with human rights norms. 

47. Consistent with the findings of the Special Rapporteur, the U.N. Standard 

Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners prohibit both indefinite solitary 

confinement and prolonged solitary confinement. 

48. Mr. Reyes has been in solitary confinement roughly 300 times longer than 

the outer limit of international human rights law.  

49. Despite broad consensus as to the negative consequences of solitary 

confinement, Defendants have held Mr. Reyes in solitary confinement for twelve and a 

half years. Given the wealth of information available on the harms of solitary 
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confinement, Defendants have acted and continue to act with full knowledge of the risk 

that Mr. Reyes will continue to decompensate and seriously injure himself. 

50. Indeed, Defendants are or reasonably should be well aware of the 

potentially deadly consequence of using solitary confinement on the prisoners in their 

custody.  

51. In an HBO Documentary examining Red Onion’s long-term solitary 

confinement units, a Red Onion mental health supervisor acknowledged that “[t]here 

have been studies that have shown that segregation can have harmful effects on a 

person’s mental health,” and explained that “occasionally we do see an offender who 

has a history of no mental health services has all of a sudden become symptomatic. And 

we have no other way to explain that except that they have been housed in this 

environment for such a long period of time.”3  

52. In that same documentary, a correctional officer described being shocked 

when he began working at Red Onion and looked into a cell to see that a prisoner had 

bitten a bloody hole into his arm. Reflecting back on that incident, the correctional 

officer recalled that it “broke [him] in” to the way things are at Red Onion.4  

B. Solitary Confinement in VDOC 

53. VDOC constructed Red Onion in 1998 as a “supermax” prison of the kind 

that spread across the United States in the last decade of the twentieth century.  

                                                           
3 SOLITARY: INSIDE RED ONION STATE PRISON (Candescent Films 2016) at 48:44 – 49:17. 
4 Id. at 46:05 - 47:10. 
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54. According to Defendant Mathena: “Red Onion . . . was opened to be a 

security-level-6 segregation facility, supermax. Basically, a totally locked down facility, 

where most offenders remain in the cell 23 hours a day, seven days a week.”5 

 

Photograph of Red Onion State Prison from the Richmond-Times Dispatch 

55. Located on a mountaintop in the southwest corner of Virginia, Red Onion 

is geographically remote. Loved ones and attorneys travel between four and eight hours 

from Virginia’s more populous centers to visit prisoners consigned to this facility.  

56. The architectural design of Red Onion emphasizes isolation and total 

control. The segregation cells are isolating by design, featuring solid steel doors, wide 

distances separating cells opposite one another, and single occupancy recreation cages.  

57. The only opportunity for prisoners in solitary confinement to 

communicate with one another is to speak to prisoners who share a ventilation opening. 

                                                           
5 Id. at 10:13 – 10:53. 
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This practice is called “getting on the vent,” and in this way prisoners can speak to a 

maximum of three other persons: the person in the cell directly beside his and the two 

men housed either directly above or below. Otherwise, prisoners may try to 

communicate silently with prisoners on the opposite side of the pod by standing at the 

narrow window in their door and making hand signals. 

58. In 2011, VDOC began transitioning to the Step-Down or “Pathways” 

Program with the purported goal of providing a defined pathway for prisoners to 

transition out of long-term, indefinite solitary. Under the Step-Down Program, there are 

two pathways: Intensive Management (IM) and Special Management (SM). See 

Attachment A, O.P. 830.A.III, effective 2/15/18. Each pathway consists of privilege 

levels 0, 1 and 2.  

59. As Defendant Mathena described the pathways system: 

At Red Onion the offender would start out as a level-0. That would be you 
get your rec and your showers and your food and all the basic requirements 
of life. You get the very minimum. If you behave, handle yourselves in 
compliance and you cooperate with staff, you will go to level-1. At that 
point you may pick up an electronic item, you may pick up a few more 
dollars of commissary. If the offender continues to cooperate he can go to 
level-2, where he will pick up more privileges. They may have some more 
commissary; of course they get their TV.6 
 
60. According to Defendant Mathena, “to get out of segregation, 

[prisoners] must participate in [the] Step-Down Program.”7  

                                                           
6 Id. at 33:05 – 33:46. 
7 Id. at 35:44 – 36:25. 
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61. The basic Step-Down Program consists of seven English-language 

journals called “the Challenge Series,” that purport to change the behavior and 

mindset of prisoners to improve their likelihood of success in general population. 

In-person instruction accompanies journals three through seven. 

62. From the initiation of the Step-Down Program seven years ago until June 

of this year, Defendants did not progress Mr. Reyes beyond level 0, which former 

Warden Mathena described as “the very minimum.”  

63. According to VDOC’s Step-Down Program “Operations Strategy” 

manual, Attachment B, the conditions for prisoners living at the lowest privilege level 

were designed to be as follows: 

a. One hour of recreation per day outside in recreation cages;8  

b. Three showers per week; 

c. Two fifteen-minute phone calls per month; 

d. One one-hour non-contact visitation per week; 

e. No video visitation;  

f. No television;  

g. Shackled with dual escort whenever out of cell;  

h. No out-of-cell programming, law library access, or religious services;  

i. Limited commissary list with no food items for purchase.  

                                                           
8 VDOC recently amended the policy providing for recreation to two hours per day, five 
days a week. Attachment C, O.P. 861.3.V.E.17.a (amended 1/16/2018). 
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64. For years, Mr. Reyes satisfied behavioral prerequisites. Yet because he was 

a non-English speaker, unable to read and write, and experienced mental health 

limitations, Mr. Reyes was unable to participate in the journal series component of the 

Step-Down Program, thereby making it impossible for him to progress out of solitary 

confinement without assistance or accommodations. And because of Red Onion 

correctional officers’ hostility towards Spanish speakers and persons of Central 

American descent like Mr. Reyes, such assistance and accommodation have been 

withheld. Mr. Reyes has thus endured years of solitary confinement for no legitimate 

purpose.  

65. Defendants did not move Mr. Reyes from SM 0 to 1 until June 2018, seven 

years after the Step-Down Program began. 

66. Prisoners at SM 1 are able to purchase $5 of food items from commissary 

and are entitled to one additional call per month. They can purchase a television and a 

radio. They are able to have an in-pod work assignment, but first priority for such 

assignments goes to SM 2 prisoners. They are not able to participate in out-of-cell 

programs unless they are inside a “therapeutic module,” which is a cage roughly the 

size of a telephone booth. The conditions of their solitary confinement are otherwise 

identical to prisoners at SM 0.  

C. Mr. Reyes 

67. Mr. Reyes entered VDOC custody in April 2001. He arrived at Red Onion 

in June 2001. He spent over a year in segregation at Red Onion before being transferred 

to Wallens Ridge State Prison and placed in general population in July 2003. 
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68. On February 24, 2006, Mr. Reyes was brutally assaulted by his cellmate 

while he washed his underwear in the sink. Mr. Reyes was left bloodied and naked on 

the floor of his cell. He suffered broken teeth and a head injury. He still has a scar across 

his skull from the assault. 

69. VDOC charged him with assault for defending himself against the attack.  

70. Mr. Reyes believes that another prisoner wrote documents challenging the 

disciplinary ticket on his behalf. However, the prisoner contested the charges in 

English, so Mr. Reyes has no way of knowing what challenges were raised or if they 

had merit. 

71. VDOC did not provide Mr. Reyes the opportunity to be heard or to 

present evidence before finding him guilty of assault. The only translation services 

VDOC staff provided Mr. Reyes before sending him to Red Onion for segregation was 

to translate the charges against him. No VDOC staff assisted Mr. Reyes in defending 

himself against those charges, even though they were aware of his inability to 

communicate in English.  

72. Following the assault, VDOC sent Mr. Reyes to Red Onion and placed him 

in the long-term solitary confinement unit, where he remains to this day.  

73. In December 2012, after VDOC instituted the Step-Down Program for 

prisoners in long-term isolation, Mr. Reyes was designated Special Management, or SM. 

The SM pathway is intended for prisoners who: 

display an institutional adjustment history indicating repeated disruptive 
behavior at lower level facilities, a history of fighting with staff or offenders, 
and/or violent resistance towards a staff intervention resulting in harm to 
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staff, other offenders without the intent to invoke serious harm or the intent 
to kill, or serious damage to the facility, and where reasonable intervention 
at the lower security level have not been successful in eliminating 
disruptive behaviors. Attachment A, O.P. 830.A.III. 

 
74. Mr. Reyes does not now meet, and has not ever met, the criteria for 

designation as an SM prisoner. Mr. Reyes does not have an extensive history of violence 

within VDOC. The altercation with his cellmate, in which Mr. Reyes insists that he acted 

in self-defense, was his first — and to this day, only — incident of violence. Nor did 

VDOC attempt any “reasonable intervention” to manage Mr. Reyes at lower security 

levels.  

D.  Sham Reviews of Mr. Reyes’ Continued Isolation 

i. Segregation Classification Review and the Step-Down Program 

75. For many prisoners, including Mr. Reyes, the Step-Down Program is an 

impediment to leaving solitary confinement, as it provides an excuse for correctional 

officers to retain prisoners in solitary confinement who no longer pose a threat.  

76. Under the Step-Down Program, solitary confinement prisoners such as 

Mr. Reyes are entitled to progressively earn more privileges as they move through the 

program. Prisoners are to receive regular reviews of their progress through the program 

and of the need for their ongoing separation from the rest of the prison population. 

77. As an SM prisoner, Mr. Reyes is entitled to reviews of his segregation 

classification and progress through the Step-Down Program every 90 days by a 

designated staffer or staffers known as the Institutional Classification Authority (ICA). 

See Attachment A.  
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78. The Building Management Committee, comprised of mental health and 

correctional staff with direct knowledge of the prisoners in their custody, is responsible 

for making recommendations to the ICA, including recommendations regarding 

assignment of prisoners to privilege levels (0, 1, or 2). The Building Management 

Committee meets at least monthly.  

79. The ICA reviews the progress of individual prisoners through the IM and 

SM pathways as well as their on-going segregation classification. For these segregation 

interim ICA reviews, a reporting staff member first makes a recommendation as to 

whether a prisoner should be retained in solitary confinement, and if so, at what 

privilege level (0, 1, or 2). On information and belief, this recommendation reflects the 

decision of the Building Management Committee. The ICA then reviews the staff 

recommendation internally before adopting it. All interim segregation reviews are also 

reviewed by the Facility Unit Head (currently Defendant Warden Kiser) or his designee.  

80. Mr. Reyes is additionally entitled to have his status in segregation 

reviewed by the Dual Treatment Team (DTT) and by the External Review Team (ERT). 

The DTT is responsible for reviewing solitary confinement classifications and making 

recommendations as to whether prisoners are properly classified. The DTT also reviews 

mental health assessments to determine appropriate housing. The ERT reviews 

prisoners bi-annually to determine if they are appropriately classified to segregation, if 

they continue to meet criteria for the SM pathway, and if the DTT has made appropriate 

decisions to advance the prisoner through the Step-Down Program. 
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ii. VDOC’s Toothless Reviews of Mr. Reyes’ Solitary Confinement 

81. Defendants conduct meaningless, sham reviews of Mr. Reyes’ solitary 

confinement status that do not comport with basic procedural safeguards. Although 

multiple levels of review ostensibly provide a veneer of procedure, they have operated 

instead as rubberstamps of one another and of Mr. Reyes’ indefinite solitary 

confinement. 

82. Mr. Reyes does not receive Spanish-language notice of ICA hearings and 

recommendations before ICA segregation reviews occur, and so he has no meaningful 

opportunity to contest the basis for his ongoing solitary confinement. 

83. ICA segregation reviews occur at prisoners’ cell doors and consist of 

VDOC staff telling the prisoner the reporting staff’s recommendation and asking for a 

statement from the prisoner. VDOC staff do not offer translation services for Mr. Reyes 

during ICA segregation reviews. As such, Mr. Reyes does not understand the reporting 

officer’s recommendation, nor can he provide a statement. He thus has no meaningful 

opportunity to communicate his readiness to transition out of solitary confinement to 

the ICA. Indeed, Mr. Reyes is not even aware when ICA reviews are occurring. 

Unbeknownst to Mr. Reyes, his inability to participate in his own ICA review has been 

routinely used to justify his continued solitary confinement, as Defendants have faulted 

him for refusing to participate.  

84. Although VDOC purports to provide “formal due process” for ongoing 

segregation ICA reviews, these reviews “do not require the presence of a reporting 
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officer or the right to call witnesses.” Attachment E, O.P. 830.1.IV.A.2.b.iii. & O.P. 

830.1.IV.B.1.e.  

85. Moreover, the written decisions of the ICA are not translated into Spanish 

or communicated orally to Mr. Reyes so that he might understand them.  

86. Despite the directive that “[i]t is valuable for Officers, Counselors, and the 

Unit Manager to communicate with each offender routinely on their [Step-Down] 

ratings,” Attachment A, O.P. 830.A.IV.D.E.5.d, this is not done with Mr. Reyes.  

87. For years Defendants denied Mr. Reyes the opportunity to progress out of 

solitary confinement on the sole ground that Mr. Reyes was not participating in the 

Step-Down Program. Yet the Step-Down Program was not made available to Mr. Reyes.  

88. The ERT provides no meaningful review or oversight of the ICA’s 

segregation retention decisions.  

89. Mr. Reyes does not meet the criteria for a Level S (i.e. long-term 

segregation classification) or SM offender, and yet the ERT and Defendant Mathena, the 

Chairman of the ERT, have not returned him to general population.  

90. Prisoners do not attend their ERT reviews and are not notified of ERT 

decisions. There is no right to appeal ERT decisions. 

91. The DTT likewise fails to provide meaningful review or oversight of 

segregation decisions. Prisoners do not attend DTT reviews and are not aware when 

they occur. As with ERT reviews, prisoners cannot appeal decisions of the DTT or 

otherwise challenge them.  
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iii. Mr. Reyes’ Segregation Reviews Prior to the Step-Down Program 

92. In May of 2009, prior to the existence of the Step-Down Program, VDOC 

deemed Mr. Reyes “not a threat to [Red Onion State Prison] or staff.” VDOC promoted 

Mr. Reyes to Progressive Housing, a setting aimed ostensibly at helping people 

transition out of solitary confinement, for a brief period of roughly four months. 

However, when Mr. Reyes expressed fear of having another cellmate and refused to 

leave his cell, Defendants returned Mr. Reyes to the long-term solitary confinement 

unit.  

93. A well-known consequence of solitary confinement is that those who have 

spent years in isolation become fearful and paranoid of others. Indeed, VDOC operates 

an entire unit for prisoners who “express resistance to out of cell activities or a general 

population environment,” so as to “reintegrate offenders into a general population 

setting in preparation for advancement to a lower security level.” Attachment A, O.P. 

830.A.III. Mr. Reyes has never been to such a unit. 

94. In September 2010, VDOC staff again deemed Mr. Reyes “not . . . a threat 

to the orderly operation of this institution.” In October 2010, Mr. Reyes declined to 

move to Progressive Housing out of fear and paranoia. Instead of determining how best 

to reintegrate Mr. Reyes into general population after so many years of solitary 

confinement, or assuring Mr. Reyes that he would not be forced to live with another 

cellmate who would assault him, VDOC staff disciplined him for “disobeying an order” 

and he stayed in solitary confinement. 
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95. In July 2011, Mr. Reyes was once more approved for release to Progressive 

Housing, as he was “not . . . a threat to the orderly operation of th[e] institution” and his 

last disciplinary charge was from 2010. Nevertheless, he remained in solitary 

confinement. 

96. VDOC staff then abandoned their prior decision to remove Mr. Reyes 

from solitary confinement, despite having determined he does not require the 

additional security of Red Onion’s long-term solitary confinement unit.  

97. At his August 2011 segregation review, VDOC staff decided that Mr. 

Reyes would remain in solitary confinement based solely on two disciplinary offenses: 

the assault charge from 2006 and the disobeying-an-order charge for refusing a move to 

progressive housing in 2010. Yet just a month prior, VDOC staff had reviewed this same 

disciplinary record and determined solitary confinement unnecessary.  

98. At each subsequent 90-day segregation review, correctional staff 

performed essentially identical, meaningless reviews, with the higher–level 

administrative staff unerringly rubberstamping the recommendations of line staff. The 

rationales for retaining Mr. Reyes in segregation included: 

• disciplinary sanctions predating the ICA’s assessment that Mr. Reyes was no 

longer a security risk;  

• a subsequent disciplinary offense for failing to submit to a drug test when 

there was no indication that Mr. Reyes had used drugs or even understood 

the order to submit to a drug test; and  

• “ICA Recommends remain seg,” with no justification provided.  
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iv. Mr. Reyes’ Segregation Reviews Under the Step-Down Program  

99. At his December 2012 ICA segregation review, VDOC staff assigned Mr. 

Reyes to the SM pathway at level 0. Every 90 days thereafter, ICA staff conducted pro 

forma reviews that relied primarily on Mr. Reyes’ supposed refusal to participate in the 

newly created Step-Down Program — a program that Mr. Reyes could not 

meaningfully participate in due to the lack of language access and his mental health 

disabilities — to justify his otherwise inexplicable retention in long-term solitary 

confinement.  

100. The ICA reviews of Mr. Reyes’ ongoing solitary confinement under the 

Step-Down Program demonstrate how the existence of the Step-Down Program served 

as an arbitrary stand-in for an actual evaluation of Mr. Reyes’ risk. Staff conducting the 

upper-level administrative reviews routinely rubberstamped the decisions of line staff 

despite Mr. Reyes’ obviously prolonged and pointless solitary confinement.  

101. The meaningless, pre-textual rationales for retaining Mr. Reyes in solitary 

confinement under the Step-Down Program included the following:  

• “ICA recommends Segregation based on SM 0 status and his refusal to 

participate in hearing”; 

• “ICA recommends Segregation based on longer period of stable adjustment is 

warranted”; 

• “ICA recommends segregation based on needing to do established 

programs”;  

• “Offender needs to participate in program and remain charge free”;  
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• “Remain Segregation. Continue to pursue the programming”;  

• “Offender Reyes is housed appropriately in segregation. He refuses 

programs”;  

• “Offender has not met all the requirements of the step-down program at this 

time”; and  

• “Remain segregation. Offender Reyes refuses to participate in the Challenge 

Series.”   

102. In February 2018, officers provided Mr. Reyes a blue book. Mr. Reyes does 

not understand what is in the book because it is in English, and he cannot read it. On 

information and belief, the blue book is part one of the Challenge Series that he must 

complete to leave solitary confinement. February 2018 was the first time Mr. Reyes 

received these course materials. At Mr. Reyes’ June 2018 ICA hearing, the ICA retained 

Mr. Reyes in solitary confinement, but moved him from SM 0 to SM 1 for the first time 

in six years, citing his participation in a Step-Down Program that he does not 

comprehend. 

103. As the above ICA decisions and rubber-stamp upper-level reviews 

demonstrate, the only path for Mr. Reyes to leave solitary confinement is to complete 

the Step-Down Program — a program that is not available in Spanish and which was 

not offered to Mr. Reyes for seven years.  

104. There is no penological purpose to Mr. Reyes’ retention in solitary 

confinement. During the twelve and a half years that Mr. Reyes has been in isolation, he 
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has accrued just seven disciplinary reports — none of them involving incidents of 

violence. He has not had a disciplinary report of any kind in over three years. 

105. In sum, the periodic reviews required under VDOC Operating Procedure 

830.A, which purport to provide “formal due process,” do not provide Mr. Reyes a 

meaningful opportunity to progress out of indefinite, long-term solitary confinement. 

E. Mr. Reyes’ Unnecessary and Cruel Isolation 

106. Today Mr. Reyes lives in near-total isolation. Most days he does not step 

outside of his small, concrete cell.  

107. Mr. Reyes’ cell is six paces in length and roughly half that size in width. It 

is minimally furnished with a steel bed, a steel table with no chair, and a steel toilet 

with a sink at the top. There is no mirror inside his cell. The fluorescent lights in his cell 

dim but do not turn off at night.    

108. Mr. Reyes lives behind a solid steel door that masks all sound except the 

voices of those in the cells directly beside and below him. No Spanish-speaking prisoner 

is housed in a cell near enough for communication with Mr. Reyes. His isolation and 

lack of social interaction is nearly absolute.  

109. Mr. Reyes’ identity as a Latino, non-English-speaking prisoner, combined 

with his mental vulnerability and cognitive limitations, subject him to disdain and 

torment from the overwhelmingly White and English-speaking correctional officers 

who control his every move.  

110. Red Onion correctional officers regularly speak to Latino prisoners, 

including Mr. Reyes, using racist epithets such as “wetback,” a derogatory term meant 
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to refer to immigrants who enter the country illegally by swimming across the Rio 

Grande. Regardless of country of origin, correctional officers refer to all Latino 

prisoners as Mexicans. Correctional officers routinely castigate prisoners who speak 

Spanish and order them to communicate in English.  

111. Correctional officers single Mr. Reyes out for mockery and harassment. 

They ridicule his language, and they use his inability to speak and understand English 

as an excuse to not take Mr. Reyes outside for recreation or to the shower. Correctional 

officers understand that Mr. Reyes is unable to advocate for himself and that there will 

be no repercussions for their actions. 

112. Mr. Reyes entered solitary confinement weighing 186 lbs. He has lost 

nearly 50 lbs. since that time, and today weighs just 138 lbs.  

113. Defendants have routinely deprived Mr. Reyes of meals, including for a 

full day at a time. For the seven years that correctional staff relegated him to the most 

restrictive form of solitary confinement, Mr. Reyes was categorically ineligible to work 

and earn money, and he was unable to purchase food items through commissary. When 

Mr. Reyes moved to SM 1 in June 2018, he became eligible for an in-unit job. SM 2 

prisoners, however, have first priority for such assignments, and Mr. Reyes has not 

been assigned a job. His nutrition is dependent on the whims of the correctional officers 

who distribute food trays in his unit, and he often goes hungry. He has lost a substantial 

and unhealthy amount of weight while in solitary confinement due to Defendants’ 

failure to provide adequate food.  
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114. For the majority of his time in isolation, VDOC policy provided that 

solitary confinement prisoners received no more than one hour of recreation five days a 

week. Recently, VDOC increased the policy to provide two hours of recreation five days 

a week. Attachment C, O.P. 861.3.V.E.17.a (amended 1/16/2018).  

115. Mr. Reyes must rely on Red Onion correctional staff to open his cell door 

and to agree to escort him in shackles to the recreation cages. Red Onion staff regularly 

refuse to do so. In 2017, Mr. Reyes was taken out of his cell for recreation an estimated 

three times for the entire year. Now, Mr. Reyes goes outside for recreation roughly once 

every three-to-four weeks. For example, Mr. Reyes did not go outside for recreation 

once during the three-week period from on or about February 27 through on or about 

March 20, 2018 and again from on or about June 21 through on or about July 19, 2018. 

116. At times when Mr. Reyes does go outside, he is relegated to a narrow cage 

resembling a dog run, where he recreates alone.  

117. Every time Mr. Reyes leaves his cell, including on those rare occasions 

when officers allow him to go to the recreation cage, he must first submit to a cavity 

search. This search requires that he pass his clothing through the door to correctional 

officers on the other side. He must then squat, turn around, bend over, and pull his 

buttocks to the side to reveal his anus for a visual inspection. Officers then shackle him 

at the ankles, waist and wrists. While shackling Mr. Reyes, officers restrain him with a 

dog tether. If he moves in a way the officers find disobedient, correctional officers yank 

on the tether. Mr. Reyes finds the strip-search procedure humiliating and degrading. 
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118. Correctional staff routinely apply handcuffs to Mr. Reyes’ wrists and 

ankles in a manner that is needlessly tight and that breaks the skin so as to cause him 

pain. This is a common practice at Red Onion that is used to dissuade prisoners from 

leaving their cells. 

119. There is a small, narrow window on the back wall of Mr. Reyes’ cell that 

has been darkened over so that he cannot see out of it. As such, the window does not 

relieve Mr. Reyes’ sensory deprivation.  

120. By policy, as a prisoner in segregation, Mr. Reyes can shower no more 

than three times each week. In practice, Mr. Reyes is routinely denied the opportunity 

to leave his cell to shower, with the result that he showers no more than once or twice a 

week and often far less. Correctional officers refuse to take him out for showers until 

the odor emanating from his cell becomes overwhelming. In 2017, Mr. Reyes showered 

only a handful of times over the course of the year. On information and belief, staff did 

not take him to shower during the month of August 2018.  

121. Mr. Reyes has repeatedly requested an anti-dandruff shampoo to relieve 

his itchy scalp. Medical staff finally prescribed the anti-dandruff shampoo in July 2018, 

but correctional officers then confiscated it without explanation. 

122. Due to Defendants’ complete isolation of Mr. Reyes, he lost all contact 

with family and the outside world. Because correctional staff have denied him 

assistance writing to family, he has not corresponded with family since at least 2011, 

when he received a final letter from his sister.  
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123. As a prisoner in solitary confinement at the lowest privilege level, for 

more than seven years Mr. Reyes could only make two fifteen-minute telephone calls 

per month. Since June 2018, he is entitled to no more than three such fifteen-minute 

calls. In practice, he does not speak on the telephone with any family members, because 

staff have not provided meaningful instruction as to how to make outgoing calls.  

124. The first telephone call Mr. Reyes had in nearly ten years occurred when 

undersigned counsel scheduled a legal phone call with Mr. Reyes in March 2018. 

Defendants insisted that Mr. Reyes be shackled behind his back during the entirety of 

this legal phone call. They placed Mr. Reyes in handcuffs that were so tight as to cause 

Mr. Reyes intense pain and discomfort. Officers then tied Mr. Reyes to the door with a 

tether. Mr. Reyes had to pin the phone between his shoulder and ear for the entirety of 

the one-hour phone call with legal counsel.  

125. In addition, Defendants’ solitary confinement policy mandates that Mr. 

Reyes not have contact or video visits with family, friends, or attorneys. He has not had 

a hug, handshake, or kindly human touch in twelve and a half years.  

126. Due to Mr. Reyes’ solitary confinement, he cannot participate in 

congregate programming or employment, and he has no access to religious services. 

Until June 2018, he had no television inside his cell and no way to watch television. 

127. Because Mr. Reyes is serving time for an offense that occurred before 

January 1, 1995, he is eligible for 30 days of good conduct allowance for every month he 

is in prison. See Attachment D, O.P. 830.3.VII.C. However, while he remains in solitary 
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confinement, VDOC policy prohibits him from earning the maximum amount of good 

conduct time allowed. See id., O.P. 830.3.V.G. 

128. Over the past several months, Defendants have begun taking Mr. Reyes 

out of his cell for what he believes are English lessons. Correctional officers escort Mr. 

Reyes in handcuffs and shackles to a small, individual cage. One other prisoner sits 

inside an identical small, individual cage nearby. The instructor of these classes speaks 

only in English.  When Mr. Reyes attempts to communicate in Spanish, the instructor 

tells Mr. Reyes: “You’re in our country, speak our language.”  

129. Mr. Reyes believes that he is expected to learn English through this “class” 

so as to progress out of solitary confinement. On information and belief, Mr. Reyes is 

unknowingly participating in the Step-Down Program. He copies English words into 

the “Challenge Series” journals without understanding the words he is transcribing.  

130. At all other times, Mr. Reyes is confined to a cell roughly half the size of a 

parking space. He eats all meals in this small, confined space, which is also where he 

uses the toilet and sleeps.  

131. Most days, Mr. Reyes spends 24 hours a day inside this cell, sleeping, 

pacing his cell, and communicating with voices that only he can hear.  

F. Mr. Reyes’ Mental and Physical Decompensation in Solitary Confinement and 

Defendants’ Shocking Indifference 

132. Predictably, Mr. Reyes’ mental health has declined precipitously in 

solitary confinement. Despite his obvious decompensation, mental health staff have 

failed to seek his transfer to a more suitable housing unit, and they refuse to 
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acknowledge the severity of Mr. Reyes’ mental illness. Mental health staff have also 

failed to ensure appropriate interpreter services for their interviews with Mr. Reyes, 

thereby leaving Mr. Reyes at risk for an unknown, undetected mental illness.  

133. Upon entering VDOC in April 2001, mental health staff designated Mr. 

Reyes MH-0, the lowest of five mental health codes, indicating that he had no recent 

history of mental health treatment and no current behavior evidencing a need for 

services. 

134. Beginning in June 2001, Mr. Reyes spent more than one year in solitary 

confinement at Red Onion. During that time, Mr. Reyes was twice placed on suicide 

precautions and exhibited unusual and bizarre behavior including hollering, screaming, 

and dancing around his cell. A mental health note from June 2002 reflects that Mr. 

Reyes’ condition necessitated psychotropic medication.  

135. In 2003, Mr. Reyes was placed in general population at Wallens Ridge.  

There is no evidence of Mr. Reyes coming to the attention of mental health staff for the 

next three years he spent in general population. 

136. In 2006, Mr. Reyes returned to Red Onion and long-term solitary 

confinement. Back in solitary confinement, Mr. Reyes’ mental health again deteriorated.  

137. In November 2007, after Mr. Reyes had spent nearly one year in isolation, 

Defendant Huff, a Qualified Mental Health Professional (QMHP), evaluated Mr. Reyes 

because he had not eaten in over eight days. Defendant Huff noted that Mr. Reyes 

appeared “disheveled” and there was a strong smell of body odor emanating from his 

cell. Mr. Reyes “approached the door with his hands clasped under his chin as if in a 
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pray[er] or pleading position.” He was crying “profusely.” Defendant Huff noted that 

Mr. Reyes spoke little English and that it was difficult to determine whether Mr. Reyes 

understood his questions. Mr. Reyes also evidenced clear indicators of psychosis, 

“making bizarre references to President Bush, the police, and making wide, arching 

military type salutes.”  

138. Defendant Huff deemed Mr. Reyes severely depressed and indicated that 

Mr. Reyes would be considered for referral to a mental health facility. On information 

and belief, Defendant Huff did not follow up on this referral, and Mr. Reyes was not 

referred to a mental health facility. He spent one day on a suicide watch before being 

returned to solitary confinement.  

139.  Over the next decade, Mr. Reyes continued to exhibit indicators of a 

serious psychosis, but the mental health staff charged with his care failed to take 

reasonable measures to address his decline.  

140. For example, a mental health professional who examined Mr. Reyes in 

2009 observed that he was “constantly looking from side to side and nodding, as if 

responding to internal stimuli” and noted that he appeared “gaunt,” as though he had 

not eaten in some time. She ascertained that Mr. Reyes was delusional and likely in 

need of acute treatment, as he “could continue to deteriorate if further interventions are 

not made.” Despite these grave and prescient concerns, Mr. Reyes received no 

meaningful mental health treatment.  

141. At one point, a psychiatrist examined Mr. Reyes because he had lost 

twenty pounds and was not eating. Mr. Reyes exhibited clear signs of paranoia and 
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anxiety, expressing concern that if he were around other prisoners his old cellmate 

would somehow find and kill him. The psychiatrist noted that Mr. Reyes had been 

charge free for over three years, and that he was requesting a transfer to a different 

facility. Mental health staff indicated that they would “look[ ] into whether any 

adjustments can be made within the system.” On information and belief, both 

correctional and mental health staff failed to meaningfully respond to Mr. Reyes’ clear 

need for a less restrictive housing setting. 

142. Mr. Reyes’ language limitations and the lack of access to translation 

services continued to be a barrier to communication with mental health. For example, in 

July 2015, the examiner noted that Mr. Reyes “shook his head in an upward and 

downward motion (as if to suggest yes) when asked if he is doing okay.”  

143. In May 2016, an increase in Mr. Reyes’ behavioral agitation necessitated 

an assessment of his mental stability. Defendant Trent, another QMPH, met with Mr. 

Reyes with the assistance of a Spanish interpreter. Defendant Trent observed that Mr. 

Reyes appeared disheveled, that his personal hygiene was lacking, and that he carried a 

strong smell of body odor. Defendant Trent administered a “mini mental status 

examination.” Mr. Reyes scored extremely poorly on this examination. Defendant Trent 

arbitrarily discarded Mr. Reyes’ results and attributed his poor performance to 

language limitations, even though an interpreter was present. Defendant Trent 

acknowledged a need to advocate on Mr. Reyes’ behalf with correctional staff regarding 

his inability to participate in programming and his need for support services. Either 

Defendant Trent failed to advocate on Mr. Reyes’ behalf or correctional staff refused to 
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transfer Mr. Reyes from solitary confinement in response to Defendant Trent’s 

advocacy. Mr. Reyes received no additional mental health treatment except for periodic 

wellness checks, and mental health staff continued to identify him as MH-0.  

144. In November 2016, Defendant Huff determined that Mr. Reyes was not 

suffering from a Serious Mental Illness (SMI) as that term is used in VDOC. On 

information and belief, Defendant Huff made this assessment without personally 

evaluating Mr. Reyes. 

145. In the fall of 2017, VDOC began identifying SMI prisoners for possible 

diversion out of long-term segregation and into a Secure Diversionary Treatment 

Program (SDTP) at one of the institutions with special programming and individualized 

treatment services for SMI prisoners. Defendant Trent met with Mr. Reyes with the help 

of an interpreter to assess whether Mr. Reyes should be designated SMI. He found Mr. 

Reyes unkempt, suffering from possible psychosis, and unaware of “the building, town, 

and year.” He diagnosed Mr. Reyes with severe cognitive deficits and found him 

severely functionally impaired. Defendant Trent re-classified Mr. Reyes as MH-2S, 

indicating that Mr. Reyes was suffering under a substantial impairment.  

146. On January 19, 2018, Defendant Lee denied Mr. Reyes a transfer to an 

SDTP, stating that Mr. Reyes should be re-examined. Defendant Lee suggested that Mr. 

Reyes appeared more mentally ill than he was because of his inability to speak English. 

147. At Defendant Lee’s request, Defendant Huff evaluated Mr. Reyes on 

January 22, 2018. Again Mr. Reyes could not recall basic information such as his state 

prison identification number or the name of the institution where he is housed.  
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148. Defendant Huff identified Mr. Reyes as having evident memory problems 

and determined that his depression could be a result of his inability to communicate 

with others. Defendant Huff was unable to rule out delusional thinking.  

149. When Defendant Trent evaluated Mr. Reyes again the following day, 

January 23, 2018, Mr. Reyes was exhibiting severely disordered, grandiose and 

delusional thinking. He told Defendant Trent that he “studied to be president of el 

Salvador, Guatemala, and Mexico.” Mr. Reyes was not oriented to person, time or 

situation.  

150. On January 25, 2018, Defendant McDuffie, the Red Onion psychiatrist, met 

with Mr. Reyes for the first time. He diagnosed Mr. Reyes with major depression, severe 

recurrent, and indicated that his mental disorder is an extreme impairment to 

functioning. Defendant McDuffie prescribed Prozac, and would later prescribe Effexor, 

for Mr. Reyes’ depression and disordered thinking.  

151. Defendant Huff then reversed Defendant Trent’s designation of Mr. Reyes 

as SMI. Defendant Huff did not identify Mr. Reyes as cognitively impaired, despite the 

fact that Defendant Huff had himself personally observed Mr. Reyes’ inability to recall 

basic facts. He acknowledged Mr. Reyes’ newly diagnosed depressive disorder, but in 

light of the new Prozac prescription, determined that Mr. Reyes no longer met the 

criteria for a functional impairment.  

152. On information and belief, Defendant Huff’s decision to rescind Mr. 

Reyes’ SMI designation was motivated in significant part by Defendant Lee’s resistance 
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to transferring Mr. Reyes out of solitary confinement and his calling Mr. Reyes’ SMI 

designation into question.  

153. Rather than address the aggravating environmental conditions that are 

causing and/or exacerbating Mr. Reyes’ mental illness and causing him to exhibit signs 

of psychosis, Defendants have opted to retain Mr. Reyes in solitary confinement and 

medicate him. As a result of the psychiatric medication he is taking, Mr. Reyes is 

increasingly lethargic and now sleeps during the day.  

154. At other times, Mr. Reyes rants and raves inside his cell, sings gospel 

songs, and is the target of harassment and malign neglect from correctional officers. He 

reports daily conversations with dead family members and influential political leaders, 

and he sees these individuals appear inside his cell.  

G. Comparison to Conditions of Confinement in General Population 

155. The conditions of Mr. Reyes’ solitary confinement represent an atypical 

and significant hardship as compared to the treatment of general population prisoners 

in VDOC. 

156. General population prisoners in VDOC reside in dormitories or cells that 

permit communication amongst prisoners. Cells are open-barred and do not feature the 

solid steel doors typical of VDOC isolation cells. 

157. General population prisoners have routine, daily interactions that allow 

for meaningful connection and conversation. Prisoners in general population share 

congregate meals in a dining area and recreate in large groups on the yard and in 

dayrooms.  
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158. Prisoners in general population have access to outdoor recreation every 

day, weather permitting. They can access recreation equipment including basketballs 

and basketball hoops. Prisoners recreating in dayrooms can interact by playing card 

games. 

159. General population prisoners have no limitation on the number of phone 

calls they may place each month. They are entitled to contact visits with family and 

attorneys.  

160. General population prisoners are permitted to move about without 

shackles or restraints. There is no requirement that general population prisoners submit 

to a cavity search before leaving their cell.  

161. Moreover, general population prisoners have congregate programming 

opportunities, including anger management groups and cognitive behavioral therapy. 

General population prisoners can go to the law library to peruse legal materials, and 

can go to a chapel for religious programming.  

162. General population prisoners also have access to vocational training and 

employment opportunities. Through such opportunities, general population prisoners 

may earn good conduct allowance credits off their sentence.  

163. Prisoners who committed their felony offenses on or after July 1, 1981 and 

prior to January 1, 1995, as Mr. Reyes did, can earn up to 30 days of good conduct 

allowance for every 30 days served. Attachment D, O.P. 830.3.VII.C.  

164. Prisoners in general population do not have strict dollar limitations on the 

amount of commissary they may purchase, and they are not limited to commissary for 
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hygiene products only. Prisoners in general population may purchase television sets for 

their cells, and may also watch television in a congregate setting in a dayroom.  

H. Acts and Omissions of Defendants 

165. As VDOC Commissioner, Defendant Clarke sets policy for the VDOC, 

including the long-term segregation policy in effect at Red Onion State Prison. 

Defendant Clarke signs VDOC policies and supervises compliance with those policies.  

166. Due to Defendant Clarke’s segregation policy, Mr. Reyes has spent years 

in solitary confinement for no penological purpose.  

167. Defendant Clarke also dictates the extremely harsh conditions of 

confinement for prisoners in long-term solitary confinement, including Mr. Reyes. 

Defendant Clarke is well aware of the serious psychological consequences of solitary 

confinement. He is deliberately indifferent to the risk that his policies will cause lasting 

psychological harm.  

168. Despite his awareness that prisoners with language limitations, cognitive 

impairments, and serious mental health complications populate VDOC prisons and 

long-term solitary confinement units, Defendant Clarke has failed to accommodate such 

prisoners in VDOC’s long-term solitary confinement policy.  

169. Defendant Clarke has also failed to ensure that adequate interpretation 

services are available to prisoners of limited English proficiency and has failed to 

promulgate a language access policy, despite knowing that the VDOC has a significant 

Spanish-speaking population. 
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170. As the Chief of Corrections Operations, Defendant Robinson is 

responsible for approving VDOC’s long-term segregation policy and overseeing its 

implementation.  

171. Due to Defendant Robinson’s segregation policy, Mr. Reyes has spent 

years in solitary confinement for no penological purpose. Despite Defendant Robinson’s 

awareness of the serious psychological consequences of solitary confinement, he has 

approved and overseen a policy that causes psychological harm.  

172. The solitary confinement policy which Defendant Robinson oversees and 

for which he bears responsibility does not provide adequate safeguards for prisoners 

with Mr. Reyes’ limitations to progress out of solitary confinement.  

173. As warden, Defendant Kiser bears the ultimate responsibility for the care 

and custody of Red Onion prisoners, including Mr. Reyes. This responsibility includes a 

duty to ensure that limited English proficiency prisoners such as Mr. Reyes have 

adequate translation services. As warden, Defendant Kiser is also directly responsible 

for decisions removing prisoners from Level S (i.e., long-term segregation) classification 

to a less restrictive security level. Due to Defendant Kiser’s direct actions and omissions, 

Mr. Reyes has spent well over a year in solitary confinement in unconstitutional 

conditions and will remain in solitary confinement for the foreseeable future.  

174. Defendant Kiser is also responsible for training correctional staff and for 

exercising oversight to ensure that his correctional officers perform their duties in a 

professional manner that follows correctional policy and that respects the inherent 

dignity of the incarcerated persons in their care. Despite numerous reports of 
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correctional officers refusing to take prisoners in solitary confinement outside for 

recreation or to showers and of correctional officers giving prisoners empty food trays, 

Defendant Kiser has taken no steps to correct this misconduct.  

175. For example, on September 13, 2017, another prisoner submitted an 

informal complaint on Mr. Reyes’ behalf alerting Defendant Kiser that Mr. Reyes had 

been denied access to showers and recreation for months at a time. Defendant Kiser 

failed to take appropriate action in response to this serious complaint and 

inappropriately ceded the responsibility for responding to the Unit Manager, who did 

not investigate the allegation.   

176. On another occasion, May 23, 2017, a third party submitted an informal 

complaint alleging that officers refused to feed Mr. Reyes his lunch meal. Defendant 

Kiser failed to adequately investigate this serious allegation by failing to interview the 

officers involved and by failing to review surveillance footage. 

177. Defendant Kiser has thus implicitly endorsed such mistreatment of 

prisoners, all but ensuring that vulnerable prisoners like Mr. Reyes are subjected to 

torment from correctional officers. 

178. Defendant Barksdale served as warden immediately prior to Defendant 

Kiser. As warden, Defendant Barksdale bore the ultimate responsibility for the care and 

custody of Red Onion prisoners including Mr. Reyes. This responsibility included a 

duty to ensure that limited English proficiency prisoners such as Mr. Reyes had 

adequate translation services. As warden, Defendant Barksdale was also directly 

responsible for decisions removing prisoners from Level S (i.e., long-term segregation) 
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classification to a less restrictive security level. Due to Defendant Barksdale’s direct 

actions and omissions, Mr. Reyes spent years in solitary confinement in 

unconstitutional conditions. 

179. Defendant Barksdale was also responsible for training correctional staff 

and for exercising oversight to ensure that his correctional officers performed their 

duties in a professional manner that followed correctional policy and that respected the 

inherent dignity of the incarcerated persons in their care. Despite numerous reports of 

correctional officers refusing to take prisoners in solitary confinement outside for 

recreation or to showers and of correctional officers giving prisoners empty food trays, 

Defendant Barksdale took no steps to correct this misconduct. Instead, Defendant 

Barksdale implicitly endorsed such behavior, all but ensuring that vulnerable prisoners 

such as Mr. Reyes would be subjected to torment from correctional officers. 

180. Defendant Mathena served as Assistant Warden when Red Onion 

opened in 1998. He took over as Warden in 2011 and instituted the Step-Down Program 

that has caused Mr. Reyes to remain in solitary confinement indefinitely. As warden, 

Defendant Mathena bore the ultimate responsibility for the care and custody of Red 

Onion prisoners, including Mr. Reyes. This responsibility included a duty to ensure that 

limited English proficiency prisoners such as Mr. Reyes had adequate translation 

services. As warden, Defendant Mathena was also directly responsible for decisions 

removing prisoners from Level S (i.e., long-term segregation) classification to a less 

restrictive security level. 
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181. Defendant Mathena was also responsible for training correctional staff 

and for exercising oversight to ensure that his correctional officers performed their 

duties in a professional manner that followed correctional policy and that respected the 

inherent dignity of the incarcerated persons in their care. Despite numerous reports of 

correctional officers refusing to take prisoners in solitary confinement outside for 

recreation or to showers and of correctional officers giving prisoners empty food trays, 

Defendant Mathena took no steps to correct this misconduct. Instead, Defendant 

Mathena implicitly endorsed such behavior, all but ensuring that vulnerable prisoners 

such as Mr. Reyes would be subjected to torment from correctional officers. 

182. Defendant Mathena currently works at VDOC headquarters as the head of 

Security Operations. As Security Operations Manager, he serves as the Chairman of the 

External Review Team. In this role, Defendant Mathena performs biannual reviews of 

each prisoner assigned to Red Onion at Security Level “S” (i.e., in solitary confinement) 

to determine if the prisoner should move out of solitary confinement. Mr. Reyes 

remains in solitary confinement due to Defendant Mathena’s failure to perform a 

meaningful review of the necessity of Mr. Reyes’ continued isolation. 

183. As Chief of Housing and Programs (CHAP) for Red Onion, Defendant 

Gallihar serves on the Dual Treatment Team (DTT). Defendant Gallihar has abdicated 

his responsibility as a member of the DTT to advise the Regional Operations Chief and 

Warden that Mr. Reyes does not meet the criteria for segregation. 

184. Defendant Gallihar also serves on the Building Management Committee 

and bears responsibility for the decisions of the Building Management Committee. In 
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this role, Defendant Gallihar is responsible for assigning, or in the alternative, for 

recommending offenders to SM 0, SM 1, and SM 2 privilege levels and for discussing 

and preparing recommendations for the ICA and DTT. Defendant Gallihar has failed to 

meaningfully assess and review Mr. Reyes’ status, and so has caused Mr. Reyes to 

remain in segregation at the lowest privilege level for years.  

185. Defendants Duncan and Collins performed Administrative Reviews of 

Mr. Reyes’ segregation ICA reviews. They abdicated their responsibility to perform 

meaningful reviews of Mr. Reyes’ continued placement in solitary confinement. At each 

90-day review, they merely rubberstamped the recommendation of lower-level staff. 

Due to their failure to perform even a modicum of investigation or oversight into Mr. 

Reyes’ solitary confinement status, Mr. Reyes spent years in solitary confinement in 

unconstitutional conditions and has suffered lasting psychological damage.   

186. Defendant Duncan is the former C-Building Unit Manager. Defendant 

Collins is the current C-Building Manager. As Unit Manager, Defendants Duncan and 

Collins are responsible for ensuring that the correctional officers in their unit perform 

their duties in a professional manner that follows correctional policy and that respects 

the inherent dignity of the incarcerated persons in their care. Despite numerous reports 

of correctional officers refusing to take prisoners on their units outside for recreation or 

to showers and giving prisoners empty food trays -- including reports specific to Mr. 

Reyes -- Defendants Duncan and Collins took no steps to correct this misconduct. By 

failing to take corrective action to ensure the correctional staff under their supervision 
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provide prisoners appropriate care, Defendants Duncan and Collins all but ensured that 

mistreatment of the kind Mr. Reyes endured would occur.  

187. Defendants Justin Kiser, Gilbert, Adams, and Lambert are or have been 

members of the ICA responsible for reviewing the continued segregation of Mr. Reyes 

during his time in solitary confinement. They have abdicated their responsibility to 

perform meaningful reviews of Mr. Reyes’ continued placement in solitary 

confinement. At each 90-day review, they merely retained Mr. Reyes in segregation at 

the lowest privilege level due to Mr. Reyes’ purported failure to participate in 

programming. Due to their insistence that Mr. Reyes complete the Step-Down Program 

journal series, Mr. Reyes spent years in solitary confinement in unconstitutional 

conditions and suffered lasting psychological damage.   

188. Defendant Lee is a member of Central Classification Services. He is 

responsible for approving prisoner transfers out of long-term solitary confinement units 

for mental health reasons. Due to Defendant Lee’s refusal to approve the transfer of Mr. 

Reyes to a residential mental health unit because of Mr. Reyes’ inability to speak 

English, Mr. Reyes continues to suffer in unconstitutional conditions in solitary 

confinement.  

189. Defendants Huff, Trent and McDuffie are Mr. Reyes’ treating mental 

health professionals. They have failed to address the obvious primary cause of Mr. 

Reyes’ poor mental health: his unending solitary confinement. As qualified mental 

health professionals, Defendants Huff and Trent serve on the Building Management 

Committee and Dual Treatment Team, and are responsible for making 
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recommendations and decisions regarding Mr. Reyes’ ongoing solitary confinement. 

Defendants Huff, Trent and McDuffie also have failed to perform a comprehensive 

mental health evaluation of Mr. Reyes so as to render a meaningful diagnosis and 

develop a treatment plan. Defendants’ repeated failure to use translation services when 

communicating with Mr. Reyes places him at immense risk. Defendants Huff, Trent and 

McDuffie refuse to designate Mr. Reyes as seriously mentally ill and functionally 

impaired, despite a long history of psychotic behavior evident in the medical record. As 

a result of Defendants’ unconstitutional conduct, Mr. Reyes continues to suffer in 

unconstitutional conditions in solitary confinement, and his mental health will decline. 

190. Defendant Herrick is the Director of Health Services for VDOC. He is 

responsible for ensuring that all VDOC prisoners, including Mr. Reyes, have adequate 

access to health services. On information and belief, Defendant Herrick has failed to 

institute a policy requiring that all mental health staff use interpretation services when 

communicating with limited English proficiency prisoners such as Mr. Reyes. 

Defendant Herrick is well aware that VDOC has limited English proficiency prisoners 

and that without interpretation services, there exists a significant and unacceptable risk 

that mental illness will go undiagnosed or misdiagnosed in this population. Defendant 

Herrick is also aware that long-term solitary confinement causes and exacerbates 

mental illness. Yet Defendant Herrick failed to ensure that mental health staff properly 

assess solitary confinement prisoners for decompensation and advocate for the removal 

of prisoners like Mr. Reyes who have decompensated in such conditions. As a result of 
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Defendant Herrick’s actions and omissions, Mr. Reyes continues to suffer in 

unconstitutional conditions in solitary confinement, and his mental health will decline. 

V. CAUSES OF ACTION 

Count I: Violation of the Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution  – Against 

All Defendants 

191. Mr. Reyes re-alleges the preceding paragraphs as if fully set out herein. 

192. Prolonged or indefinite solitary confinement creates a substantial risk of 

serious harm to prisoners, including mental illness, brain dysfunction, suicide, self-

mutilation, hypertension, and heart problems. These effects continue after a person is 

released from solitary confinement and may be permanent.  

193. Mr. Reyes’ solitary confinement at Red Onion has caused him to 

experience mental health crises, to physically and mentally decline, and to experience 

auditory and visual hallucinations. Mr. Reyes’ mental health has deteriorated to the 

point that it requires pharmacological intervention and a treatment setting.  

194. Defendants have held and continue to hold Mr. Reyes in solitary 

confinement at Red Onion despite knowing that solitary confinement poses an 

unreasonable risk of lasting harm to prisoners, that Mr. Reyes has in fact 

decompensated in solitary confinement, that he cannot effectively communicate with 

others due to his language limitations, and that solitary confinement has exacerbated 

and will continue to exacerbate his mental illness.  

195. Defendants have failed to adequately supervise correctional officers 

responsible for Mr. Reyes’ direct care, instead allowing correctional officers to routinely 
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deny Mr. Reyes access to outdoor recreation, showers, and a pathway out of long-term 

solitary confinement. 

196. Defendants Huff, Trent and McDuffie exhibited deliberate indifference to 

Mr. Reyes’ serious mental health needs by failing to perform a comprehensive mental 

health evaluation at any point in Mr. Reyes’ incarceration, failing to designate Mr. 

Reyes as seriously mentally ill and functionally impaired, failing to take steps to remove 

him from solitary confinement and abate conditions that are obviously detrimental to 

his mental health, and by failing to routinely communicate with Mr. Reyes through a 

Spanish-language interpreter. 

197. The acts or omissions of the Defendants were the legal and proximate 

cause of Mr. Reyes’ injuries and pain. 

198. Each Defendant, individually and collectively, has thereby violated Mr. 

Reyes’ right under the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution to be free from cruel and 

unusual punishment by acts and omissions manifesting deliberate indifference to the 

serious deprivation of Mr. Reyes’ basic human needs for physical health, mental health 

and sanity, environmental stimulation, social interaction, exercise, and basic human 

dignity.  

Count II: Violation of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 

(Procedural Due Process) to the U.S. Constitution – Against Defendants Clarke, 

Robinson, Kiser, Barksdale, Mathena, Gallihar, Duncan, Collins, Justin Kiser, 

Gilbert, Adams, Lambert and Lee 
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199. Mr. Reyes re-alleges the preceding paragraphs as if fully set out herein.  

200. Prolonged and indefinite solitary confinement in Red Onion State Prison 

constitutes atypical and significant hardship relative to the ordinary incidents of life in 

general population at any VDOC facility.  

201. Mr. Reyes has a protected liberty interest in avoiding continued prolonged 

and indefinite solitary confinement. This liberty interest arises from (1) the VDOC 

regulations mandating periodic review of long-term segregation status, including the 

Segregation Reduction Step-Down Program and VDOC Operating Procedure 830.A, 

and (2) the conditions of Mr. Reyes’ confinement, which cause atypical and significant 

hardship in comparison to the general prison population.  

202. As such, Mr. Reyes’ prolonged and indefinite solitary confinement in Red 

Onion far exceeds the expected bounds of imprisonment in VDOC, and periodic 

reviews of Mr. Reyes’ ongoing indefinite isolation must comport with Due Process.  

203. Defendants have failed to provide meaningful proceedings to determine 

the continued propriety or necessity of Mr. Reyes’ solitary confinement. Defendants 

have failed to articulate any legitimate basis to Mr. Reyes for why he remains in solitary 

confinement and have failed to provide him a meaningful opportunity to contest his 

placement. Instead, Defendants have rubberstamped decisions to retain Mr. Reyes in 

solitary confinement via rote repetition without providing a reasoned decision based on 

Mr. Reyes’ current level of risk or assessment of his mental health. 

204. Defendants have also interfered with Mr. Reyes’ ability to progress 

through the Step-Down Program as provided in VDOC policy.  Although other 
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prisoners classified security level “S” are provided the “Challenge Series” journals to 

progress out of solitary confinement, Defendants did not provide Mr. Reyes this 

opportunity for seven years. Defendants instead conducted sham review hearings 

wherein Mr. Reyes was denied any translation or interpretation services and repeatedly 

maintained in solitary confinement at the lowest level of privileges for not participating 

in a program he had no ability to access.   

205. The acts or omissions of these Defendants were the legal and proximate 

cause of Mr. Reyes’ injuries and pain. 

206. Each Defendant, individually and collectively, has thereby violated Mr. 

Reyes’ right under the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution to due process 

review of the ongoing necessity of his solitary confinement.  

COUNT III: Violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act – Against Defendants 

Clarke and Kiser (Official Capacity) 

207. Mr. Reyes re-alleges the preceding paragraphs as if fully set out herein.  

208. Mr. Reyes is an individual with a mental impairment, a record of such an 

impairment, and is regarded as having such an impairment within the meaning of 42 

U.S.C. § 12102.  

209. His serious mental illness, even when mitigated through medical 

treatment, constitutes a mental impairment that substantially limits him in several 

major life activities, including but not limited to learning, reading, concentrating, 
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thinking, communicating, and interacting with others. These limitations on his life 

activities have a profound effect on Mr. Reyes’ life as fully described above. 

210. Mr. Reyes is a qualified individual with a disability as defined in 42 U.S.C. 

§ 12102.  

211. These Defendants are public entities within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. § 

12131.  

212. Mr. Reyes is entitled to be free from discrimination under the Americans 

with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. § 12131, et seq.  

213. These Defendants failed to accommodate Mr. Reyes’ mental disabilities 

and denied him the benefits and services of their facilities by reason of his mental 

disability by, among other things, holding Mr. Reyes in solitary confinement for twelve 

years despite his mental impairment, failing to provide him an alternate means to 

progress out of solitary confinement, and failing to account for his mental illness in the 

repeated reviews of his segregation.  

214. These Defendants’ discrimination was intentional and/or represents 

deliberate indifference to the strong likelihood that the actions and omissions, and, to 

the extent applicable, adoption of the policies that led to these actions and omissions, 

would likely result in a violation of federally protected rights.  

215. As a proximate and foreseeable result of these Defendants’ discriminatory 

acts and omissions Mr. Reyes suffered injuries including pain and suffering, emotional 

distress, and an exacerbation of his mental illness.  
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COUNT IV: Violation of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 – Against Defendants Clarke 

and Kiser (Official Capacity) 

216. Mr. Reyes re-alleges the preceding paragraphs as if fully set out herein.  

217. Mr. Reyes is an individual with a mental impairment, a record of such an 

impairment, and is regarded as having such an impairment within the meaning of 42 

U.S.C. § 12102 (as incorporated into 29 U.S.C. § 709(b)(9)(B)).  

218. His serious mental illness, even when mitigated through medical 

treatment, constitutes a mental impairment that substantially limits him in several 

major life activities, including but not limited to learning, reading, concentrating, 

thinking, communicating, and interacting with others. These limitations on his life 

activities have a profound effect on Mr. Reyes’ life as fully described above. 

219. Mr. Reyes, with or without reasonable modifications to rules, policies or 

practices, meets the essential eligibility requirements for the receipt of services or the 

participation in programs or activities provided by Defendants. Thus, Mr. Reyes is an 

“otherwise qualified handicapped person” within the meaning of the Rehabilitation 

Act. 

220. These Defendants receive and benefit from federal financial assistance as 

that term is used in 29 U.S.C. § 794 through the Prison Rape Elimination Act and other 

sources.  

221. Mr. Reyes is entitled to be free from discrimination under the 

Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. § 794, et seq.  
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222. These Defendants failed to accommodate Mr. Reyes’ mental disabilities 

and denied him the benefits and services of their facilities by reason of his mental 

disability by, among other things, holding Mr. Reyes in solitary confinement for twelve 

years despite his mental impairment, failing to provide him an alternate means to 

progress out of solitary confinement, and failing to account for his mental illness in the 

repeated reviews of his segregation.  

223. These Defendants’ discrimination was intentional and/or represents 

deliberate indifference to the strong likelihood that the actions and omissions, and, to 

the extent applicable, adoption of the policies that led to these actions and omissions, 

would likely result in a violation of federally protected rights.  

224. As a proximate and foreseeable result of these Defendants’ discriminatory 

acts and omissions Mr. Reyes suffered injuries including pain and suffering, emotional 

distress, and an exacerbation of his mental illness.  

COUNT V: Violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 

to the U.S. Constitution – Against Defendants Clarke (Official Capacity), Kiser 

(Official Capacity and Individual Capacity), Barksdale, Mathena, Gallihar, Duncan, 

Collins, Justin Kiser, Gilbert, Adams, and Lambert (Individual Capacity) 

225. Mr. Reyes re-alleges the preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

226. Defendants have been aware that Mr. Reyes and other prisoners with 

limited English proficiency need translation services to be able to meaningfully access 
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the benefits of VDOC programs and services, including mental health evaluations and 

the Step-Down Program.  

227. Despite knowing that their policy and practice of not providing 

translation services has a disparate impact on limited English proficient prisoners, 

including by keeping them in solitary confinement longer than their English-speaking 

counterparts, Defendants acted intentionally, repeatedly, and with deliberate 

indifference by failing to provide access to translation services during mental health 

assessments, segregation review hearings and as part of the Step-Down Program, 

thereby excluding Mr. Reyes from participation in and denying him the benefits of 

VDOC services.  

228. Defendants thus retained Mr. Reyes in solitary confinement for years even 

though he posed no threat to the safety and security of VDOC, because Mr. Reyes could 

not participate in the Step-Down Program in English. Defendants refused to allow Mr. 

Reyes to leave solitary confinement unless he learned to read and write in English, i.e., 

his non-native language.  

229. Defendants’ failure to make accommodations for individuals with limited 

English proficiency such as Mr. Reyes is inexcusable in light of the longstanding 

Executive Order requiring recipients of federal funds such as VDOC to implement a 

system by which limited English proficient persons can meaningfully access their 

services and benefits. Exec. Order No. 13166, 65 Fed. Reg. 50121 s 1 (Aug. 11, 2000). On 

information and belief, Defendants have failed to implement such a system for 
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integrating persons with limited English proficiency, including Mr. Reyes, and have not 

authored a language access procedure. 

230. Defendants Clarke and Kiser are well aware that correctional officers 

engage in discriminatory treatment towards Latino prisoners and prisoners from 

Central America, yet they are deliberately indifferent to the hostile environment that 

exists at Red Onion.  

231. Defendants thereby intentionally discriminated against Mr. Reyes on 

account of his national origin and limited English proficiency and violated his rights 

under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution.  

232. Mr. Reyes has suffered damages by reason of Defendants’ national origin 

discrimination, including but not limited to physical and psychological harm, weight 

loss, auditory and visual hallucinations, emotional distress, severe sensory deprivation, 

and denial of access to recreation, programming, and other VDOC services.  

COUNT VI: Violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 – Against 

Defendants Clarke and Kiser (Official Capacity) 

233. Mr. Reyes re-alleges the preceding paragraphs as if fully set out herein. 

234. VDOC is a recipient of federal financial assistance and subject to 

regulation under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d. 

235. Defendants have been aware that Mr. Reyes and other prisoners with 

limited English proficiency need and lack translation services to be able to have 

meaningful access to the benefits of VDOC programs and services, including mental 

health evaluations and the Step-Down Program.  
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236. Despite knowing that their policy and practice of not providing 

translation services has a disparate impact on limited English proficient prisoners, 

including by keeping them in solitary confinement longer than their English-speaking 

counterparts, Defendants acted intentionally, repeatedly, and with deliberate 

indifference by failing to provide access to translation services during mental health 

assessments, segregation review hearings and as part of the Step-Down Program, 

thereby excluding Mr. Reyes from participation in and denying him the benefits of 

VDOC services.  

237. Defendants thus retained Mr. Reyes in solitary confinement for years even 

though he posed no threat to the safety and security of VDOC, because Mr. Reyes could 

not participate in the Step-Down Program in English. Defendants refused to allow Mr. 

Reyes to leave solitary confinement unless he learned to read and write in English, i.e., 

his non-native language.  

238. Defendants’ failure to make accommodations for individuals with limited 

English proficiency such as Mr. Reyes is inexcusable in light of the longstanding 

existence of an Executive Order requiring recipients of federal funds such as VDOC to 

implement a system by which persons with limited English proficiency can 

meaningfully access their services and benefits. Exec. Order No. 13166, 65 Fed. Reg. 

50121 s 1 (Aug. 11, 2000). On information and belief, Defendants have failed to 

implement such a system for integration of limited English proficient persons, including 

Mr. Reyes, and have not authored a language access procedure. 
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239. Defendants Clarke and Kiser are well aware that correctional officers 

engage in discriminatory treatment towards Latino prisoners and prisoners from 

Central America, yet they are deliberately indifferent to the hostile environment that 

exists at Red Onion.  

240. Defendants thereby intentionally discriminated against Mr. Reyes on 

account of his national origin and limited English proficiency and violated his rights 

under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d.  

241. Mr. Reyes has suffered damages by reason of Defendants’ national origin 

discrimination, including but not limited to physical and psychological harm, weight 

loss, auditory and visual hallucinations, emotional distress, severe sensory deprivation, 

and denial of access to recreation, programming, and other VDOC services.  

PUNITIVE DAMAGES – Against All Defendants 

242. Mr. Reyes re-alleges the preceding paragraphs as if fully set out herein.  

243. Mr. Reyes is entitled to recover punitive damages related to these Defendants’ 

willful or reckless disregard of the violations of his constitutional rights under the 

Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendants:  

(a) Declaring that Defendants’ isolation of Plaintiff in solitary confinement violates 

the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution;  

(b) Declaring that Defendants’ failure to treat Plaintiff’s mental illness adequately 

violates the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution;  
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(c) Declaring that Defendants’ failure to accommodate Mr. Reyes’ mental illness 

violates the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Rehabilitation Act; 

(d) Granting permanent injunctive relief enjoining Defendants and their successors, 

agents and representatives from further violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth 

Amendments of the United States Constitution, the Americans with Disabilities 

Act, the Rehabilitation Act, and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act;  

(e) Granting permanent injunctive relief requiring Defendants to cease the use of 

solitary confinement for Plaintiff and to transfer him to an inpatient mental 

health hospital for proper diagnosis and care, and to then house him in a non-

solitary unit with appropriate access to mental health care, programming and 

supports;  

(f) Awarding Plaintiff compensatory damages for Defendants’ constitutional and 

statutory violations, including damages for emotional pain and suffering; 

(g) Awarding Plaintiff nominal damages in the event that a trier of fact were to 

determine that his constitutional rights have been violated but that 

compensatory damages are not warranted;  

(h) Awarding Plaintiff punitive damages for Defendants’ pattern of outrageous and 

unlawful conduct;  

(i) Awarding Plaintiff costs and reasonable attorney’s fees;  

(j) Granting such other equitable and further relief as the Court deems just and 

proper. 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.  

Dated: September 4, 2018   Respectfully submitted: 

      /s/ Maggie E. Filler 
      Maggie E. Filler* 
      Roderick & Solange MacArthur Justice Center 
      745 Atlantic Avenue, 8th Floor 
      Boston, MA 02111 
      Telephone: (857) 284-1455 
      Facsimile: (857) 284-8049 
      maggie.filler@macarthurjustice.org 
      *Pro hac vice petition forthcoming 

 
/s/ Locke E. Bowman 

      Locke E. Bowman* 
      Roderick & Solange MacArthur Justice Center 
      375 East Chicago Ave. 
      Chicago, IL 60611 
      Telephone: (312) 503-0844 
      Facsimile: (312) 503-1272 
      locke.bowman@macarthurjustice.org 
      *Pro hac vice petition forthcoming 
 
      /s/ Claire Gastañaga 
      Claire Gastañaga (VSB No. 14067) 

Vishal Agraharkar* 
Eden B. Heilman* 
American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of 
Virginia 
701 E. Franklin Street, Ste. 1412 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Telephone: (804) 523-2151 
Facsimile: (804) 649-2733 
vagraharkar@acluva.org 
eheilman@acluva.org 
*Pro hac vice petition forthcoming 
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Introduction

Operations ,St~° ategy fog°  the I~OSP/T~I~SI-~ Step-I~vwn I-~~° og~am
used on Eviden.ce~~ased Guidelines

~~~~~ ~~~
1. T'o operate a prison management system that creates a pathway for offenders to step-down

from Level S to lower security levels in a way that maintains public, staff, and offender
safety, by applying the principles of evidence-based practices to ROSP and WRSP
operations.

2. To house Level S, Level 6 and Level 5 offenders at ROSP for two primary purposes:

a. To reduce staff stress by providing varied job assignment options

b. To maintain a Level 5 proving ground to determine when Level S offenders are ready to
dependably function safely in a Leve15 environment.

To closely link ROSP and WRSP for the management and programming of Level S
offenders, by housing a portion of Level S, Special Management offenders from ROSP at
WRSP. Reducing the numbers of ROSP Level S offenders creates room For Level 5
offenders at ROSP. Linking WRSP with ROSP augments the system by taking advantage of
the already successfully established EBP practices at WRSP in turn creating stronger
environments at both institutions that are evidence based driven.

4. To infuse evaluation into the operation design by setting observable and measurable
standards as a means to ensure f delity; and to infuse research into the plan as a means of
assessing outcome effectiveness. Evaluation and research together will support the executive
staff in determining areas of strength and areas of adjustment.

Guidelines for this strategy to continue to meet the established goals and mission For ROSP in
concert with WRSP are drawn from the science of Evidence-Based Practices. It is important to
understand the point of view derived from the science to be able to properly put the operational
changes in perspective. Therefore, at the end of this document is an appendix that outlines the
principles that are used to guide the thinking and planning for this project.

To accomplish the goals of this project requires effecting and fostering a continued change in the
culture of ROSP by addressing each of the three primary components that make up the prison
culture which are:

1. Staff beliefs, attitudes, skills, and practices;

2. Tacility resources and operating procedures; and

3. Offender thinking (beliefs, values, goals, attitudes) and behavior
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This will be accomplished by using evidence-based principles and programming to engage and
prorriote pro-social behaviors in offenders as a cultural group including their social influences
and lifestyle, changes in the facility operating procedures, and an extensive staff training
program.
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Level-S offenders will be managed per Special Housing Guidelines policy 861.3 which includes
all practices set out in this policy for the secure management of Level S offenders.

~' ~ ~;

LEVELS OF ~VIE~U

~i-Annual External 'Team Review

A team external to ROSP and WRSP will perform bi-annual reviews of each offender's case
assigned to ROSP and WRSP in Level S. The review will include, but not be limited to, the
following areas:

Is the offender currently appropriately assigned to Level S?

■ Does the offender meet the criteria for the Intensive Management or special Management
path to which they are assigned?

■ Has the Dual Treatment Team made appropriate decisions to advance the offender
through the step-down process?

The external Review Team will consist of the following members:

ChieFof Corrections Operations

■ Regional Operations Chief

■ Regional Administrator

■ Chief of Classification

■ Chief Deputy Reentry and Programs Director Statewide EBP Manager

■ Director of Mental Health Services

Director of Psychiatric Services

■ Chief Physician

Ite~ional Operations Chief, Extea° nal I~evie~ —The Regional Operations Chief/Regional
Administrator will provide an external review in the following situations:

1. In advance of offender movement from any facility to ROSP for placement in Level S;
the regional Operations Chief must approve the transfer of any offender to ROSP and
assignment to Level S.

2. In advance of any change in offender classification level including

a. Reassignment from any lower classification to Level S

h. Reassignment from Level S to Leve16; the Regional Operations Chief ox designee
will review cases in which the two Wardens do not agree.

D
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c. Reassignment from Leve16 to Leve15

~'a~° dens I3evievv — Wardens are responsible for the following decisions:

For reassignment from Level S to Level 6, decisions will be made by the Warden of
ROSP or WRSP depending on where the Level S offender is located.

■ For reassignment from Leve16 to Leve15, the recommendation will be made by the
Warden of R05P with an External Review by the Regional Operations Chief/R.egional
Administrator.

For Level-5 transfers from ROSP to WRSP, the decision will be made by consensus of
the ROSP and WRSP Wardens. If consensus cannot be reached, the decision will be
referred to the Regional Operations Chief.

Dual ~'reatment 'Team Review —The Dual Treatment Team refers to a team headed by both
EBP Managers and representing both ROSP and WRSP. Representatives from both ROSP and
WRSP will make up the DTT to include, but not limited to, the following individuals or their
designees:

EBP Manager

IPM

Unit Manager

■ Intelligence Officer

QMHP

■ Medical Director

W Counselor (s)

■ Corrections Officer

The Dual Treatment Team is responsible to review individual offenders and make certain
recommendations. Recommendations by the Team are reached through dialogue and
consensus. Decisions will not be made by a votin~majorit~ The team is responsible to
consider a variety of options when necessary until a recommendation is reached which all
members can support. If there is difficulty reaching consensus, then the team should default
to the safer options. Decisions are the responsibility of the Wardens and Regional
Operations Chief. The Dual Treatment Team is responsible for the following reviews and
recommendations:

■ Advise the Regional Operations Chief and Warden if the team believes an offender
may not meet the criteria for Level S (The Dual Treatment Team is authorized to
make contact with the staff from any sending facility to gather background
information.)

■ Assignment of Level SIntake/Orientation offenders at ROMP to IM or SM status

■ Assigning IM offenders from Level S to Level 6 Closed Pod

■ Assigning offenders to SMO, SM1, and SM2

10
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Assigning SM1 or SM2 offenders that have completed Intake/Orientation from R05P
to WRAP

Assigning offenders from ~M2 to Leve16 at either ROSP ox WRSP; and transfer of
newly assigned Leve16 offenders from WRSP to ROSP

Assigning offenders from Leve16 to Level S at ROSP; for ROSP Leve16 offenders
that have been moved to Level S an interim review will be done at 12 months to
determine if the offender has stabilized at Leve15 and is therefore eligible for transfer
to WRSP or Sussex 1. If the DTT deems that stabilization has occurred,
recommendation for transfer will occur upon their next scheduled annual review;
subsequent reviews will be annual. ROSP Level 5 offenders wi11 be prioritized fox
transfer to WRSP based on their seniority in Level 5 status. Leve15 offenders that
have been assigned to Level 5 Restrictive Housing will start their seniority calculation
as of the latest date of release from Leve15 Restrictive Housing.

Assigning offenders to return to earlier levels due to excessive disciplinary behavior
or unsatisfactory performance.

To ensure offender assignment has been complete including criminogenic risk factors
and medical/mental health factors.

The work oFthe Dual Treatment Team requires not only an understanding of the criteria for the
different offender sub-groups, but also the use of judgment especially when making
recommendations regarding IM offenders and level of danger. Therefore, the Dual Treatment
Team should meet as a Learning Team at least monthly to dialogue on scenarios as a means to
strengthen their evaluation of high risk offenders. Factors the Dual Treatment Team should
review would include:

❑ identifying possible offender motivators and tt•iggers,
❑ investigating not only institutional adjustment history but the history of street behavior

and crimes,
considering offender intent in addition to the results of their actions,

❑ review and interpretation of assessment results (COMPAS, CTS, URICA, etc.)
❑ all as a way of helping to determine the offender's potential for high risk behavior.

Institution Classification Authori~ (ICA) -

Each Level S and Leve16 offender will be reviewed at a minimum of every 90 days by the ICA,
or more frequently as necessary, to ensure the reclassif cation of Level S and Leve16 offenders is
consistent with policy.

~ ~, ~ ., ,.

As part of this initiative, a number of advanced security measures, beyond required procedures,
are being instituted to enhance officeY• safety to include, but not limited to, the following:

11
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■

~ - ,

■

■ Therapeutic Modules and Security Chairs will be used to allow Level S offenders to
come out of cell for individual interviews or to join small groups (of up to 5 offenders)
facilitated by a Counselor. This increases the effectiveness of programming while
ensuring safety for both staff and other offenders.

12
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Section II: Offender Interventions
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1 ~: ~

All Level S offenders arriving at ROSP will be initially housed in the Intake/Orientarion Unit
and managed per Security Level S restraints and restrictions. Immediately upon arrival, offenders
will be provided an orientation to the case plan including goals, expectations, privilege earning
process, and step-down process. A primary goal of the immediate orientation is to begin a
positive rapport, motivate offenders to want to participate in the assessment process and step-
down program, and outline the expectations and benefits the offender can anticipate.

Several primary functions will occur during Intake/Orientation:
■ Orientation

■ Assessment

■ Sub-Group identification;

o Potential for extreme and deadly violence;

o High escape risk;

o High profile crimes that received significant media attention;......_

o Frequently recurring disciplinary violations;

o Intentionally commit disciplinary violations with the goal of remaining in Restrictive
Housing; and

o Mental status of offenders who have a history of acting out (e.g. cutting, inserting
objects, etc.) and who are not considered mentally ill as per the current DSM criteria.

o Found to have been in possession of a weapon on their person while housed at ROSP.

■ Management path assignment

o Intensive Management,

0 5pe~ial Management

■ Case Plan development and program assignment

Privilege status assignment

■ Determine the ~M1 & SM2 offenders to retain at ROSP and those to be tz° ansferred to
WRSP

Programming will begin during the offender's stay in the Intake/Orientation unit.

By the completion of the Intake/Orientation process, offenders will be: 1) assigned to one of the
two management paths of either Intensive Management (IM) or Special Management (SM), and
2) assigned to a privilege level depending on whether they have committed to participate in the
step-down program or refused to participate (IM 0, 1, or 2; SM 0, 1, or 2).

~~~° ee~ing ~ni~ A~s~~~~-~~~~ (cl~~° ~~n~ ~~t~~~/O~i~~ta~Yar~)
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Each Security Level S offender will complete a battery of assessment instruments during
Intake/Orientation to include the following below. Counselors will engage offendet•s in a review
of the findings from the assessment instruments and use Effective Communication skills to

1) Build rapport,
2) Validate the offender's profile including risks and needs,
3) Engage the offender in developing a program and management plan, and
4) Help improve the offender's motivation to participate in the Step-Down program.

The initial battery of assessments will be used to establish a baseline for each offender.
Assessments will be repeated at mid-point and completion of each major program curriculum
(the Challenge Series, Thinking for a Change, and other possible curricula) to measure change.

C011~PAS —The findings fi•om the COMPAS will be used to reach the following goals:
Program Planning — support development of Program/Management Path plans based on
identified risks and needs.
Crianin~l 'Thinking ~c~les (C'A'S) — introduced at intake to create a baseline of
criminogenic thinking and repeated at intervals to measure change in criminal thinking

✓ Entitlement
Justification

a/ Power Orientation
Cold Heartedness

✓ Criminal Rationalization
✓ Personal In esponsibility

IJItICA — to identify Stage of Change (:repeated at intervals to be determined)

S'T'A'T'IC-99 — to identify sex offender concerns

'I'C~T C'rimino~enie Scales
Social Functioning Scales (SOC)

Hostility
Risk-Taking
Social Support

Treatment Needs and Motivation Scales (MOT)
Problem Recognition
Desire for Help
Treatment Readiness
Treatment Needs
Pressures for Treatment

Treatment Engagement and Process Scales (ENG)
Treatment Participation
Treatment Satisfaction

17
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Counseling Rapport
Peer Support

Psychological Functioning Scales (PSY)
Depression
Anxiety
Self Esteem

Decision Making

Other COMPAS Screeners to be considered but not required initially
TCU Drug Screening
NIJ Mental Health Screening
VASOC (sex offender recidivism)

Prior to completing the Intake/Orientation process, offenders will be assigned to a management
path and will be presented the option to participate in the step-down program or not.

Those who do not choose to participate will be assigned to IM 0 or SMO which are non-privilege
statuses where offenders merely serve their time. These offenders are provided with their basic
requirements that meet constitutional standards such as, but not limited to, medical care, access
to a law library, hygiene items, access to phones, in-cell education and religious programs,
recreation, showers, and meals.

OfFenders who, during Intake/Orientation, choose to participate in the step-down program, or
who have previously refused but later request to participate, can begin the process to earn
increasing privileges and eligibility for classification reduction and transfer to lower security
level facilities. The goal is to motivate offenders to participate in the step-down program which
includes three areas of commitment by the offender:

1. Disciplinary Violation goals — to reduce or eliminate disciplinary violations

2. Responsible behavior goals

• personal hygiene

~ standing for count

• cell compliance

~ deportment; satisfactory rapport with staff and offenders

3. Program participation goals

• To participate in programs initially in-cell and eventually moving to Therapeutic
Modules, Program Chairs, and finally to unrestrained during counseling and small
grotap progr~mrning.

1$
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T'he disciplinary violation goals aie designed to improve respect for authority, improved decision
making, and replace impulsivity with Forward thinking. The responsible behavior goals are
designed to develop a routine pattern of responsible and mature behavior. The program
participation goals are to involve offenders in evidence-based programs that aie proven to have a
positive impact on offender thinking, beliefs, and attitudes which, in turn, support and reinforce
responsible and mature behavior.

Following completion of orientation, assessment and case planning, and security Level S sub-
group assignment, both IM and SM offenders who commit to participate in the step-down
program will be directed to begin participating in programming based on the case plan. For all
Level S offenders, programming will begin in-cell. However, more effective programming is
possible with increased counselor and offender direct contact and in groups of peers facilitated
by counselors or other treatment staff.

Cut° ricralurri

The basic program to be used with Level S offenders will be the Challenge Series which includes
seven journals designed to be used for in-cell programming. T'he Federal Bureau of Prisons in
collaboration with the Change Companies developed this series specifically for offenders in
Restrictive Housing. The Journals include the following:

Journal 1 — Orientation: a motivational enhancement program designed to increase the level
of motivation and engagement by the offender in the remaining series.

Journal 2 — Rational Thinking: a fundamental cognitive-behavioral training program.

Journal3 — Criminal Lifestyles: provides insight into the thinking and attitudes that trap
offenders in a lifestyle of crime; introduces the idea that lifestyles can change.

Journal4 — Violence Prevention: building on the cognitive-behavioral training as a base, this
journal increases awareness of what leads up to violence and teaches and
practices techniques to intervene.

Journa(5 — Communication: introduces positive communication techniques.

Journal6 — Lifestyle Balance: introduces that a healthy lifestyle has a balance of work,
relationships, and leisure time.

Journal ? — Transition: prepares the offender to leave a 1Zestrictive Housing setting and
return to interacting more with other offenders.

Pro~rarr~ Delive~e In~Cell, ~'herapeu~~c I~Iocdules, Pt° o~ram Chairs, Srriall Groups

For IIVI offenders, in-cell programming will continue until the offender's pattern of
programming and motivation are better understood, and counselor to offender rapport has
had time to be established. Dialogue will be ongoing to determine at what point IM Leve16
Closed Pod, Level 1 might be implemented and when the a~proprrate programming tools are
utiliz~~e Th~s~ factors ~~n b~ used to help d~terrr~in~ a s~f~ time to b~~in mioving the

iL•~
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offender from their cell to Therapeutic Modules to the Security Chairs for programming.
Program Chairs will be used with offenders during Level 1 in the SL6 Closed Pod. At Level
2 in the SL6 Closed pod, programming can be expanded to include small groups. Each
offender should be assessed to determine their individual readiness and level of safety as they
progress to increasing levels of freedom in greater contact with others during programming.

F'or ~IVI offenders, programming is recommended to be limited to in-cell for HMO. At SM1
programming can expand to include Therapeutic Modules. Program Chairs can be added at
SM2. When SM offenders advance to Leve16 for the SIP, SAM, and Step-Down pods,
programming can be expanded to include unrestrained small groups. Each offender should be
assessed to determine their individual readiness and level of safety as they progress to
increasing levels of freedom in greater contact with others during programming.

IIVI IIt~I ~1~ Sli~1
1Vlana~ement Path Program I)eliver-y ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Path Program DeliveY° y

IMO In-Cell SMO In-Cell

IM 1 In-Cell SM ] In-Cell
Therapeutic Modules. Therapeutic. Modules......

IM2 In-Cell SM2 In-Cell
Therapeutic Modules Therapeutic Modules
Program Chairs Program Chairs

SL6 In-Cell SL6 SIP and SAM, Program Chairs
IM Closed Pod Program Chairs Small Groups

Level 1 (not small groups)
SL6 In-Cell SL6 Step Down Small Groups

IM Closed Pod Program Chairs Phase 1 and
Leve12 Small Groups Phase 2

I,ev~l S/I~ev~i 61~~entr~ Pr° ~~r° arri
(see APPENDIX H: ROSP Level S/Level 6 Reentry Program, Comprehensive Success-based Reentry)

~~I° i'~t1V~

A number of offenders are released to the community from Level S each year. It is the goal of
the department that no Level S offender be released directly from 1Zestrictive Housing without
the opportunity for reentry preparation. A number of Level S ofFenders may pose a risk,
especially those offenders meeting IM criteria. However, the department considers it
unconscionable that a Level S offender might be considered too dangerous for unrestrained
contact with others in prison, yet they would be released directly from Restrictive Housing onto
an unsuspecting citizenry in the community. Therefore, given that this population may pose a
risk, the department's position is that the facility is in the best position to bear that risk. The
department has a professional responsibility to work to effectively reduce the offender's danger
to the community and the risk of reoffend ng, and improve 'the likelihood of reentry success: To
ens~~~•~ that ~ strong ~n~i eff~~~ive reentry program for Level ~, LeVe16, and Level 5 populations

~1]
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exists, coordination will be maintained with the Reentry Department and other external
stakeholders.

A Level S/Leve16 Reentry Prograrri has been developed at ROSP to address many of the
identified risks and prepare the offender for return to the community. The reentry program
includes an accelerated level of programming and appropriate social interactions between the
offender, staff, and other offenders as part of a broader reentry strategy to prepare them for return
to the outside community. Attention to reentry will begin at five (5) years prior to release. This
will allow ample time to develop asuccess-based reentry plan, for a GED to be attained, to
complete vocational training, and to build a sufficient savings account. At two-years prior to
release Level S and Level 6 offenders will be diverted into the Level S/Level 6 Reentry Program
from whatever point they may be in the Level Sstep-down program. Also to assist in reentry
efforts at lower level facilities, offenders who are within 9 months of release to the community
and are refusing reentry programming offered to them may be assigned to this program by
following the existing procedures for assignment to ROSP from another facility.

Reentry ~~~~~~~~~~~
Each offender diverted into the reentry path should have their assessments reviewed or updated
to include COMPAS assessments (risk/needs, CTS, and URICA) by the Unit Manager and the
Building Management Committee. Additionally, a Psychological Self-Efficacy Evaluation may
be completed which will help assess the offender's level of self reliance, considered an important
factor in their reliability to accomplish the multitude of tasks facing them at reentry. This
Evaluation will be conducted by a QMHP and the results discussed with the Unit Manager and
the Building Management Committee

Upon completion of the assessment, the offender will be aligned with the appropriate
programming. Some of the programs that are offered are:
• T4C (if already completed they may be exposed to refresher/reinforcement activities)
~ PREPS
~ Matrix
• Ready to Work
• SeivSafe

Reenti° y Steps

Once assigned to the Reentry Program, an intensive battery of programming will be instituted
that incorporates up-to-date evidence-based reentry programming and services as well as a
component of socialization that includes unrestrained face-to-face interactions with staff and
other offenders to be responsive to the possible extensive period of social Restrictive Housing.
This program will be operated in a manner that maximizes the safety for both staff and offenders
while maintaining a clear understanding that this population poses a risk.

The first six months of reentry programming will be delivered to the offenders in the Security
Chairs. In the second six-months offenders may be advanced to unsecured direct contact with
staff that will occui°  one to one. During this time, the offenders may advance to small groups for
programming with other reentry offenders participating in the program. The assessment of the
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offender's readiness to advance will be determined by the Unit Manager and the Building
Management Committee. Some factors to be considered are: the behavior patterns of the
offender, the willingness of the offender to participate in programming and the offender's
participation

Special security measures can be implemented when needed to include specialized movement,
programming being delivered by specially trained treatment officers, having K-9 present in front
of the housing unit or additional officers present within the Reentry Pod. The decision to adapt
the security measures would be made by the Unit Manager and the Building Management
Committee.
For the final six months of reentry, Level S offenders may be reduced to Level 5 and transferred
to the Sussex I reentry program if their plan includes releasing to the north, south or eastern
regions of the state, or into the WRSP Leve15 reentry program if they will be releasing to the
western region.

Tirraelfne 24 Months to 16 Months to 10 Months to Prior to Release
Release Release Release

Programming Step1 Step 2 Step 3 Direct
Security Chair Socialization Intensive Reentry communication on

iJnrestrained with Community
Programming programming Supervision Officer

(in addition to
CORIS)

(Individually)

(Small Groups of
~Jffen~ers)

Security, Dual Escort in Escort and Reclassify to Level
restraints Programming with 5; transfer to WRSP

.P~cceptir~g the Treatment Officers or SISP Intensive Counselor DIRECT
Risk to Reentry Program COMMUNICATION

with community[tnprove #1 Single Escort to
I'ulblgc Saffety Program Area supervision officer to

advise progress or
#2 No Escort to failure in
Program Area Socialization.

Programming on
Pod Floor Do not make

predictions
regarding public
safet
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Security Level S,1`~IA AGEI~3E '~' PAT'~I~
By the completion of the Intake/Orientation phase, all Level S offenders will be assigned to a
management path:

1. Intensive Management (IM)
2. special Management (5M)

1) In~~nsave IVIan~~ement (II~/I)a
OfFenders in the following sub-groups will be managed in the Intensive Management path:

■ Offenders with the potential for extreme and deadly violence

Intensive management strategies will be used for offenders that meet the following
criteria:
~ Inmates with a history that indicates the willingness to carry out intentional serious or

deadly harm
• Street charges of murder or assault with the intent to kill.
• Institutional charges with the intent to seriously harm or kill staff or offenders.

Offenders with the potential for ~xtr~me anti/or deadly vio~ene~ may have an
institutional adjustment history indicating the capability for extreme/deadly violence
against staff or other offenders. This group most often would have an extensive criminal
history and lifestyle that has escalated so that extreme/deadly violence has become a
behavior characteristic. The potential for extreme or deadly violence is not eliminated
despite the offender's daily institutional behavior that may be generally compliant with a
pattern of positive institutional adjustment even when providing more than a year of
compliant, polite, and cooperative behavior and attitude. Alternatively, this offender may
present a routinely disruptive and threatening pattern of behavior and attitude.

This group is difFerentiatecl from other inmate groups by behavior that would include the
intent to commit extreme/deadly violence, while other inmate groups might have been in
fights but lack the desire or intent to seriously injure or kill.

Despite a pattern of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~this groin is seen as posing the greatest threat to
corrections staff aa~d other offenders in that they have pt° ov~n the capability and
willingness to commit cleadiy violence whether their routine behavior may have
been generally eornpliant for long periods of time, or whether they have made i~
mown that their intention is to kill whenever tlae opportunity presents itself

Offenders with high escape risk

Offenders with a history of serious and planned escape attempt(s). An unplanned walk-
away or an attempt to evade arrest in the absence of extreme violence would not be
considered for Intensive I~/Ianagement.
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Offenders posing a high risk to attempt an escape may or may not have an extensive
criminal history, and may or• may not have a history of disciplinary charges. A serious
escape attempt is seen as a high risk situation since there is a reasonable expectation that
the person attempting to escape has considered and has prepared his self for the
likelihood that serious or deadly violence may be needed to affect an escape.

Offenders with high profile crimes and/or significant media attention and may be targets
of other offenders

Offenders sentenced to prison due to a high profile and notorious crime that most often
involved serious violence may be at risk from other offenders that believe they will earn a
reputation for assaulting or killing the high profile offender. This group is differentiated
from other groups in that there may not be an extensive criminal lifestyle, the high-profile
crime may seem inconsistent with their earlier lifestyle, and they are at risk from other
offenders. This offender may be compliant and respectful towards cort•ections staff, and is
considered in danger from other offenders due to their notoriety rather than posing a
significant danger to others.

For offenders completing Intake/Orientation and assigned to the IM status, a program path
has been designed to motivate offenders to participate in evidence-based self-improvement
programming and meet basic responsible and mature behavioral goals (reduce or eliminate
disciplinary charges, personal hygiene, ce11 compliance, standing for count, deportment, and
program participation).

Programming initially will focus on the Challenge Series Journals (a seven journal series).
This will be followed by Thinking fog a ~'hange, and later Anger Managen2ent plus possibly
selected programs from the Texas Christian University Brief Interventions Series. Other
evidence-based programs may be incorporated as they are identified appropriate for this
population.

Programming for IM offenders will initially be limited to in-cell and will advance to access
Therapeutic Modules and Program Chairs. Therapeutic Modules and Program Chairs are
valuable tools that can allow high risk offenders to participate in direct contact with
individual and group counseling in a safe setting which provides a more intensive
programming experience including direct dialogue with treatment staff as well as other
offenders in a safe setting.

IM strategies will follow Special Housing Guidelines policy 861.3 until a dependable method
is identified to determine reduced risk. SL-6 currently is the lowest security level For this
dangerous population. The project will continue to work on developing safe strategies for
reintegrating the IM offenders into general population.

I~ede~~ing Dan~e~° o~sri~ss for°  IIYI Status
Offenders with a history and proven capability for extrerr~e or deadly violence will be
managed through Security Level S, Intensive Management strategies. Despite a review of the
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literature and consultation with experts, no trustworthy instrument or• set of criteria has been
found as of this writing to predict with certainty the level of dangerousness towards staff or
other offenders, by an offender that has exhibited the willingness and capability to perpetrate
extreme or deadly violence. Ongoing consultation with VADOC research staff and
NorthPointe scientists is Focusing nn identifying predictors that correlate with the level of
risk for violence. Therefore, in the interim, it has been decided that the safest strategy is to
rely on the evidence-based principle that past behavior is one predictor of the likelihood of
future behavior.

When Security Level S offenders are managed with Restrictive Housing restraint policies,
their opportunity for violence is effectively curtailed. However, their potential for violence
may not be reduced by even an extensive period in Restrictive Housing status. As well, even
an extensive period without receiving institutional charges is not considered a trustworthy
measure of safety from violent behavior. Therefore, good behavior while managed with
Security Level S restraints has not been shown to be a reliable predictor for how dangerous
offenders will behave once the restraints are removed.

Therefore, untgl a trustvvorttay rriethod is develo~aecl, for t}ie safety of staff and other
offenders, those offenders that have met the criteria to be as~ignecl to Security Level S,
Intensive Ili ana~einent may progress no further°  ttaan Security Level 6, Closed Pod at
this time.

A strategy will be employed to introduce interventions designed to change offender thinking,
values, and decision making as a possible method for reducing the risk for danger; and
couple this with a plan to slowly reduce Restrictive Housing restraints through a series of
intermediate steps that limit the offender's opportunity to harm others. Security Leve16,
Closed Pod provides a secure and controlled environment for testing this strategy.

2) special Nlanagerrient (SIl~I) (see APPENDIX G, Special Management)
Offenders in the following sub-groups will be managed in the Special Management path:

Special management stt•ategies will be used for offenders that meet the following criteria:
Offenders with a history of f ghting with staff or inmates ox violent resistance
towards a staff intervention, but without the intent to invoke serious harm or
the intent to kill.

• Histories of patterns of repeated disruptive behavior• at lower level facilities,
resulting in harm to staff or inmates or serious damage to the facility, and
where reasonable interventions at the lower security level have not been
successful in eliminating the behavior, such as:

o throwing or attempting to throw body waste
o breaking sprinkler heads
o flooding cell
o fire starting

• Criteria. that would not warrant Level S, SM status;
o Verbal abuse,
o door pounding,
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o throwing food,
o refusing to eat
o refusing medical treatment
o possession of a cell phone

Offenders with frequently recun~ing disciplinary violations;

Offenders with frequently recurring disciplinary violations will have transferred from
a lower• security level facility for assaultive behavior, destruction of state property, or
other serious and repeated disciplinary violations. Though this person may have had
the intent to hurt a staff member or other offender, they do not meet the level of
extreme or deadly violence that would warrant the need for Intensive Management.
This group most often may have an extensive criminal history and criminal lifestyle,
and show a pattern of disrespect for authority or• others in general. This offender may
generally be non-compliant, demanding, argumentative, and attempt to bully or
intimidate corrections staff or offenders; which may escalate into a physical fight.
And, the facility has shown reasonable attempts to manage and change this behavior
that were not successful.

Offenders that intentionally commit disciplinary violations with the goal of remaining
in Restrictive Housing;

Offenders who intentionally commit disciplinary violations with the goal of
remaining in Restrictive Housing will have a pattern of repeated disciplinary charges,
non-violent and without intent to commit serious bodily harm. This group is
differentiated from other groups in that their disruptive behavior does not generally
include the attempt to physically assault or kill. Their disruptive behavior may
generally be non-compliant, demanding, argumentative, and attempt to verbally bully
ar• intimidate corrections staff or offenders; but does not generally escalate to physical
violence. Instead, they resort to flooding their cells, breaking sprinkler heads,
throwing body fluids, and other forms ofnon-violent behavior. This group of
offenders may be motivated by disrespect for authority or by self protection, and an
expressed desire to remain segregated and refusal and fear of socializing with other
offenders.

Offenders completing Intake/Orientation and assigned to the SM management path have
the option to participate in the step-down program or refuse. Refusal leaves the offender
in SMO status with basic requirements, no privileges, and without consideration for
security reduction. SM will allow certain self improvement opportunities such as, but not
limited to, in-cell education programming over closed circuit TV and religious programs.

Offenders who make a commitment to participate in the step-down program from
Intake/Orientation will become eligible for SMl after they prove their commitment to
behavior• and programming goals, and after achieving certain other goals while in SMO
status. While in SMO, offenders will complete the first of the Challenge Series Journals
in Intake/Orientation and will advance to ~Ml and. SM2 where. they will continue in the
Challenge SeNies Journals 2-7 plus Anger Management.
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Offenders who initially refused to participate who then change their mind and choose to
participate remain in SMO status until they have completed the Challenge Series JouNnals
1 and 2, and Anger Management, and meet designated positive behavior standards. They
then become eligible to advance to SM1 and on to SM2.

At each step of progress, from SM 1 to SM2 offenders earn added privileges.

At SMO offenders receive programming in-cell. At SMl, offenders receive programming
in-cell and in the Therapeutic Module. At SM2, offenders can be provided programming
in-cell, in Therapeutic Modules or Program Chairs.

Following a successful period in IM or SM, offenders will be eligible for advancement and to
step-down from Level S to their first introduction into general population at Level 6. The
purpose of Leve16 is to reintroduce offenders into a social environment with other offenders and
as a proving ground and preparation for stepping down to Level 5. At Level 6, offenders are
assigned to an appropriate program pod based upon the common characteristics and motivations
that resulted in the offender's assignment to Level S initially. The various program pods are
designed to be responsive io the common_goals for each sub-population:_ Secure Allied.
Management Pod (SAM), Secure Integrated Pod (SIP), or Step-Down Pod.

Level 6 Intensive ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(IIVI) C'losecl Pod (see APPENDIX F, Intensive Management)
Following a successful period in IM, offenders will be eligible for advancement and to step-
down from Level S to their first introduction into general population at Leve16. The purpose of
IM Level 6 is to create an opportunity for an increased quality of life for offenders possibly
facing a long term in high security.

IM offenders in Level 6 will continue to be managed per Special Housing Guidelines policy
861.3 to include single celled housing, segregated recreation, and out of cell shackles except for
pod workers. Leve16, Phase 1 will have increased privileges over Level-S. Phase 2, IM
offenders can earn eligibility for additional privileges to include:

~ Limited in-pod job assignments, unsecured (meeting specific eligibility criteria)
Programming in-cell and in secure chairs up to 5 offenders in a group

• Video visitation and extended in person visitation
• JP4 players available for purchase in commissary for audio books and music
w Productive activities such as a structured art program and creative writing with out

of cell meetings in secure chairs
• Food Service Support projects out of cell at a secure work.

Restricted freedoms and interactions with staff and other offenders for the IM population are
temporary. There is a strong commitment to develop a model to support an improved quality of
life and greater opportunities for self-improvement for this dangerous population, The goal is to
develop a management strategy that includes reduced restrictions, increased freedoms, and
increased uzax~strained interactions with others. However, at the time of this writing, guidelines
or models are not available for predicting safety with a population that has proven history of
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carrying out extreme and/or deadly violence. Once the larger Step-Down plan in general is
implemented and stable, attention will be focused on additional IM step-down opportunities.

bevel 6 special IVIanagerrient; ~AIVI, SIP, aced Step Down Pods

SIP amd SAI1~ 1'oc~sa At initial start up of the Restrictive Housing Reduction Step-Down Plan,
there was aFast-Track Program for those initial offenders that were moved directly fz•om Level S
to Level 6 SIP and SAM pods. These programs have proven to be effective and will continue to
be utilized however; the Fast Track program has been discontinued.

Secaare Allied 1l~Iana~ement Pod (RANI)
The SAM pod is designed f'or offenders that tend to be easily bullied, manipulated, or
taken advantage of by other offenders. A high percentage of these offenders may be
mentally ill, developmentally disabled, or mentally retarded; or• younger, small in
stature, or meek and easily intimidated. In addition to being the victims of predatory
offenders, this population maybe bullied or manipulated by more predatory offenders
to pressure them to participate in disciplinary behavior at the. direction of the
predatory offender.

Programming in the SAM pod will focus on stabilizing the offenders' mental status
and increasing their resiliency to determine if they are appropriate for living in
general population or if they should remain in a SAM environment. The SAM pod is
designed to operate with a more intensive QMHP presence and Corrections Officers
attuned to the special needs of this population. It is the responsibility of the QMHP(s)
assigned to the SAM pod to identify appropriate programming, structured productive
activities, and leisure time activities to ensure time is spent meaningfully.

Offenders from Level S that meet these criteria and successfully complete SMl and
SM2 goals can be assigned to the Leve16 SAM Pod and can eventually progress to
Level 5 SAM at VVRSP.

~ecur~ Integrated Pod (SIP)
The SIP pod is designed for offenders that have a pattern of intentionally committing
numerous minor disciplinary violations to ensure that they are retained in Restrictive
Housing rather than returned to general population housing. Programming will focus
on strategies to socially reintegrate offenders in preparation for advancement to Level
5.

These offenders choose to avoid general population from a number of motivations
such as:
• To avoid getting drawn into more serious disciplinary activities that occur

in general population
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To avoid other resentful offenders with lengthy sentences that would plot
to create trouble for an offender that is approaching release as a way of
extending his sentence

• To avoid gang recruitment pressure
• To avoid other undesirable social pressures found in general population

The SIP pod is an experiment to determine if this population that shares a
common interest in avoiding general population social pressures would develop
their own more comfortable social system as a means to reducing their misuse of
Restrictive Housing and ability to access programs and services that would be
made available in general population.

SIP is not intended as protective custody. Offenders being considered for SIP
should be assessed to determine if they are more appropriate for protective
custody housing such as if they have identified enemies,

The following management protocols are in place for these pods:
❑ Single-celled housing
❑ Meals will be eaten in cell
❑ Move unrestrained to and fronn outside Recreation cages at one time
❑ Move unrestrained to and from Showers one at a time
❑ Programming will be delivered in Secure Chairs
❑ The Challenge Series must be completed prior to entering these programs.

Options: Offenders may voluntarily participate in the following options as
approved by staff:

❑ Group meals in pod
❑ In-pod group recreation
❑ Up to 2 pod worker jobs

Ongoing dialogue with WRSP will be maintained to identify any offenders that
are participating in the SIP or SAM program that may be considered appropriate
for programs that they have currently in operation.

Step-Down Proga° am
The Step-Down program is for previously SM offenders that do not meet the criteria
for SAM or SIP. (IM offenders are not eligible for Step-Down.) These are offenders
with a lengthy history of disciplinary behavior including assaultiveness (but do not
rise to the level of dangerousness reserved for IM status), or multiple charges for
non-compliance with facility rules. They have spent frequent and lengthy periods in
Restrictive Housing and with limited social contact with others. They have also
satisfactorily completed the requirements for SMl and SM2 indicating a new pattern
of complying with rules and appropriate. interactions with staff and other. offenders.
They will also have completed the Challenge Series programming increasing the
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likelihood for a change in thinking and attitude and increased sense of responsibility
and maturity.

However, while in Level S Restrictive Housing, they have adjusted their routines
and attitudes and acclimated to long periods of time alone with limited social
interactions. Therefore, programming will focus on beginning the process of
resocialization in preparation for stepping down to Level 5. A primary curriculum
will be Thinking fog a Change (T4C) as a tool for offenders to understand the
connection between their thinking and their behavior as a means to improve more
responsible and self-directed behavior in contrast to impulsive and reactionary
behavior, and improved decision-making skills.

VVIZSP Special IVlanagegnent (Sly): Level S offenders having completed
Intake/Orientation at ROSP maybe assigned to SM 1 or 2 and either retained at ROSP or
maybe transferred to WRAP. For WRSP offenders that have completed SM1 and SM2
phases and earned eligibility for advancement to Level 6 a decision will be made by the
DTT as to whether these offenders will be returned to ROSP for Leve16.

The following management protocol will apply to the Leve16 Step-Down Program:

Phase 1
• New transfers from SM to Level 6 will come out of cell unrestrained individually

(no other offenders out of cell unrestrained at the same time) for at least their first
7 days to assess their adjustment out of Restrictive Housing into a general
population environment.

• Single celled
• Unrestrained to shower and recreation
• In-pod recreation 1 tier at a time for 1 hour on the days that there is no outside

recreation
• Outside r~~r~ation 1 tier at ~ time for 1 hour, twig per week,

Programming will be conducted in small groups. 'The primary curriculum will be
Thinking fog a Change which may be supplemented with additional curriculum.
The amount of offenders placed within the group will be consistent with Thinking
for a Change protocols.

~ V~Ialk to meals 1 tier at a time ~Nith no more than one tier in the dining hall at a
time.

Phase 2
• Double celled
• Unrestrained to shower and recreation
• In-pod recreation by tiers for 1 hour on the days there is no outside recreation
• Outside recreation both tiers together 1 hour, three days per week
~ Programrrning fare-to-face ire. The...primary cui,ci~ulum will be Thinking for. a

Change which may be supplemented ~~itl~ additional curriculum. The amount of
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offenders placed within the group will be consistent with Thinking for a Change
protocols.

~ Walk to meals 1 tier at a time with no more than one tier in the dining hall at a
time.

- ~ - - - ~ ;1

Offenders who successfully adjust through Leve16 become eligible for Leve15. Offenders that
successfully adjust to Level 5 at ROSP become eligible for transfer to Level 5 at WRSP. In some
circumstances, offenders could possibly be transferred to Level 5 at SISP based on the
Department's bed management needs and other• factors.

For previously Level S offenders that stepped down through Level 6, Level 5 at ROMP is used as
a "proving ground" to determine their• ability to successfully adjust to the freedoms,
responsibilities, and social structure of general population. If they are going to fail, it is
considered best that occurs before transfer to a lower level facility. IF they succeed, then there is
reason for greater confidence that the success will continue following transfer to WRSP or SISP.

Leve15 at ROSP will incorporate all of the operational standards and opportunities found at
other• Leve15 facilities including components such as a complete educational program, religious
activities, outdoor recreation, institutional jobs, and chow hall.

EVAI.iJATIOI~ OT THE ~~P S'E'EP DOWrd PIZOJEC'I' AT iZOSP AI~I) WRAP
In collaboration with VADOC's Research and Evaluation Department, the following is a list of
possible evaluation areas related both to the Level S and EBP projects. This is not a final listing
of all areas to be evaluated, but a comprehensive list of possible areas for evaluation. A team is
in the process of developing a final plan to encompass both ROSP and WRSP that will be
reached following further dialogue.

Outcorrie Impact

Facility
a. I~isciplinaiy Violations

i. number,
ii. severity

1. Violent
2. 100 series charges
3. 200 series charges

b. Use of force
c. Use ofnon-lethal weapons
d. Offender on offender assaults
e. Offender on staff assaults
f. Formal grievances
g. Informal grievances
h. Alumber of disciplinary Restrictive Housing housing beds
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2. Staff
a. Job safety
b. Job satisfaction

i. Based on different offender management techniques/strategies
ii. New job skills that are working or not

c. Job stress
d. Retention
e. Promotions associated with the project

3, Offenders
a. Program participation (% offenders active in programming)
b. Program completions
c. URICA scores; changes as offenders progress in program Management Paths
d. CTS scores: change related to progress
e. TCU Criminal Characteristics Scales: Psychological Functioning, Social Functioning,

Motivation for Treatment, Engagement in Treatment

~'rojeet Success measures

1. Number of Level S, SM inmates moving to Leve16
2. Number of Level S, IM inmates moving to Level 6
3. Length of time in IM before qualifying for Level 6
4. Length of time in SM before qualifying for Leve16
5. Number of ROSP inmates moving to WRSP Level 5
6. Number of WRSP Level 5 inmates moving to SISP Level 4
7. "Internal recidivism" —the number of offenders stepping down but returning to ROSP

Level S.
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S~ct~on II: Staff I~~velapmen~
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Staff T'rainin~e
Extensive staff training is under way as a core tactic to support culture change. All staff
complete training in Effective Communication and Motivational Strategies (ELMS).
Executive staff complete the five-day version of this training while all other staff, security
and support, complete the two-day version.

ECMS incorporates two main goals. First, effective communication skills and "levels of
interaction" are taught as tools for offender management. Second, risk reduction and risk
control strategies are introduced to influence new fundamental beliefs about the purpose and
tactics that can be used to manage a high risk population. Risk reduction addresses the intent
to provide evidence based programs and management practices that change offender thinking
and thereby reduce the likelihood of disruptive behavior. Risk control refers to the traditional
use of sanctions and restraints to manage offender behavior. Within this is introduced the
strategy and design for EBP prison operations.

I~earnin~ 'Teams:
Initial ECM i:raining and ongoing support for culture change is supported through regularly

.....scheduled Learning_Teams. All_facility staff have been organized into. Learning Teams from ____
the Executive Learning Team through line officers and support staff. Certain staff have been
selected and trained as Subject Matter Specialists (SMS) and carry the responsibility as
Learning Team Leaders. A series of Learning Team Lesson Plans have been developed and
put into place to guide reinforcement of the basic ELMS materials. Additionally, Learning
Teams will use scenarios and actual events as a source of practical material from which to
apply the ELMS skills.

Learning Teams utilize the tool of "dialogue" as a basis for the facilitating the conversations
that occur during the meeting. Therefore staff is being provided with the Dialogue Skills
Training as a means to create deeper and more meaningful communications not only within
the Learning Team but the entire staffing of ROSP. Essential in dialogue is the ability to
suspend judgments when new concepts are introduced, listening for understanding, and
conversations that harvest the individual voices of the participants to create a collective
thinking of the learning team to promote creative and critical thinking and an a level of
respect and openness to new -ways of operating. ~iaiogue will inco~° poste several principles:
• Voices within Dialogue: Facilitators should acknowledge that participants will

naturally take on certain roles when dialogue is practiced
o Mover
o Follower
o Opposer
o Bystander

w Practices within Dialogue: Facilitators should reinforce certain practices that are
components of genuine dialogue
o Utilize a genuine authentic voice to bring a variety of ideas to light
o Listen for understanding
o Suspend judgment and of lize inquiry for learning and to create clarification
o Be r~sp~ctful and search for Common Grounds ~s a m~~ns to re~~hing cons~ns~~s

fci!
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It is ex~ectecl ~~~~~~all facility staff, including executive staff, securi4y staff, aa~d support
staff, are continue to be org~nizecl into Learning 'Teams and meet weekly (or lbi-vaeekly)
on a regular and ongoing basis.

I~uinan Capital Appt° eciation
An important tool to establish a positive staff culture is building a robust series of employee
incentives and benefits to recognize increasing proficiency in EBP/ECMS knowledge, skills,
and attitudes. The assignment of an employee benef is committee is important to develop
ideas and manage and maintain employee programs.

In addition to common practices such as employee of the month, birthday recognition,
holiday celebrations, and other acknowledgments, EBP facilities have developed employee
benefits that maximize the benefits to all employees rather than focusing primarily on a
limited number of individuals. Human capital approaches are guided by widely accepted
beliefs that staff work best in an environment where they believe their jobs are meaningful,
they feel appreciated, communication is clear, and they have the ability to contribute and
believe their contributions are valued.

Therefore, the administration should empower an employee committee to propose human
capital programs. And, it is essential that approved proposals can be implemented by
employee groups that are empowered, resourced, and given sufficient work time to put
employee incentives and benefits into practice.

Following are possible human capital programs that staff may potentially value:
• Career path development programs

o Mentoring/Coaching
o Interview preparation class
o Career path counseling

• Staff Incentives
o Food quality, salad bar, outside food vendor
o Exercise program
o Child care cooperative

~ Social Organizations (facility sponsored)
o Sports teams (bowling, softball, golf, etc)
o Interest groups (motorcycle club, car club,

• Staff Celebrations
o Holidays
o Birthdays

• StaFf Recognition (earned time off in hour increments; cash bonuses; etc)
o In addition to programs such as employee of the month that recognizes

only one individual, consider developing standards of performance that
each employee can achieve and acknowledge and reward every employee
that...achieves the standard::

o Recognition of acts of heroic and meritorious behavior
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o Recognition of promotions
• Staff Assistance

o Emergency/crisis support fund
o SAP
o Fund raisers
o Community Relations Committee

36
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~_ i r ~ ~ ~I.IC~3

~ecur~ty Level ~e A level of high security for offenders who have presented the most serious
disciplinary problems up to and including extreme or deadly violence. This level helps to ensure
the safety of staff and other offenders.

. Level S offenders are permitted one hour per day of recreation in secure recreation pens,
three showers per week and phone calls. Programming will be delivered in-cell initially and then
can advance to the use of therapeutic modules, program chairs and possibly security tables.

security bevel 6e The security level between Restrictive Housing (`S') and Level 5 that is the
first step to introduce offenders who have been in Restrictive Housing into the general
population. The purpose of Leve16 is to begin the process of resocialization of offenders who
have been housed in Restrictive Housing sometimes for extended periods of time. An advantage
that Leve16 provides is the ability to utilize tools (e.g., restraints) which allows the offender to
safely step down from high security to lower security management practices. Level 6 is the
proving ground to help determine when an offender who has been housed in Restrictive Housing
is ready to reintegrate into the less restrictive Level 5 setting.

Program Chairs: Include an attached seat and table with a latching system near the floor that
will secure ahigh-risk offender's ankle shackles and which has an option to secure wrist chains
to the top of the table. This provides treatment staff with an alternative to therapeutic modules
where they can meet with sma11 groups of high-risk offenders as a step towards a more
norrnaiized type of social inieraciion, e.g., via groin c~unseiing.

~'herapeutic li~ioclulese Secure booths made from expanded metal to which Level S or other
high-risk offenders can be escorted and secured individually. Once inside the therapeutic
module, restraints can be maintained or can be removed. Our plan is to include three to five
therapeutic modules within a room that will allow treatment staff to have face-to-face contact
with an individual or small groups of high-risk offenders.
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Following aze the EBP principles used to guide this recommendation. It is highly encouraged
that any plan that is finally adopted be reviewed to determine if it is based on accepted
principles.

12ask t~/Iana~ernent amci Risk Reduction Principles: The rriission of ROSP has been
expanded. The expanded mission has two components:

1. To manage offenders safely and securely

2. To deliver treatment to offenders to reduce their criminogenic risk factors.

Historically, risk management strategies were the primary methods for managing Level S
offenders. For the expanded mission to be successful, risk reduction strategies must be
incorporate and relied on heavily as well.

• social Learning I'ria~ciplee Changing the Culture of 1~O~P - To accomplish these
goals, the fundamental prison culture will have to be changed by addressing each of the
three primary components that make up the prison culture, and by using evidence-based
principles and programming to engage and socially engineer the offenders as a cultural
group including their social influences and lifestyle:

~. Staff beliefs, attitudes, skills, and practices;

9. Facility resources and operating procedures; and

10. Offender beliefs, values, goals, attitudes, and behavior

~ lZe~ponsivity Principle: Offender°  1Vlana~ement and Prograrri li~iatching; Organize
Offeaade~s into Groups with C'arnmor~ Cixaracter° ~stics and Devise Responses S~eci#ic
to each Group"s IVIana~ernerat Needs and Pt-ograrnraaing Nestle -The facility's
responsibilities include both managing offenders safely plus treating offenders in ways
that science has shown increase the likelihood for successful outcomes. To do this, the
Level S population was sorted based upon identified risks and needs so that strategies can
be applied that respond to the specific risks, needs, and characteristics of the target
groups.

A close study of the Level S population, influenced by the Nebraska DOC model for
managing high security offenders, initially identified four distinct sub-groups that make
up the Level S population at ROSP. More recently a fifth sub-group has been identified.
Each sub-group deserves a specific behavior management strategy and a specific program
strategy. The characteristics that differentiate the sub-groups include the potential for
violence, notoriety of their crime, institutional behavior characteristics, factors motivating
their institutional behavior, and mental health related conditions. When these
characteristics were ~ppli~d, the Level S population. oxgaaaiz~d itself into the following
five sub-

groups:.

K~~
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■ those with the potential for extreme and deadly violence, or high escape risk;

■ those with high profile crimes that received significant media attention;

those with frequently recurring disciplinary violations;

■ those that intentionally commit disciplinazy violations with the goal of remaining in
Restrictive Housing; and

those that behave abnormally.

I2esponsivity Principle, Progragn Options anti ~~~~~~~~~Planniaag: Programs and
motivational enhancements should be delivered in a way that the offender is most likely
to gain and that is directed to an identified need. Programming should not be misused as a
tool to reduce idleness alone. Programs should be targeted to the specific needs shared by
a group of offenders. Therefore, a menu of programs is needed based on the constellation
of needs identified in the target population; and assignment to a program should be
connected to the need identified in the offender's case plan.

Related to the principle of program matching is the idea that management methods
should be matched to the offender characteristics. An offender that misbehaves with non-
violent nuisance behavior as a method to t~emain isolated in Restrictive Housing, should
not be managed with the same methods necessary fox the offender that poses a serious
risk of extreme or deadly violence towards staff or other inmates. Conversely, an inmate
with a history and high potential for extreme or deadly violence cannot be seen as low
risk because they have not misbehaved even for an extensive period of time while in high
security.

~ liilotivational Principles

Privileges are used to motivate and introciuee desirable ~e~avior the offencle~°
would not otherwise do: Offenders practicing criminal thinking are highly motivated
by extrinsic privileges; i.e., they "do the math" and most often make decisions by
asking "What's in it for me?" Therefore, for criminal thinkers, a program of
privileges is needed to motivate the offender to comply with the behaviors goals set
by staff including both management behaviors and program participation

~ ~~I~tiC1I1~ I~OSflt1VC I~~i'V~T° CIS ~IflCI S~I1C~lOI1Se Privileges and rewards should be
delivered in a 4:1 ratio in relation. to disciplinary sanctions. Sanctions alone, ar a high
ratio of sanctions to positive rewards, works against effective change goals by
reinforcing criminal thinking

■ Privileges ~ncl Saaactions should be given in short intervals and in close
proximity to the assoei~ted behavior(s)e For example, a lengthy period, such as a
year, before privileges can be earned is not an effective motivator for this population.
More effective would be a series of intermediate steps of one to three months duration
with smaller or more limited privileges at each step

■ Privileges should be de9;erarained by the point ~f view of the offender, what
offenders perceive as desirable rather than wkat staff think isa privilege --

L[1]
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darned 12atla~r thin Entitled: Privileges should be assigned after a clear list of
behavior management and program goals and expectations have been achieved. The
work required to achieve the privileges establishes the value of the privilege.
Privileges granted before a goal is achieved have little to no value and are perceived
by offenders as an entitlement they deserve without the need for an investment.

• Cognitive~Behavioa° al Programmingo I+'aclelit~, and 12einforcernent — Cognitive-
behavioral programs have been found to be effective with offenders if they incorporate
the goal to teach actual skills using role play and practice techniques. Therefore, at the
completion of the program curriculum, there should be a new pattern of thinking that is
reinforced with observable and measurable skills that are incorporated in the offender's
way of life. Programs should be followed up by staff with strategies to continually
reinforce the new thinking, skills, and behavior patterns; otherwise the offender may
revert to their original habits.

Systerris Perspec~ave: Components of the step-down recommendation were incorporated
from the perspective of a system design where all components work in concert rather than
isolated good ideas that may not function effectively as part of a system.

• Put in ~alarte~ Past behavior, Chan~~, and Predicting Future Behavior: When.......
managing offenders, though there is well founded belief that change is possible, science
shows that a strong predictor of future behavior is past behavior•. In high risk situations,
erring on the side of caution and being aware of past behavior is a valuable safety factor.
Identifying genuine and resilient change is difficult, and relapse to previous behavior
patterns is recognized as a reasonably predictable episode in an otherwise successful
change process. Therefore, offenders with a history indicating the ability and willingness
to perpetrate serious or deadly violence must be managed with caution even if their
behavior has been compliant for a long period of time. The department is aggressively
looking for evidence-based information to help predict the likelihood of future violence
from an inmate that has a history of extreme violence whether or not they have been
compliant and well behaved f'or even extensive periods of time.
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IJsin~ Incen~~ves and ~~~~~~~~~~~to IVlotivate Inmate behavior;
~ehavroa°  li/tan~~~rnent and ~ehav~or Sha~aan~

Behavior shaping tools and disciplinary sanctions in combination are strategies that can be used
to develop an inmate behavior management system. Behavior shaping is moving an inmate
towards a set of goals for desirable inmate characteristics. Disciplinary sanctions deter unwanted
behavior.

The limitation of disciplinary sanctions is that they focus only on punishing the unwanted
behavior, but they do not teach better behavior.

Behavior shaping is a strategy that starts with a definition of the rehabilitative behavior to be
promoted in inmates, and then balances disciplinary sanctions with incentives, privileges, and
rewards that motivate increasingly good behavior while deterring unwanted behavior. For
example, positive behavior might be:
• accept responsibility for what I do (accept the tesponsibilitythateverything I do is a

decision I make that I am responsible for; and if I don't like the outcomes from what I do
I need to make better decisions);

• develop good decision making skills, think things through smartly rather than react
impulsively and emotionally;

• be polite and cordial to others;
set goals For myself and practice self-direction to use my days to move towards my goals
rather than just doing time;

• carry myself with pride, be concerned with my personal appearance and hygiene and the
condition of my cell and personal property.

• Accept the rules that being in prison requires I follow, and don't waste my time and
energy fighting rules when I have more positive uses of my time.

The EBP methods built into the prison system to reach this goal include:
❑ Promoting positive interactions between staff and inmates with ECMI training and

learning teams
❑ Using inmate programs that are designed to move inmates towards positive

characteristics and measuring inmate progress through stages of change
❑ Creating a system of incentives, privileges, and rewards that become a strongex motivator

and the focus of inmate attention more than the disciplinary sanctions

A couple of principles
• Earning versus Entitlements — Inmates should start with very little, the minimum

entitlements, and have detailed criteria for hoiv they earn increasing privileges.
Entitlements are what we are required by law and regulations to provide to inmates.
Privileges are what we have the discretion to provide-based an set criteria far earning
them only when they meet the positive behaviors we want. Meeting the criteria earns
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o Behavior —non-compliant to compliant; number of disciplinary charges
o Program participation
o Personal hygiene
o Cell cleanliness and compliance
o General attitude and rapport

• Behavior Shaping —the balance between incentives, privileges, and rewards and
sanctions that motivate increasingly good behavior while deterring bad behavior.
Behavior Shaping requires a definition of good behavior as well as bad behavior.

Incentives, Privileges, Rewards:
n

C

Incentives are things used to encourage an inmate to start something positive that
they would not likely do on their own (ex: inmates that make a commitment and
start a new program get a $5 commissary coupon)
Privileges are sets of desirable things that they can earn to make their daily life
better. They earn them by meeting expectations in
■ behavior standards (measured by number and type of charges)

personal hygiene standards
■ cell hygiene standards
■ .....program participation
■ attitude —level of compliance with expectations (hostile to compliant)

rapport —level of respectful interactions with staff and inmates
(disrespectful, respectful, cordial)

Rewards are given to recognize a significant accomplishment (ex: inmates that
successfully complete a program or remain charge free for x number of months
get to participate in a celebration including cake and ice cream)
We have learned from previous experience to incorporate both individual and pod
privileges and rewards
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1. '1 1' . `,~ ~~ ~ ~~

S1VI Orientation Fact Sheet ~~s~

All new Level S offenders will be initially housed in the Intake/Orientation Unit. Immediately
upon arrival, offenders will be provided an orientation to the case plan including goals,
expectations, privilege earning process, and step-down process.

t~ ~~ s .. ~ ~ ~~~ .,

*Explanation of special anana~einentm
Offenders with frequently recurring disciplinary violations will have transferred from a lower
security level facility for assaultive behavior, destruction of state property, or other serious and
repeated disciplinary violations.

*SIVI~O-SMO status includes minimum entitlements, no privileges, and without consideration :for
security reduction, SM will allow certain self improvement opportunities such as in-cell
education programming over. closed. circuit TV and religious shows.

XSIVI-1 SMl status includes eligibility to participate in the step-down program From the
Intake/Orientation, offenders will become eligible for SMl after they prove their commitment to
behavior and programming goals after achieving certain goals while in SMO status.

xSl~~I-2 The SM2 status includes eligibility for offenders to be provided with. programming in-
cell, and in Therapeutic Modules or Program Chairs.

After completion of SMl and SM2 phases at WRSP and having earned eligibility for
advancement to ~L-6, these offenders will have the opportunity to return to ROSP, which is the
only location providing SL-6.

XFollowing completion of orientation, assessment and case planning, and security Level S sub-
group assignment, SM offenders who commit to participate in the step-down program will be
directed to begin participating in programming based on the case plan. For all Level S offenders,
programming will begin in-cell. The basic program to be used with Level S offenders will be the
Challenge SeNies which includes seven journals designed to be used for in-cell programming.
The Journals include the following:

Journal 1 -- Orientation: a motivational enhancement program designed to increase the level
of motivation and engagement by the offender in the remaining series.

Journal. 2 — Rational ~I'hinkin~g; ~ fundamental cognitive-behavioral training program.

Journal3 — Criminal Lifestyles: pY•ovides insight into the thinking and attitudes that trap
offenders in a lifestyle of crime; introduces the idea that lifestyles can change.
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Journal 4 — Violence Prevention: building on the cognitive-behavioral training as a base, this
journal increases awareness of what leads up to violence and teaches and
practices techniques to intervene.

Journal .5 — Communication: introduces positive communication techniques.

Journal 6 — Lifestyle Balance: introduces that a healthy lifestyle has a balance of work,
relationships, and leisure time.

Journal ? — Transition: prepares the offender to leave a Restrictive Housing setting and return
to interacting more with other offenders.

SMO in-cell programming

SM1 in-cell programming and Therapeutic Models

SM2 in-cell programming, therapeutic Models and Program chairs

Dual 'I'reatin~n~ 'I'earrfl -I~evaevv- The Dual Treatment Team is responsible to review the
individual offender's classification step-down pathway to SL-6, and to make
certain recommendations. The Dual team will include the following
representatives:
• ABP Manager
~ IPM
• Unit Manager
• Intelligence Officer
• QMHP
• Medical Director
• Counselar (s)
• Corrections Officer

*The dual team will use the following criteria to determine eligibility for classification step-
down:

Reducing and eliminating disciplinary charges
Personal hygiene
standing for count
Cell compliance
Respect; satisfactory rapport with staff and offenders
Program participation

:~
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*As~essment~ After orientation a Compas assessment will be conducted on all
offenders to assess— criminogenic risk, needs, criminal thinking, program
planning and to develop a case plan.

A review and discussion of the COMPAS with offenders should include the
results, ask if this is the way the offender see's himself, ask how they would like
to see themselves and what goals they would like to achieve while at WRSP.
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Gugdelines for Assessing Dangerousness for IIVI status
Inmates may arrive in prison with a potential for danger, and in other cases inmates may develop
the potential for danger as a result of their prison experience. Inmates with a street history of
deadly violence bring that potential for danger with them. Inmates without a street history of
deadly violence may develop that potential from their prison experience.

Some inmates may be targeted and threatened by other inmates and use violence towards another
inmate in self-defense°  dome inmates may fall under the direction of an inmate leader that might
direct an inmate to carry out violence. Some inmates may believe they have been mistreated by
staff and develop sufficient anger• to strike out with deadly violence. Some inmates may strike
out impulsively in the middle of an interaction. Other inmates may plan out and lay in wait foY• an
opportunity to assault staff or an inmate.

There is no known clear profile that will predict with certainty an inmate's level of
dangerousness towards staff or other inmates. An assessment of dangerousness wi11 depend on
gathering information and making a professional judgment. 'The following are recommended
criteria for infar-mation gathering to help make an informed judgment on an inmate's level of
dangerousness and their initial assignment to IM or SM status as well as safety for stepping
down to lower security levels.

1. Does the inmate clearly state the intent to harm a staff member or inmate?
a. Is the intent to invoke serious or deadly harm?

2. Does the inmate have a proven emotional capability to kill another person versus, for
example, a pattern of fighting but without stepping over the line into intentional deadly
violence?

a. Has the inmate ever killed or attempted to kill another person? If so,
i. How many people has the inmate killed or attempted to kill?
ii. Was it intentional or unintentional?
iii. Was it in self=defense or in defense of another?
iv. Was it for personal gain such as duzing a robbery or for hire?
v. Was it in the commission of a crime?
vi. Was it part of gang behavior?
vii. Was the killing particularly dreadful or heinous?

3. Does the inmate have an institutional history that ~nclucles violence towards staff or
inmates?

a. Factors:
i. Targeting a staff member or another inmate?
ii. ~4ttempt to invoke deadly harm?
iii. Not attempting to invoke deadly harm?
iv. Self Defense?
v. Intentional or not intentional?
vi. Provoked or not provoked?

:~l
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vii. Carrying out tihe direction of another inmate or acting on his own?

b. Is there a pattern of violent behavior or is the violence not typical for this inmate?
c. Is the violence intentional with the intent to kill or invoke deadly harm, or with

the intent to harm but not kill?
d. Is the violence provoked with the intention of self defense?
e. Is the violence unprovoked but is the intention self defense?
£ Is the violence unintentional such as inflicting harm when the inmate's intent was

to resist a physical intervention by staff?

4. Does the inmate have a street history with violence?
a. Is there a pattern of violent street behavior or is the violence not typical for this

inmate?
b. Is the violence intentional with the intent to kill or invoke deadly harm, or with

the intent to harm but not kill?
c. Is the violence provoked with the intention of self defense?
d. Is the violence unprovoked but is the intention self defense?
e. Is the violence unintentional such as inflicting harm when the intent was to resist

arrest, escape arrest,..or avoid capture?

5. Does the inmate have a history including escape attempt(s)?
a. Was violence involved during the escape?
b. Was the need for violence predicted when planning the escape?
c. See item 3.

6. Has the inmate been a victim of abuse by offenders ox staff?
a. Are there grievances claiming threats from other inmates or mistreatment by staff;

and how traumatic do the claims seem?
i. Does the grievance indicate physical abuse?
ii. Does the grievance indicate emotional abuse?
gii, Tln~g t~P briPZ~asi~~ gnrlidatP h~„iryr-~i~?~~~nn7

iv. Does the grievance indicate intentional mistreatment?
v. Does the grievance indicate an ongoing pattern or an isolated incident?
vi. Does the gz•ievance name a staff member; does that staff member have a

pattern of grievances or grievances from more than one inmate?

4~
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rlVil~~ L~V~S (March 2014) v4

IMO If~1 IM2 IiVt SL6

Closed Pod

Basic .Library books, 2 per week
Requir~rroents •Religious materials in cell

~ Legal materials in cell
• Commissary: Restrictive Housing list, $10.00 per week
~ TV: mounted on pod wall

o Education channel
o Religious channel

• AM/FM Radio eligible for purchase (with 3 months charge free and no "Poor"
Responsible Behavior ratings)

• Programming in-cell
• Recreation: ACA standards, 1-hour per day outside in rec. cages
• Phone calls: 2, 20 minute calls per month
• Visitation: one, 1 hour visit per week, non-contact
• Cell: single cell
• Showers; 3 showers per week
• Out of cell: shackled, dual escort

Job Eligible • fVot Eligible Not Eligible Jobs: Jobs:

Showers

commissary • $10 per week
Seg

Library hooks ~ • 2 per week

$10 per week
Seg

• $S Food items

3 per week

Eligibility Criteria:
History of safe job
performance

• Positive trend in
COMPAS, CTS,
and URICA scores

• Positive
Responsible
Behavior &
Program Scores

• One year charge

$20 per week
Inclusive of all
purchases

• 4 per week

• House Man
• Barber
• Showers
Eligibility Criteria:
• History of safe job

performance
•Positive trend in
COMPAS, CTS, and
URICA scores

~ Positive Responsible
Behavior &Program
Scores

• One year charge free

• $20 per week
Inclusive of all
purchases

~ 5 per week

Visitatoon •one, 1 hour • one, 1 hour + one, 1 hour visit • 2 hours total
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visit per week, visit per per week, non- Saturday and
non-contact week, non- contact; Sunday

contact • added time • added time
request will be request will be
evaluated evaluated

Phone Calls + 2 calls per • 3 calls per • 4 calls per + 5 calls per month
month month month

1'V In-cell • Ineligible •Education •Education • All channels, all
(~r~~ channel channel time
cornrnissary) •Religious •Religious channel

channel +Entertainment
• Entertainment channels

channels o Fri 12:00 noon to
o Fri 12:00 noon Mon 6:00 a.m.
to Rion 6:00 oSpecial events
a.m.

AM/Ff~ Radio •Ineligible ~ Purchase from ~ Purchase from • Purchase from
(eligible to commissary commissary commissary
purchase from
corr~missary)
Prograrnrning ~ In-cell • In-cell • In-cell • Secure Chair

~ Therapeutic • Therapeutic • 5 maximum per
Module Module group

• Secure Chair
• 5 maximum per

group
Video 1 per month 1 per month 1 per month 2 per month
~isita~eon ~ ~ months • 1 year charge ~ 1~ monti~s ~ ni~~~~~~$ ~~~~~~

charge free firee charge free free
NIP3 P9ayer • IVot eligible Eligible to Eligible to purchase • Audio books; 1 per
(purchase purchase from from commissary month
frog commissary • Audio books; 1 • music; 1 per
cora~amessary) • Audio boo4cs; per month month

1 per month
Productive A~i~ities:
Structured Art •Not eligible • Not eligible • IVot eligible • Eligible
Program /Art
Contests
(~,t desi~r~~t~d
intervals)
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Structured + iVot eligible w Not eligible • Not eligible • Eligible
Creative
Writing
Program
Industry,~lNork'Table Projects
Food service ~ Not eligible ~ IVot eligible • Not eligible ~ Eligible
Support
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I(VI Status Level Goals ~~3; June 2012)

Disciplinary Responsible ~~havi~r Goals Program
~ehar~ior Participation

Cell Personal Count Respect
Cornplianc~ Hygiene

• Unobstructed •Grooming ~ Standing •Language •Challenge Series
windows Standards for Count ~ Attitude •Anger

~ Clean/ •Personal •Yelling Management
uncluttered cleanliness through • TCU Brief
floor •Clean door Interventions

• Property clothes • 137 •Education
neatly stored •Patience
Light
uncovered
Clear view
through cell

Rating Rating Rating Rating
Rating.......

❑ Poor ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
❑ Acceptable ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
❑ Good ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~Effort

InliO 6 months Completion of Intake/Orientation Process In-Cell

~~ continuous: Completion of Assessments lrtake: Journal 1,

• no serious Develop a Case Management Plan Orientation

~~ ~' assaultive or Agreement to participate in Programming Complete Journals 1

weapons & 2

related 100 No more than 6 Poor/Incomplete within 90 day review period Education Classes

series charges Minimum of 2 Good/Positive Effort within 90 day review

• no more than period

3 total
100/200
series charges

IM 1 6 month In-Cell

t~ continuous: No more than 4 Poor/Incomplete within 90 day review period Complete Journals
Minimum of 4 Good/Positive Effort within 90 day review 3-5

'~ 2
• no serious

period100 series
charges Education Classes

• no more than
1 total
100/200
series
charges

IR!! 2 • 6 months In-Cell
continuous: No more than 2 Poor/Incomplete within 90 day review period Therapeutic~~
charge free.... Minimum of 6 Good/Positive Effort within 90 day review Modules.

Lev 6 period
Complete Journals
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6-7

0~ No more than 2 Poor/Incomplete within 90 day review period In-Cell

Level 6,
Minimum of 6 Good/Positive Effort within 90 day review Therapeutic
period Modules

Closed Secure Program
Pad Desk

T4c

Cognitive
Restructuring

TCU Brief
Interventions

Education Classes

53
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Description:
Offenders participating in the Step-Down program will be challenged to meet goals in three areas:

1) Eliminate disciplinary infractions,
2) Meet a set of responsible behavior goals, and
3) Participate in self-improvement and education programs.

As offenders meet goal levels, they will advance in status from IMO, IM1, to IM2. As offenders advance
in status, they will earn additional privileges (outlined on a separate IM Privilege Levels chart).

Rating System —
• The Unit Manager (or designee) will track each offender's charges.
~ Responsible Behavior will be rated each week by Correctional Officers, Counselors, and the

Unit Manager as "poor, acceptable, or good" in each category (cell compliance, personal
hygiene, standing for count, and respect).
Thirdly, Counselors will rate each offender's Program Participation for that week as either
,incomplete, complete, or positive-effort"

It is valuable for Officers, Counselors, and the Unit Manager to update each offender routinely on their
ratings as an opportunity to acknowledge positive performance as well as to motivate them to improve
when needed.

ICA Committee Review
Each SM offender will have their case reviewed every 90 days during the ICA review. The ICA Committee
will review the ratings on each SM offender to determine when they have met the goals to be eligible
fior advancement to the next status level. An interim review can be done for offenders performing
exceptionally well and ready for advancement before the next routinely scheduled ICA meeting, or for
offenders performing poorly requiring placing them back to a lesser status including SMO when
warranted.

Advar~cer~oer~t
Offenders that are meeting the standards set at each status for the period of time required are eligible
Tor advancement to the next status. I he I~H ~ommiiiee is responsible to evaluate overall perTOrmance

and can decide to advance those offenders that are meeting advancement eligibility criteria.

Assign to Louver Statu§
Offenders that do not meet the standards for disciplinary, responsible behavior, and/or self-
improvementand programming can be placed back to an earlier status by a decision of the ICA
Committee. When an offender receives a serious disciplinary offense that results in assignment to
administrative Restrictive Housing or refuses over a period of time to meet standards for responsible
behavior or program participation, the ICA Committee can decide to immediately lower an offender's
status.

S4
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Ifs St~ttas Rating Chart

Responsible Behavior: P —Poor Program: I-Incomplete
Offender: A — Acceptable C-Complete

G- Good +-Positive Effor'
Respon§ib9e E3ehavior Program Disciplinary

~afie Staff Cell Personal Count Respect Partocipat~on Charges

Corriplianc~ Flygi~ne

CO

U i~

Couns

CO

UM

Courrs

CO

UM

i Couns

I~ CO

UM

Coaans

C~

UM

~ouras

CO

ll t~/i

Coons

GO

SS
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Couns

CO

UM

Coun~

CA

U NI

Coups

CO

UM

nouns

CO

U I~

Coups

~O

!J f~
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~~

~~
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SIB rivs6e e Levels c~nar~n Zo14~ ~6
SMO S~i1 S~2 SL6, SL6

Phase 1 Phase 2

Basic •Library books, 2 per week

Requir~menfis •Religious materials in cell
• Legal materials in cell
• Commissary: Restrictive Housing list, $10.00 per week
• TV: mounted on pod wall

o Education channel
o Religious channel

• AM/FM Radio eligible for purchase (with 3 months charge free and no "Poor"
Responsible Behavior ratings)

~ Programming in-cell
• Recreation: ACA standards, 1-hour per day outside in rec. cages
• Phone calls: 2, 15 minute calls per month
• Visitation: one, 1 hour vsifi per week, non-contact
• Cell: single cell
• Showers: 3 showers per week
Out of cell: shackled, dual escort

Job Eli~wble ~ Ineligible • In-pod job • In-pod job
~ 2nd priority • 1St priority

~ after SM2

;.

• 3 ~ .t ~~

• $10 per
week Seg
IVo food
items

~ 2 per week

• $10 per week
Seg
$5 Food items

• 3 per week

• $10 per week
Seg
• $10 Food
items
• 4 per week

Jobs:
• House Man
• Barber
=Showers
Eligibility
Criteria:
Positive
Responsible
Behavior
Program
Scores
One year
charge free
• $20 per week

inclusive of
all purchases

• 5 per week

Jobs:
• House Man
• Barber
~ Showers
Eligibility
Criteria:
Positive
Responsible

& Behavior ~
Program
Scores
One year
charge free
$30 per week
inclusive of
all purchases

• 5 per week

lfisit~tion •one, 1 hour •one, 1 hour •one, 1 hour • 2 hours total • 2 hours total
visit per visit per week, visit per..... Satcarday and Saturday and
week, non- non-contact week, non- Sunday Sunday
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contact contact; ~ added time •added time
added time request will request will
request will be evaluated be evaluated
be evaluated

Video ~ Not eligible • Not eligible ~ Once per • 2 per month • 2 per month
Visitation month; must • 18 months • 18 months

be 18 charge free charge free
months
charge free

Phone Calls . 2 calls per • 3 calls per ~ 4 calls per ~ Unlimited •Unlimited
month month month

° fV In-cell •Ineligible •Education •Education •All channels •All channels
(from channel channel all time all time
cornrvtessary) •Religious •Religious

channel channel
• Entertainment ~ Entertainme

channels nt channels
• Fri 12:00 noon..... o Fri 12:00

to Mon 6:00 noon to Mon
a.m. 6:00 a.m.

oSpecial
events

Ate/FkVI Radio .Ineligible •Purchase from •Purchase ~ Purchase •Purchase
(eligible to commissary from from from

p~ar~has~ commissary commissary commissary

from
cornrnissary)

Pro~rarnrning . In-cell ~ In-cell In-cell • In-cel! • In-cell
• Therapeutic ~ Therapeutic ~ Thera~e~tic • Therapeutie

modules modules modules Module
• Program ~ Secure Chair ~ Secure Chair

chairs • 5 maximum ~ 5 maximum
(groups up per group per group
to 5)

JP4 Player IVot eligible Not eligible fVot eligible •Audio +Audio
books; 1 per books; 2 per
month month

• fVlusic; 1 per ~ Music; 2 per
month month

5~
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$ $t~tUS L~V~I ~O~IS (v5; June 2012)

Disciplinary Resp~ansible Behavior Goals Pro~ra~a
~~hawior Participation

dell Per§oval Count Resp~c~
Compliance Flygwen~

• Unobstructe •Grooming •Standing •Language •Challenge
d windows Standards for Count •Attitude Series
Clean/ •Personal •Yelling •Anger
uncluttered cleanliness through Management
floor •Clean door • TCU Brief

• Property clothes • 137 Interventions
neatly stored •Patience ~ Education

• Light
uncovered

• Clear view
through cell

Rating Rating Ratim Rating Rating

❑ Poor ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
❑ Acceptable ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
❑ Good ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~Effort

S~0 3 months
~p continuous: Completion of Intake/Orientation Process Challenge Series

$~1 • no serious Completion of Assessments Journals 1& 2
assaultive or Completion of Case Management Plan

wea onsp
Agreement to participate in Programming

Education
related 100
series charges No more than 6 Poor/Incomplete within 90 day review period

• no more than
3 total minimum of 2 Good/Positive Effort within 90 day review

100/200 period

series charges
Sg~1 3 month
~~ continuous: IVo more than 4 Poor/Incomplete within 90 day review period

Challenge Series

S2
• no serious

100 series Minimum of 4 Good/Positive Effort within 90 day review Journals 3, 4, 5

charges period
• no more than

1 total
100/200 Education

series
charges

${~2 • 3 months Challenge Series
~~ continuous: No more than 2 Poor/Incomplete within 90 day review period Journals 6 & 7

charge free
Lev 6

Minimum of 6 Good/Positive Effort within 90 day review Education
period
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Description:
Offenders participating in the Step-Down program will be challenged to meet goals in three areas:

1) Eliminate disciplinary infractions,
2) Meet a set of responsible behavior goals, and
3) Participate in self-improvement and education programs.

As offenders meet goal levels, they will advance in status from SMO, SM1, to SM2. As offenders advance
in status, they will earn additional privileges (outlined on a separate SM Privilege Levels chart).

12ating Sysfiern —
The Unit Manager (or designee) will track each offender's charges.
Responsible Behavior will be rated each week by Correctional Officers, Counselors, and the
Unit Manager as "poor, acceptable, or good" in each category (cell compliance, personal
hygiene, standing for count, and respect).
Thirdly, Counselors will rate each offender's Program Participation for that week as either
"incomplete, complete, or positive effort."

It is valuable for Officers, Counselors, and the Unit Manager to update each offender routinely on their
ratings as an opportunity to acknowledge positive performance as well as to motivate them to improve
when needed.

IC~4, Corr9mittee Review
Each SM offender will have their case reviewed every 90 days during the ICA review. The ICA Committee
will review the ratings on each SM offender to determine when they have met the goals to be eligible
for advancement to the next status level. An interim review can be done for offenders performing
exceptionally well and ready for advancement befiore the next routinely scheduled iCA meeting, or for
offenders performing poorly requiring placing them back to a lesser status including SMO when
warranted.

Advancement
Offenders that are meeting the standards set at each status for the period of time required are eligible
for advancement to the next status. The ICA Committee is responsible to evaluate overall performance
ar~r~l dun ~la~l~I°  e^ urJe~Nn~n th~c~n nffonuJorS ~h4~ uro moo±~nb w~l~iunrornon± ollbl~'!~l+y ~rl~° Ylu.

A§sign ~o Lower Status
Offenders that do not meet the standards for disciplinary, responsible behaviar, and/or self-
improvementand programming can be placed back to an earlier status by a decision of the ICA
Committee. When an offender receives a serious disciplinary offense that results in assignment to
administrative Restrictive Housing or refiuses over a period of time to meet standards for responsible
behavior or program participation, the ICA Committee can decide to immediately lower an offender's
status.
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Responsible Behavior: P —Poor Program: I-Incomplete
Offender: A — Acceptable C-Complete

G-Good -~-Positive E~Fort
Responsible Behavior Program

Participafiiearr

Disciplinary

ChargesDate Staff Cell

Compliance
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Count Respect
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ROSP Level S/Level 6 Reentry Program:
6i r rwv ~~ sent rrA~~

5 years prior to release:
Focus on Reentry should begin for all offenders at 5 years prior to release.
Develop programs/training classes for each of the ifiems listed below considered
essenfiial for developing a reentry plan that is "succes~-
based", in that i~ i~ both comprehensive and practical.

I~lI/SfVI offenders at 24 months prior to release:
• IM/SM offenders should be directly into a reentry pafih to develop a comprehensive,

success based reentry plan that addresses all items outlined in the reentry model.
• Reentry pafih offenders should be prioritized for immediate access to DCE GED /

Rosetta Stone programming and Vocational Training.
Reentry oath offenders should receive priority for institutional jobs or program
opportunities to earn pay as a means of building their reentry savings accounfis

• Reentry Savings Accounts plans should be immediately developed.

FZeenfry Assessment
❑ COMPAQ

o Risk/Needs
v CTS
o URICA

❑ Psychological Self —Efficacy Evaluation

Reentry Cognitive Programs
❑ T4C (completion or reinforcement)
❑ PREPS
❑ Matrix

Reentry Preparation Programs
❑ Productive Citizenship
❑ Sery Safe
❑ Ready for Work
❑ Work Keys

Workforce Investment Acfi registration

Asse~~ progress regularly
Year 5: Initial plan developmenfi
Year 4 and 3: annual reassessment of plan progress
Year 2: reassessment every 6 months
Year ~ : quarterly reas~essmenfi
6 Months fio release: monthly reassessment

:'it3
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Target Goals
❑ Risk /Needs Assessment Goals

o COMPAS results
o In-prison programming addressing high risk areas

❑ Reporting fio supervision officer

❑ Home plan developmenfi
o Develop a preliminary home plan
o Evaluate the pros and cony ofi going back to original neighborhood or starting

fresh in a new environmenfi
o Living with relatives /friends, reentry facility /program /Oxford house,

independenfi housing

❑ Employment
o Workforce Investmenfi Acf registration (SNAP Center within 4he facility)
o Work Keys
o Job skills training in prison
■ HVAC
v Culinary Arts
W Custodial Maintenance

Develop additional job skills training programs
Construction trades

• Computer lifieracy

❑ Education
o Complete GED
o Advanced Education
o Computer Literacy

MSWord
■ Excel
■ Internet access, information search

❑ Tr~nsport~tion
o Public trar~~po~tation
p Rir~ rl~

o far plan (practical plan for obtaining a per~onai car)
Drivers license
Insurance
■ Gay Budget
■ Maintenance /repair budget
■ Car cost

❑ IVledical /Mental Health Services

❑ Substance Abuse recovery /sobriety support plan

❑ Sex Offender support plan
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❑ Leisure time activities

❑ Support System
o Family /friends
o Faith-based support
o Recovery support group
o Peer Support group
o Mentor

❑ Bonding /Rebounding with children
o Parenting from prison program
o ~tle~sage~ Project video messages to children

D Contact with ~pou~e, significanfi other, fiamily
o Relationship program / firaining

❑ Savings Account for Reentry
o Develop a reentry budgefi to include housing /rent, transportation, food,

neces~iti~s (food, clothing)
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I. PURPOSE 

This operating procedure provides information to offenders incarcerated in Department of Corrections 
institutions concerning assignment to and operation of Special Housing Units and provides for the use of 
holding areas in Community Corrections facilities. 

II. COMPLIANCE 

This operating procedure applies to all facilities operated by the Department of Corrections (DOC).  
Practices and procedures shall comply with applicable State and Federal laws and regulations, Board of 
Corrections policies and regulations, ACA standards, PREA standards, and DOC directives and operating 
procedures. 

III. DEFINITIONS 
At Risk Offender - An offender identified by a Qualified Mental Health Professional as meeting the 
criteria in Operating Procedure 730.5, Mental Health Services: Behavior Management  
Disciplinary Segregation - Special purpose bed assignments, in which the offender is confined without 
privileges - imposed by the Hearings Officer as a penalty for conviction of a disciplinary offense. 
Facility Review Committee (FRC) - A treatment team of at least three facility staff members; as 
designated by the Facility Unit Head to review and evaluate the overall progress of an offender; referral to 
the FRC may be made by the Hearings Officer or any staff member in direct contact with the offender, who 
feels the offender’s behavior requires an intervention.  Normally, the FRC includes the offender’s 
Counselor or Probation Officer; Assistant Unit Head or Security Supervisor; and one from the following: 
Senior Probation Officer, DCE Instructor, or another Counselor. (Community Corrections facilities only) 
General Detention - Special purpose bed assignments, utilized under proper administrative process, for the 
immediate secure confinement of offenders pending review for an appropriate assignment  
Institutional Classification Authority (ICA) - The facility staff person designated to conduct offender 
case review hearings 
Intractable Behavior - Behavior which, in the determination of the Department of Corrections, (i) 
indicates an (offender’s) unwillingness or inability to conform his/her behavior to that necessary to his/her 
successful completion of the program or (ii) is so disruptive as to threaten the successful completion of the 
program by other offenders. - COV §19.2-311 (applies to youthful offenders) and COV §19.2-316.1 
(applies to Community Corrections facilities)  
Offender with Serious Mental Illness (SMI) - Offender diagnosed with a Psychotic Disorder, Bipolar 
Disorder, Major Depressive Disorder, PTSD or Anxiety Disorder, or any diagnosed mental disorder 
(excluding substance abuse disorders) currently associated with serious impairment in psychological, 
cognitive, or behavioral functioning that substantially interferes with the person’s ability to meet the 
ordinary demands of living.  
Pre-Hearing Detention (PHD) - Special purpose bed assignments, utilized under proper administrative 
process, for the immediate confinement of offenders who have been charged with an offense under the 

Operating 
Procedure 

Effective Date 
April 1, 2015 

Amended 
5/18/15, 9/14/16, 1/16/18 

Number 
861.3 

Operating Level 
Department 

Supersedes 
Operating Procedure 861.3 (10/1/11) 

Authority 
COV §53.1-10, §19.2-316.2, §19.2-316.3 

Subject 

SPECIAL HOUSING 
ACA/PREA Standards 
4-4140, 4-4249, 4-4261, 4-4266, 4-4267, 4-4268, 4-4273 

Incarcerated Offender Access 
Yes  No  

FOIA Exempt Yes  No  
Attachments Yes  No  

Office of Primary Responsibility 
Security Operations Manager 
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Offender Disciplinary Procedure, are awaiting a Disciplinary Hearing, and are considered to be a potential 
threat to persons or property, or for escape.  
Protective Custody Unit - A special purpose general population housing unit designated by the Director 
for offenders classified as requiring separation from other offenders as a result of their personal security 
needs; offenders requesting and requiring assignment to a protective custody unit may be managed in 
General Detention and Segregation, as appropriate, pending assignment and transfer.  
Qualified Mental Health Professional (QMHP) - An individual employed in a designated mental health 
services position as a Psychologist or Psychology Associate, Psychiatric Provider, Social Worker (Masters 
level), or Registered Nurse or an individual with at least a Masters degree in psychology, social work, or 
relevant human services field with knowledge, training, and skills in the diagnosis and treatment of mental 
disorders  
Secure Diversionary Treatment Program (SDTP) - Bed assignments designated for offenders who have 
been classified as SMI; operates with structured security regulations and procedures, and provides 
programming and treatment services conducive with evidence based treatment protocols and individualized 
treatment plans  
Segregation - Special purpose bed assignments operated under maximum security regulations and 
procedures, and utilized under proper administrative process, for the personal protection or custodial 
management of offenders  
Shared Allied Management (SAM) Unit - A residential programming unit operated at designated DOC 
institutions to deliver intensive services in a safe environment to specific offender populations that typically 
require a high level of services from security, mental health, and/ or medical staff 
Steps to Achieve Reintegration (STAR) Program - A DOC program operated at designated DOC 
institutions for offenders, who motivated by an unspecified fear, refuse to leave segregation and enter 
general population  
Special Housing - A general term for special purpose bed assignments including segregation, disciplinary 
segregation, general detention, and pre-hearing detention 
Working Day - Weekdays, Monday through Friday, except official state holidays 

IV. COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS FACILITIES 

A. Community Corrections facilities do not use special housing units but there is occasional need to detain 
an offender to preserve the orderly operation of the facility and to ensure the safety of the offender 
pending the review for possible removal of the offender from the program. 

B. Other sections of this operating procedure do not apply to Community Corrections facilities except as 
specifically referenced in this section. 

C. Detention of Offenders - General Procedures 
1. The Facility Unit Head should delegate in writing those facility employees who may authorize the 

detention of an offender.  This authorization will be posted or maintained in a procedure manual 
easily accessible to all facility employees. 

2. Any offender may be detained in approved restraints (in accordance with Operating Procedure 420.2, 
Use of Restraints and Management of Offender Behavior) or within a secured holding cell as 
determined by the delegated authority.  

3. Any time an offender is detained, the facility Administrative Duty Officer shall be notified 
immediately, and permission will be secured to continue the use of mechanical restraints and/or 
placement in a holding cell. 

4. An offender should not be detained in restraints for a period greater than four hours.  If it becomes 
necessary to maintain the restraints for a period of more than four hours due to the offender’s 
intractable behavior, the offender will be given the opportunity to use the restroom. 
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5. Detentions shall not be used for disciplinary or punishment sanctions. 

D. Use of Holding Cells 
1. The Assistant Facility Unit Head shall review any detention of an offender within 72 hours or less 

and recommend to the Facility Unit Head release of the offender, referral to the Hearings Officer, or 
referral to the Facility Review Committee for formal review of program continuation/removal. (see 
Operating Procedure 861.2, Offender Discipline, Community Corrections Facilities)  

2. Any offender detained in a holding cell through a meal shall be fed the same meals on the same 
schedule as the rest of the population.  

3. Any offender detained in a holding cell shall be given prescribed medication as scheduled. 
4. A holding cell used for overnight housing shall be equipped with a bed above floor level, a working 

toilet, hand basin, appropriate lighting, and ventilation.  
5. Any offender detained in a holding cell overnight should be provided with the same bed linens and 

mattress and pillow as permitted the general population, offender behavior permitting.  
6. Detention, not to exceed 72 hours, may be utilized during an investigation while facts and 

information are gathered prior to the filing of a Disciplinary Report.  
7. Any offender detained in a holding cell will be permitted to shower and shave at least every third 

day. 
8. Offenders that are detained in a holding cell should forfeit all personal property privileges.  

Offenders should be provided appropriate clothing and may be permitted to have one religious book.  
All personal property shall be secured and inventoried at the time the offender is placed in the 
holding cell.  

9. Each offender detained in a holding cell should be checked by a corrections officer at least every 60 
minutes on an irregular schedule, with each check recorded on the Special Housing: Individual Log 
(425_F4).   

10. While detained in a holding cell, each offender that is believed to be under the influence of drugs or 
intoxicants should be checked by a corrections officer at least every 15 minutes, with each check 
recorded on the Special Watch Log (425_F5). 

11. While detained in a holding cell, each offender who is believed to be a threat to self should be 
checked by a corrections officer at least every 15 minutes, with each check recorded on the Special 
Watch Log (425_F5).  

E. Documentation  
1. All actions related to detention of a Community Corrections offender should be recorded in the 

offender Case Notes. 
2. Copies (or originals if available) of all documents related to detention of a Community Corrections 

offender should be placed in the offender Case Record. 

V. SPECIAL HOUSING IN INSTITUTIONS - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

A. This operating procedure provides information to offenders incarcerated in Department of Corrections 
institutions concerning assignment to General Detention, Pre-Hearing Detention, Disciplinary 
Segregation, and Segregation statuses, minimum standards for the operation of Special Housing Units, 
and minimum standards for the care and custody of offenders assigned to each of these statuses.  Refer 
to Operating Procedure 425.4, Management of Bed and Cell Assignments (Restricted), for security 
considerations relating to Special Housing. (4-4249) 

B. Assignment to Special Housing 
1. An offender moved from general population into special housing may be initially assigned one of the 

following statuses: 
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a. General Detention - authorized by the shift commander or above for the immediate secure 
confinement of offenders pending review for an appropriate assignment. 

b. Pre-Hearing Detention - authorized by the shift commander or above for the immediate 
confinement of offenders that have been charged with an offense under Operating Procedure 
861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions, are awaiting a Disciplinary Hearing, and are considered 
to be a potential threat to persons or property, or for escape.  

c. Disciplinary Segregation - after accepting a penalty offer for disciplinary segregation or being 
found guilty of violating the offender disciplinary procedure and sentenced to disciplinary 
segregation by the Hearings Officer in accordance with Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender 
Discipline, Institutions. 

2. Assignment to any other special housing status requires a formal due process hearing and action by 
the Institutional Classification Authority (ICA). 

3. Every seven days of an offender’s first two months in Special Housing and every 30 days thereafter, 
the Special Housing Unit Supervisor or designee will perform a Weekly Special Housing Status 
Review of all offenders assigned to the Special Housing Unit to monitor the appropriateness of these 
statuses.  If a formal review of the offender's status is warranted, the offender will be served notice of 
a hearing in accordance with Operating Procedure 830.1, Institution Classification Management. 

4. Offenders with Serious Mental Illness (SMI), within 10 working days after an SMI offender’s 
assignment to the Special Housing Unit, a formal ICA hearing shall be conducted to evaluate the 
offender. If the offender cannot be moved out of Special Housing within 28 days of initial 
placement, the ICA shall determine an appropriate housing assignment.  
a. Offenders with a Serious Mental Illness (SMI) must be reviewed by designated staff during the 

ICA hearing and a determination on appropriate placement must be made from the options below: 
i. Referral to Marion Correctional Treatment Center’s (MCTC) Acute Care Unit or Fluvanna 

Correctional Center for Women’s (FCCW) Acute Care Unit as provided in Operating 
Procedure 730.3, Mental Health Services: Levels of Service. 

ii. Referral to a Mental Health Residential Treatment Unit or other Mental Health Unit as 
provided in Operating Procedure 730.3, Mental Health Services: Levels of Service. 

iii. Referral to a Secure Diversionary Treatment Program if the offender frequently engages in 
assaultive, disruptive, and/ or unmanageable behaviors in accordance with in Operating 
Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments. 

iv. Specialized placement in a Secured Allied Management (SAM) Unit in accordance with 
Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments 

b. Offenders with Serious Mental Illness must be moved out of Special Housing within 28 days of 
placement on General Detention unless a Serious Mental Illness (SMI) 28 Day Exemption 
Request has been granted in accordance with Operating Procedure 425.4, Management of Bed 
and Cell Assignments.  

C. Mental Health and Medical Reviews and Care  
1. Offenders should be screened by a Qualified Mental Health Professional (QMHP) before their 

placement or within one working day after placement in special housing so any “at risk” offenders 
may be identified.   
a. At facilities with no QMHP, the counselor or nurse should screen the offender to identify if there 

is any indication the offender may be “at risk”.  
b. Screening should be conducted and special instructions provided according to Operating 

Procedure 730.5, Mental Health Services: Behavior Management. 
2. Any offender with identified mental health problems who is placed in special housing should be 

monitored per Operating Procedure 730.5, Mental Health Services: Behavior Management, and 
Operating Procedure 720.1, Access to Health Services.  
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3. When an offender is transferred from general population to special housing, health care personnel 
will be informed immediately to provide assessment and review as indicated by the protocols 
established by the Health Authority.  

4. No offender will be denied necessary or proper medical, dental, and or mental health care while in 
special housing.  

5. Medical services should be provided in accordance with Operating Procedure 720.2, Medical 
Screening, Classification, and Levels of Care, and Operating Procedure 720.1, Access to Health 
Services.  

6. "At risk" offenders should be identified and monitored in accordance with Operating Procedure 
730.5, Mental Health Services: Behavior Management.  

7. Any in-person assessment or examination of an offender in special housing by a QMHP or other 
health care professional shall be accomplished in the following manner: 
a. The offender will be restrained by handcuffs behind the back; use of leg irons is optional 

dependent on security level and the offender’s behavior pattern. 
b. The offender will be instructed to sit on their bunk. 
c. Two certified Corrections Officers and the QMHP/health care professional shall enter the cell to 

perform the assessment or examination. 
d. Portable blood pressure equipment, scales, etc. should be available for checking vital signs and 

for routine assessments and examinations. 
e. If the examination cannot be successfully completed with the hands cuffed behind the offender’s 

back, the handcuffs may be moved to the front of the offender.  If the examination still cannot be 
successfully completed, the offender shall be removed from the cell and escorted in appropriate 
restraints to an area where the examination can be completed. 

8. Unless medical attention is needed more frequently, each offender in special housing shall receive a 
daily visit from a qualified health care provider (not required for facilities that do not have medical 
staff on duty on weekends).   
a. The visit ensures that offenders have access to the health care system.   
b. The presence of a health care provider in special housing is announced and recorded in the special 

housing log book.   
c. The Health Authority determines the frequency of physician visits to special housing units.  

9. Offenders should request dental services if needed.  Dental staff will determine the need to provide 
dental care while the offender is in special housing. 

10. Prescribed medications will be provided in accordance with Operating Procedure 720.5, Pharmacy 
Services. 

11. Medical requests, medical staff visits, and medications administered or refused shall be recorded.  
12. A QMHP will personally interview any offender remaining in special housing for more than 30 days 

in accordance with Operating Procedure 730.5, Mental Health Services: Behavior Management.  If 
confinement continues beyond 30 days, a mental health assessment by a QMHP is made at least 
every 30 days for offenders who have an identified mental health need, and every three months for 
all other offenders and more frequently if prescribed by the Health Authority.  

D. Security and Control of Contraband 
1. All segregated housing areas, to include cells housing offenders identified as potentially suicidal, 

have readily accessible equipment and supplies necessary in an emergency. 
2. Items entering Special Housing Units are searched to detect and eliminate contraband. 
3. A strip search shall be conducted on each offender before exiting a Special Housing Unit cell and 

then a frisk search shall be conducted immediately after restraints are applied and the offender 
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removed from the cell.  
a. Whenever a special housing unit offender is outside a secure area, such as a cell, shower, or 

recreation module, restraints and escort shall be provided in accordance with Operating Procedure 
420.2, Use of Restraints and Management of Offender Behavior. 

b. A frisk search shall be conducted prior to returning the offender to a Special Housing Unit cell.  
4. Each time an offender moves out of a Special Housing Unit cell, a thorough search and inspection 

will be conducted and documented before another offender moves into the cell. 
5. Each Special Housing Unit cell is inspected whenever an offender is removed from their cell.   

a. This inspection is a general review of sanitation conditions and scan for contraband.  
b. The Special Housing cell inspection may be conducted by one Corrections Officer and the 

offender need not be present.   
6. Protective Custody offenders are separated from known enemies and from offenders in Pre-Hearing 

Detention and Disciplinary Segregation.  Such offenders must be housed in separate cells and have 
no direct contact unless both offenders are in restraints with separate security escorts. 

E. Living Conditions and General Requirements for Special Housing  
1. Offenders assigned to special housing should be allowed basic living levels of decency and humane 

treatment.  On initial assignment to special housing, offenders should receive an orientation (written 
preferred but not required) on available services and how to access them in special housing.  

2. Special housing units provide living conditions that approximate those of the general offender 
population; all exceptions are clearly documented throughout this operating procedure.   
a. Special housing cells/rooms permit the offenders assigned to them to converse with and be 

observed by staff members. (4-4140) 
b. Each facility should strive to confine offenders to their cells for less than 22 hours per day in 

Special Housing.  
3. All offenders in segregation shall be provided prescribed medication, clothing that is not degrading, 

and access to basic personal items for use in their cells unless there is imminent danger that an 
offender or any other offender(s) will destroy an item, use it as a weapon or instrument of escape, or 
induce self-injury. (4-4261)  

4. Within the resources available to the facility, unless security or safety considerations dictate 
otherwise, offenders in special housing have access to educational services, commissary services, 
library services, social services, counseling services, religious guidance, and recreational programs. 
(4-4273) 

5. Exceptions to normally provided conditions are permitted only when found necessary by the Shift 
Commander; any exception is documented.  

6. Special housing cells or units should be well ventilated, adequately lighted, appropriately heated and 
maintained in a sanitary condition at all times.  

7. Number of Occupants  
a. Except in emergencies, the number of offenders confined to each cell or room should not exceed 

the number for which it is designed (usually one offender per cell).  
b. In cells with proper equipment, suitable offenders may be double bunked. 
c. If an emergency creates excess occupancy in the Special Housing Unit, the Facility Unit Head, or 

designee, should provide temporary written approval to exceed design capacity, and alleviate the 
situation as promptly as possible by providing other housing for the offenders so confined. 

8. Clothing and Bedding  
a. Offenders assigned to special housing should dress in State issue clothing and be furnished with 

clothing and bedding in accordance with Operating Procedure 802.1, Offender Property.  
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b. Upon arrival in the Special Housing Unit, all offenders' personal clothing will be removed; 
offenders will be strip searched and issued appropriate clothing.  

c. At least three times per week, clean clothes should be immediately available when dirty clothes 
are taken off to be washed.  

d. Clean washcloth and towel will be issued on a one-for-one exchange basis at shower time.  
e. Linens will be exchanged weekly.  Blankets will be exchanged as needed. 

9. Personal Property  
a. Offenders in special housing should be allowed to keep only those items allowed for their status 

in accordance with Operating Procedure 802.1, Offender Property. 
b. A Corrections Officer and the offender, or two Corrections Officers in the offender’s absence, 

will inventory all personal property items in accordance with Operating Procedure 802.1, 
Offender Property.  

c. The offender will be given a copy of his property inventory and will sign for all property issued 
while in special housing.  

d. All other items of offender personal property that were not issued to the offender, but are allowed 
at the offender’s security level and current facility, will be stored upon assignment to special 
housing, in accordance with Operating Procedure 802.1, Offender Property.  

e. The offender must request in writing, any authorized personal property that was stored and not 
initially issued to the offender (i.e. hygiene items to replace items that have been consumed).  All 
property taken from the offender's property storage and delivered to the offender will be 
documented on the initial inventory form completed when the offender was initially placed in the 
Special Housing Unit. 

f. Offenders in special housing will not be allowed to purchase any property that is not specifically 
authorized to offenders for possession in their assigned status.   
i. Any pre-approved item of personal property which is received while the offender is in special 

housing, but which is not specifically authorized for the offender’s status, will be held in 
Personal Property and not issued to the offender.   

ii. The offender will be notified of the receipt of property items by Personal Property staff via the 
Personal Property Request - Add/Drop.   

iii. Offenders will not be allowed to view, try-on, or examine this property while assigned to 
special housing.   

g. When an offender is discharged from special housing, the Special Housing Unit Supervisor will 
be notified and will have the offender's property ready to be issued when the offender is released.  
The offender will sign for the property when issued.  

10. Supervision  
a. Each offender in special housing should be checked by a corrections officer twice per hour, no 

more than 40 minutes apart, on an irregular schedule, with each check documented.  Offenders 
who are violent or mentally disordered or who demonstrate unusual or bizarre behavior receive 
more frequent observation; suicidal offenders are under continuing observation in accordance 
with Operating Procedure 730.5, Mental Health Services: Behavior Management.  

b. In addition to supervision provided by the unit officers, the Special Housing Unit should be 
visited daily by the Shift Commander or higher authority.  The visit should be documented.  

11. Food 
a. Offenders assigned to special housing should receive the same number and type of meals served 

the general population.  
b. Food may not be used as a disciplinary measure.  Punitive diets (i.e., bread and water) for 

offenders are prohibited.  
c. Whenever the offender refuses to eat, a record should be made on the Special Housing Individual 
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Log.  
d. Offenders who refuse to eat will be managed in accordance with Operating Procedure 420.2, Use 

of Restraints and Management of Offender Behavior and Operating Procedure 730.5, Mental 
Health Services: Behavior Management.  

e. Offenders who abuse the trays or food products served to them will be managed in accordance 
with Operating Procedure 420.2, Use of Restraints and Management of Offender Behavior.  

12. Personal Hygiene  
a. Offenders in special housing receive laundry, barbering, and hair care services and are issued and 

exchange clothing, bedding, and linen on the same basis as offenders in the general population.  
Exceptions are permitted only when found necessary by the Shift Commander; any exception is 
documented.  

b. Offenders assigned to special housing should have the opportunity to sponge bathe whenever they 
choose.  They should be permitted to shower and shave not less than three times each week.  

c. The offender is allowed to possess the personal hygiene items authorized for the assigned status 
in Operating Procedure 802.1, Offender Property.  If the offender does not have basic personal 
hygiene items and is indigent, the facility should furnish them.  

d. The facility should provide security toothbrushes.  Personal toothbrushes are generally not 
allowed since they may be used as weapons.  

e. No oils or lotions should be allowed, except prayer oil.  
f. Offenders assigned to special housing and certain mental health units should be provided razors 

by the facility.  Personal razors should not be allowed.  The type of razor should be consistent 
with the security level of the facility.  
i. When disposable razors are provided, the facility should assure the offender does not destroy 

the razor and use the blade to create a weapon or to cause self-harm.   
(a) Staff should inspect the razor after use to ensure the offender has not tampered with the 

razor and the blade is present.   
(b) The facility shall use an accountability system to ensure the same disposable razor is not 

issued to more than one offender. 
ii. If the facility provides electric razors, they should be cordless with removable cutting heads.  

Cutting heads and screen covers should be sanitized after each use by soaking in a solution of 
suitable disinfectant in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.  

g. Offenders will be escorted directly to and from the showers.  Offenders should be allowed to take 
only the minimum items needed. 

h. Barbering services should be available on a regular basis. 
13. Correspondence  

a. Offenders confined to special housing are subject to the same mail regulations and privileges, 
including sending and receiving legal mail, as offenders assigned to general population in 
accordance with Operating Procedure 803.1, Offender Correspondence, except that offenders in 
special housing will not receive the contents of packages unless approved by the Facility Unit 
Head. (4-4266)  

b. Disapproved items may be stored if approved for General Population, returned to the sender at the 
expense of the offender or the sender, or disposed of in accordance with Operating Procedure 
802.1, Offender Property.  

14. Access to Legal Services  
a. Offenders assigned to special housing will not be prohibited from conducting litigation on their 

own behalf.  
b. Offenders assigned to special housing shall be afforded access to facility legal services including 

the Facility Attorney and the use of Law Library materials in accordance with Operating 
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Procedure 866.3, Offender Legal Access.  Offenders being placed in special housing should be 
provided information on how to access legal services. (4-4268)  

c. Attorney visits and legal calls are addressed in the Visitation and Telephone sections of this 
operating procedure.  

15. Visitation  
a. Offenders in special housing have opportunities for visitation unless there are substantial reasons 

for withholding such privileges. (4-4267) 
b. The visitation schedule for offenders in special housing should be established by the Facility Unit 

Head as permitted by available staff and facilities.  
c. Visitation in special housing will be non-contact unless approved otherwise by the Facility Unit 

Head.  
d. A maximum of one visit per week for one hour with no more than five persons should be granted 

to offenders in segregation.  Some facilities may set a lower limit on the number of visitors due to 
space limitations.  

e. Attorney visits to an offender in special housing shall occur during normal working hours of the 
facility unless otherwise approved by the Facility Unit Head or designee.  Attorneys shall be 
asked to present proper identification before being admitted to the facility and the visit will be 
conducted in accordance with Operating Procedure 851.1, Visiting Privileges.   

16. Commissary  
a. Orders should be taken at least 3 times per month on scheduled days.  Offenders in special 

housing are allowed a $40.00 spend limit per month. 
b. Glass, metal, and other hazardous containers or products may be restricted if determined by the 

facility to pose a risk to security.  No oils or lotions should be allowed, except prayer oil. 
c. Security writing instruments should be provided by the facility.  Long term segregation facilities 

may require offenders to purchase security writing instruments after the initial issue. 
d. A list of approved Commissary items for special housing offenders should be available in the 

Special Housing Unit.   
17. Exercise  

a. Special housing offenders should be allowed a minimum of two hours of out of cell exercise five 
separate days per week in a supervised area, unless security or safety considerations dictate 
otherwise.  

b. During periods of total facility lockdown, out of cell exercise may also be suspended for special 
housing offenders.  

c. A record will be made any time exercise is given or refused. 
18. Telephone  

a. Offenders assigned to special housing (except pre-hearing detention and disciplinary segregation) 
should be permitted to place two telephone calls per month in accordance with Operating 
Procedure 803.3, Offender Telephone Service.  

b. Offenders being placed in special housing should be provided information on how to access 
telephone services including legal and emergency calls.  

19. Counseling Services  
Offenders being placed in special housing should be provided information on how to access 
counseling services upon request and for emergencies.  

20. Educational and Library Book Services  
a. Offenders assigned to special housing will have access to educational services as determined by 

the Principal  
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b. Offenders assigned to segregation will have access to library books for personal use.  
21. Religious Guidance  

a. Offenders assigned to special housing will have access to religious guidance.  Offenders being 
placed in special housing should be provided information on how to access the Chaplain or other 
available religious services  

b. Visits from spiritual leaders may be requested in accordance with Operating Procedure 851.1, 
Visiting Privileges.  

VI. GENERAL DETENTION 

A. General Detention Assignment and Classification Process  
1. General Detention may be utilized for the immediate secure confinement of an offender pending 

investigation of a possible criminal or facility rule violation, when the offender is considered to be a 
potential threat to persons or property, or when an offender requires personal protection and no 
reasonable alternative is available.  

2. Only the Shift Commander or a higher authority may authorize an offender's placement in General 
Detention.  The Facility Unit Head or other Administrative Duty Officer shall review this action 
within 72 hours of the offender’s placement on General Detention.  

3. In cases when protective custody is requested, the Shift Commander should attempt to find a 
reasonable alternative to assignment to the Special Housing Unit.  If the need for protective custody 
is documented and no alternative exists, the Shift Commander shall authorize the offender’s 
assignment to General Detention status.  

4. Offenders should be screened by a QMHP before their placement or within one working day after 
placement in General Detention so that any "at risk" offenders may be identified.  At facilities with 
no QMHP, the counselor or nurse should screen the offender to identify if there is any indication the 
offender may be “at risk”.   

5. An offender may not be held in General Detention for longer than three working days.  Unless 
assigned to a new housing status by the ICA, the offender will revert to the previous housing 
assignment after three working days in General Detention.  

6. The ICA shall conduct a formal review for determination of appropriate housing assignment within 
three working days of the offender being placed on General Detention.  The ICA may not re-assign 
the offender to General Detention.  Possible appropriate housing assignments are:  
a. Return to the general population 
b. Assignment to Pre-Hearing Detention if a charge is served 
c. Assignment to Segregation  

7. The ICA may assign an offender to Segregation for investigation of the matter that caused the 
offender to be placed on General Detention.  An offender may not be held in investigative status 
beyond 15 working days unless they are being investigated by the Special Investigations Unit. 

B. Conditions for General Detention  
1. Unless offender behaviors warrant the removal of specific property items or denial of specific 

activities, Conditions for General Detention shall conform to the Living Conditions for Special 
Housing listed above. 

2. If any normally allowed specific property item or activity is denied, it must be documented. 

VII. PRE-HEARING DETENTION 

A. Pre-Hearing Detention Assignment and Classification Process  
1. Assignment to Pre-Hearing Detention may be made when an offender has been charged with an 
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offense in accordance with Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions, is awaiting 
a Disciplinary Hearing, and is considered to be a potential threat to persons or property, or for 
escape.  

2. Pre-Hearing Detention can only be authorized by the Shift Commander or a higher authority.  The 
Facility Unit Head or other Administrative Duty Officer shall review this action within 72 hours of 
the offender’s placement on Pre-Hearing Detention. 

3. Offenders should be screened by a QMHP before their placement or within one working day after 
placement on Pre-Hearing Detention so that any "at risk" offenders may be identified.  At facilities 
with no QMHP, the counselor or nurse should screen the offender to identify if there is any 
indication the offender may be “at risk”.   

4. An offender may not be held in Pre-Hearing Detention for longer than three working days without 
being formally reviewed by the ICA in accordance with Operating Procedure 830.1, Facility 
Institution Classification Management, to determine if the offender continues to be a threat to 
persons, property, or security.  
a. The ICA should make a recommendation to return the offender to the general population or 

continue the offender in Pre-Hearing Detention status until he receives a Disciplinary Hearing.  
b. The maximum total period in Pre-Hearing Detention shall not exceed fifteen days.  
c. If the Disciplinary Hearing is not held within fifteen days of the beginning of Pre-Hearing 

Detention, the ICA must conduct a formal hearing to determine if the offender should be assigned 
to Segregation or released to general population. 

B. Conditions for Pre-Hearing Detention are the same as for Disciplinary Segregation  

VIII. DISCIPLINARY SEGREGATION 

A. Disciplinary Segregation Assignment Process 
1. Disciplinary Segregation is a disciplinary measure used for the management of offenders the 

Hearings Officer has found guilty of facility rule violations.  Offenders may only be assigned to 
Disciplinary Segregation in accordance with Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, 
Institutions.  

2. Offenders may be assigned to Disciplinary Segregation for a maximum period of 30 days for each 
major rule violation.  

3. When an offender has more than one Disciplinary Segregation sentence to serve, after serving 30 
consecutive days prior to serving any subsequent sentence, the offender will be given a rest period of 
15 consecutive days before being placed back in Disciplinary Segregation.  

4. Offenders may be returned to the general population, if appropriate, during the rest periods between 
Disciplinary Segregation sentences, or may be reviewed by the ICA in a formal hearing held in 
accordance with Operating Procedure 830.1, Institution Classification Management, for assignment 
to Segregation during the rest periods.  Offenders assigned to Segregation between sentences should 
be provided the same privileges as other offenders assigned to Segregation.  

5. When computing time for those offenders assigned to Disciplinary Segregation and Pre-Hearing 
Detention, the day of admittance shall count as one day and the day of release shall count as one day.  

B. Conditions for offenders on Pre-Hearing Detention or serving a Disciplinary Segregation sentence shall 
conform to the Living Conditions for Special Housing listed above, with the following exceptions: 
1. Clothing and Bedding - Bedding may be removed during the daytime hours.  In place of bedding, a 

chair should be placed in the cell. 
2. Personal Property - Offenders on Pre-Hearing Detention or in Disciplinary Segregation should be 

allowed to keep only those items listed for Pre-Hearing Detention and Disciplinary Segregation 
status in Operating Procedure 802.1, Offender Property 
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3. Personal Hygiene - If the offender is indigent and does not have the personal hygiene items listed for 
Pre-Hearing Detention and Disciplinary Segregation status in Operating Procedure 802.1, Offender 
Property, the facility should furnish them. 

4. Visitation  
a. Offenders on Pre-Hearing Detention or in Disciplinary Segregation will forfeit the privileges of 

receiving visits from relatives and friends; however, under exceptional circumstances, permission 
may be obtained from the Facility Unit Head for such visits.  

b. Attorney visits to an offender in Pre-Hearing Detention or Disciplinary Segregation may not be 
restricted and attorneys should be allowed access to the offender in accordance with Operating 
Procedure 851.1, Visiting Privileges.  

5. Commissary  
a. Offenders on Pre-Hearing Detention or in Disciplinary Segregation are limited to the purchase of 

necessary legal supplies, personal hygiene items, and OTC medications.  
b. A list of approved Commissary items for Pre-Hearing Detention and Disciplinary Segregation 

offenders will be available in the Special Housing Unit.  
c. Security writing instruments should be provided by the facility.  Long term segregation facilities 

may require offenders to purchase security writing instruments after the initial issue. 
6. Telephone  

a. Offenders on Pre-Hearing Detention or assigned to Disciplinary Segregation should not be 
afforded personal telephone privileges.  

b. Offenders being placed on Pre-Hearing Detention or in Disciplinary Segregation status should be 
provided information on how to access the offender telephone system for placing legal and 
emergency calls.  

IX. SEGREGATION 

A. Segregation Classification Process  
1. Segregation is not a disciplinary measure but a means of custodial or protective control.  Segregation 

consists of personal protection and custodial management measures exercised by the facility for the 
welfare of the offender or the facility, or both.  

2. Offenders may only be assigned to Segregation by the ICA after a due process hearing held in 
accordance with Operating Procedure 830.1, Institution Classification Management. 

3. The offender's behavior and attitude will be observed and evaluated during assignment to 
Segregation. 

4. An offender may not be held in Segregation in investigative status beyond 15 working days unless 
the offender is being investigated by the Special Investigations Unit. 

5. During the assignment to Segregation, the offender status will be formally reviewed by the ICA at 
least once every 90 days.  The ICA will formally review the offender's adjustment and behavior in 
accordance with Operating Procedure 830.1, Institution Classification Management, and determine 
whether to recommend that the offender continue in Segregation for a subsequent period of up to 90 
days or be assigned to the general population.   
a. The ICA should base its recommendation on consideration of the reason for the assignment, the 

offender's behavior, and the progress made toward case plan objectives.  
b. The ICA should determine whether the offender is a threat to security or if the offender may be in 

danger due to enemies in the general population.  
c. If appropriate, offenders may be managed in Segregation pending approval for and transfer to a 

Protective Custody Unit or the Steps to Achieve Reintegration (STAR) Program.  
d. The ICA may recommend a transfer to another facility when return to the general population in 
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the same facility is not appropriate.  
6. Administrative ICA hearings may be conducted at the facility's discretion at any time a significant 

change in circumstances or the offender's behavior warrants a review in accordance with Operating 
Procedure 830.1, Institution Classification Management.  

7. When the ICA determines that an offender's behavior or circumstances no longer warrant a 
segregated status, a recommendation for the offender's release to general population should be made.  
a. Upon completion of the ICA hearings docket, the Facility Unit Head or Assistant Facility Unit 

Head (or Administrative Duty Officer in their absence) will review the ICA’s recommendation 
for release.  

b. If the ICA recommendation is approved, the offender will remain on segregation status until 
moved to General Population.  The Records Manager or designee will schedule the offender to be 
moved into General Population upon availability of bed space.  

c. If the ICA recommendation is disapproved, the offender will remain in segregation and receive 
another formal review within the next 90 days. 

B. Conditions of Segregation  
1. Unless offender behaviors warrant the removal of specific property items or denial of specific 

activities, Conditions for Segregation shall conform to the Living Conditions for Special Housing 
listed above. 

2. If any normally allowed specific property item or activity is denied, it must be documented. 

X. MENTAL HEALTH HOLD AND MEDICAL HOLD 

A. Mental Health Hold and Medical Hold are special types of Segregation assigned by the ICA. 

B. When Mental Health or Medical staff determine that an offender should be placed in special housing to 
protect the offender or the general population they may request to the Shift Commander that the 
offender be placed on General Detention. 

C. The Mental Health or Medical staff causing the offender to be placed in General Detention should 
advise the ICA whether the offender should be assigned to Segregation or released to general population 
on review of the General Detention status. 

D. If an offender is assigned to Segregation with Mental Health or Medical Hold, Mental Health or 
Medical staff must advise the ICA when the offender has recovered adequately to be returned to general 
population.   
1. The ICA should then hold an administrative review for release of the offender to general population.  
2. During the assignment to Segregation with Mental Health or Medical Hold, the offender status will 

be formally reviewed by the ICA at least once every 90 days. 

E. Conditions for Mental Health Hold and Medical Hold  
1. Unless offender behaviors or medical/mental health needs warrant the removal of specific property 

items or denial of specific activities, Conditions for Mental Health Hold and Medical Hold shall 
conform to the Living Conditions for Special Housing listed above. 

2. If any normally allowed specific property item or activity is denied, it must be documented. 

F. The decision to assign offenders to medical observation units, infirmaries or mental health units is a 
medical decision to be made by the treating physician according to appropriate medical procedures and 
is not governed by this operating procedure.  

XI. REFERENCES 
Operating Procedure 420.2, Use of Restraints and Management of Offender Behavior 
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Operating Procedure 425.4, Management of Bed and Cell Assignments 
Operating Procedure 720.1, Access to Health Services  
Operating Procedure 720.2, Medical Screening, Classification, and Levels of Care 
Operating Procedure 720.5, Pharmacy Services 
Operating Procedure 730.3, Mental Health Services: Levels of Service  
Operating Procedure 730.5, Mental Health Services: Behavior Management  
Operating Procedure 802.1, Offender Property 
Operating Procedure 803.1, Offender Correspondence 
Operating Procedure 803.3, Offender Telephone Service 
Operating Procedure 830.1, Institution Classification Management  
Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments  
Operating Procedure 851.1, Visiting Privileges 
Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions 
Operating Procedure 861.2, Offender Discipline, Community Corrections Facilities 
Operating Procedure 866.3, Offender Legal Access 

XII. FORM CITATIONS 
Special Housing: Individual Log (425_F4) 
Special Watch Log (425_F5) 

XIII. REVIEW DATE 

The office of primary responsibility shall review this operating procedure annually and re-write it no later 
than three years from the effective date. 

The office of primary responsibility reviewed this operating procedure in April 2016 and no changes are 
needed at this time. 

The office of primary responsibility reviewed this operating procedure in April 2017 and no changes are 
needed at this time. 

 
 Signature Copy on File 3/4/15    
 A. David Robinson, Chief of Corrections Operations Date 
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I. PURPOSE 

This operating procedure establishes a process for administering good time awards for state responsible 
offenders incarcerated in Department of Corrections institutions or local jails and provides guidance for 
submitting and reviewing recommendations for sentence reduction for offenders incarcerated in Department 
of Corrections institutions. 

II. COMPLIANCE 

This operating procedure applies to all institutions operated by the Department of Corrections (DOC).  
Practices and procedures shall comply with applicable State and Federal laws and regulations, Board of 
Corrections policies and regulations, ACA standards, PREA standards, and DOC directives and operating 
procedures. 

III. DEFINITIONS 
Annual Review - A uniform yearly review of an offender's needs and objectives; the Initial Classification 
Date (ICD) is used to establish the review date for an offender received on or after February 1, 2006.  The 
Custody Responsibility Date (CRD) is used to establish the review date for an offender received prior to 
February 1, 2006. 
Custody Responsibility Date (CRD) - The date on which an offender becomes state responsible whether 
located in a jail or a DOC facility  
Earned Sentence Credit (ESC) - Time earned in accordance with COV §53.1-202.2 to 202.4 in one of four 
levels with rates ranging from 0 to 4.5 days earned per 30 days served, which shall be applied to reduce the 
offender's maximum term of incarceration.  ESC applies to those offenders whose felony offenses were 
committed on or after January 1, 1995.  
Extraordinary Good Time (EGT) - Time earned in accordance with COV §53.1-197 at a rate ranging from 
1 to 5 days earned per month served for those offenders whose offenses were committed prior to July 1, 1981, 
who do not elect to participate in the Good Conduct Allowance System.  All such time earned shall reduce 
the term of imprisonment from which parole eligibility is computed. 
Good Conduct Allowance (GCA) - Time earned in accordance with COV §53.1-198 to 53.1-202.1 in one 
of four classes with rates ranging from 0 to 30 days earned per 30 days served which shall be applied to 
reduce the offender's maximum term of imprisonment.  GCA applies to those offenders whose felony 
offenses were committed on or after July 1, 1981 and before January 1, 1995 or who have opted into GCA 
from GCT.  Misdemeanor convictions committed on or after July 1, 1981, will continue to be calculated 
under the GCA System.  One-half of the credit should be applied to reduce the parole eligibility date.  
Misdemeanor convictions committed after July 1, 2008 are not eligible for parole in accordance with COV 
§53.1-153. 
Good Conduct Time (GCT) - Time earned in accordance with COV §53.1-196 at a constant rate of 10 days 
earned per 20 days served only by those offenders whose offenses were committed prior to July 1, 1981, who 
do not opt to participate in the Good Conduct Allowance system.  All such time earned will reduce the term 

Operating 
Procedure 

Effective Date 
December 1, 2015 

Amended 
3/15/17 

Number 
830.3 

Operating Level 
Department 

Supersedes 
Operating Procedure 830.3 (1/1/14) and Operating Procedure 820.3 

(10/1/12) 
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COV §53.1-32.1, §53.1-116, §53.1-189 through 202.4 
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of imprisonment from which parole eligibility is computed. 
Initial Classification Date (ICD) - The date on which the offender was initially assigned to a Security Level 
Institutional Classification Authority (ICA) - The facility staff person designated to conduct offender case 
review hearings.  
Override - Assignment to an earning level that is either higher or lower than indicated by the Class Level 
score.  
Sentence Reduction - A specific amount of time credited to an offender’s sentence in cases of injuries to or 
extraordinary services performed by the offender. 
Sentence Reduction Review Committee - A committee appointed by the Chief of Corrections Operations 
to meet as needed to review sentence reduction recommendations. 

IV. GOOD TIME AWARDS 

A. Each offender incarcerated in a DOC institution is eligible for recognition under one or more good time 
award systems: 
1. Good Conduct Time (GCT) applies to those offenders whose offenses were committed prior to July 1, 

1981, who do not opt to participate in the Good Conduct Allowance system.  Offenders under the GCT 
system are awarded good time at a constant rate of 10 days earned per 20 days served and, based on 
evaluations of offender behavior and performance, can earn additional Extraordinary Good Time 
(EGT) at a rate ranging from 1 to 5 days earned per month served. 

2. Good Conduct Allowance (GCA) applies to those offenders whose offenses were committed on or 
after July 1, 1981 and felony offenses before January 1, 1995.  Offenders under GCT also have the 
opportunity to opt into the GCA system.  Offenders under the GCA system are awarded from 0 to 30 
days of good time for each 30 days served based on evaluations of offender behavior and performance.  

3. Earned Sentence Credit (ESC) applies those offenders whose felony offenses were committed on or 
after January 1, 1995.  Offenders under the ESC system are awarded from 0 to 4.5 days of good time 
for each 30 days served based on evaluations of offender behavior and performance. 

B. Initial assignment of Class Level 
1. Unclassified offenders (before their Custody Responsibility Date (CRD))for new intakes and before 

the revocation date for parole violators) shall be awarded good time at the rate of 15 days for each 30 
days served on sentences under GCT or GCA and at the rate of 2.25 days for each 30 days served on 
sentences under ESC.  For work or program participation, the jail can award unclassified offenders an 
additional 5 days good time (2.25 days for ESC) per 30 days served prior to the CRD.  

2. On the CRD, offenders are administratively assigned to Class Level I and begin to receive good time 
awards at that rate.  Offenders received prior to January 1, 2003 were administratively assigned to 
Class Level II at the time of the offender's initial sentence computation. 

3. On their parole revocation date, parole violators are administratively assigned to Class Level II, begin 
to receive good time awards at that rate, and are not eligible for assignment to Class Level I for 12 
months.  

4. Exceptions to initial assignment of Class Level I or II: 
a. Under GCA, all offenders convicted of certain violent offenses or sentenced to life imprisonment 

will not earn at a rate higher than GCA Class Level III on related sentences.  
b. Under ESC, offenders sentenced to life imprisonment may not earn ESC. 

5. If the offender is convicted of a disciplinary offense during the reception and classification process 
and/or if the offender's jail records document disciplinary problems at a local jail facility while the 
offender was awaiting transfer to a DOC facility, the severity of the infraction(s) may be considered 
and the offender's initial administrative Class Level reduced accordingly.   
a. The offender should be given a due process hearing by the ICA in accordance with Operating 
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Procedure 830.1, Facility Classification Management.   
b. The effective date of the Class Level reduction should be the date the offender physically arrived 

at the DOC facility for offenses that occurred in the jail and the date of the offense for offenses that 
occur in the DOC facility. 

6. An offender who refuses to comply with intake and initial classification procedures shall receive a 
formal hearing by the ICA to be reduced to Class Level IV until intake and initial classification 
procedures have been completed.  Upon confirmation of compliance, the ICA should administratively 
review the offender for the appropriate Class Level assignment effective on the date all procedures 
were completed. 

7. See the Criteria and Restrictions for Special Status Offenders section of this operating procedure for 
refusal to provide DNA sample and refusal of sex offender registration.  

C. Each offender should be evaluated for Class Level during the annual review conducted in accordance with 
Operating Procedure 830.1, Facility Classification Management.  

D. Administrative reviews of Class Level may be made at any time that it appears the offender is no longer 
eligible or suitable for the current Class Level. 

E. Each review of Class Level must be properly conducted and documented so that offender time is 
accurately computed and recorded in conformance with applicable statutes and regulations. (4-4097; 2-
CO-1E-05) 

F. Offenders may appeal any decision relating to good time awards in accordance with Operating Procedure 
866.1, Offender Grievance Procedure. 

V. EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

A. Advancement of an offender's Class Level should occur only by action of the ICA with approval of the 
Facility Unit Head in accordance with Operating Procedure 830.1, Facility Classification Management.  
The ICA may review the offender's Class Level for advancement:  
1. During the offender’s annual review cycle  
2. Upon an administrative request for review after significant progress has been noted in one or more 

area of evaluation, if appropriate staff has screened the request for advancement and recommended 
ICA review. 

3. Regardless of the type of Class Level review, clear justification should be required to advance the 
offender's Class Level based on: 
a. Significant improvement in the offender's evaluations in any area of performance and responsibility 

related to individual adjustment, either as indicated by appropriate Class Level point range or a 
recommended override 

b. Due consideration to criteria and restrictions that affect the offender in an administrative placement, 
special status, or with special needs as set forth in this operating procedure 

c. Due consideration to the input of the offender's counselor, work supervisor, building officer, and 
other staff knowledgeable of the offender's progress towards attainment of treatment objectives in 
the offender's Reentry Plan (see Operating Procedure 820.2, Reentry Planning). 

B. Reduction of an offender's Class Level will occur only due to an offender's special status (see the Criteria 
and Restrictions for Special Status Offenders section of this operating procedure) or by action of the ICA 
with approval of the Facility Unit Head in accordance with Operating Procedure 830.1, Facility 
Classification Management.  The ICA may review the offender's Class Level for reduction:  
1. During the offender’s annual review cycle  
2. Upon receipt of a referral for Class Level reduction from the Hearings Officer based on one or more 

disciplinary infractions  
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3. Upon an administrative request for review after significant decline has been noted in one or more area 
of evaluation. 

4. Regardless of the type of Class Level review, reduction of an offender's Class Level should be based 
on: 
a. Determination of a significant decline in any area of performance and responsibility to the extent 

that the offender clearly has failed to maintain behaviors that led to advancement to the present 
class 

b. Due consideration will be given to criteria and restrictions that affect the offender in an 
administrative placement, special status, or with special needs as set forth in this operating 
procedure. 

c. Due consideration will be given to the input of the offender's counselor, work supervisor, building 
officer, and other staff knowledgeable of the offender's progress towards attainment of treatment 
objectives in the offender's Reentry Plan (see Operating Procedure 820.2, Reentry Planning). (4-
4297) 

C. Each good time award evaluation shall be based on the offender’s performance during the entire preceding 
year in the areas of offender performance and responsibility as follows: 
1. Infractions - 0-40 points available 

a. A maximum score of 40 points shall be awarded to offenders with no convictions under the 
Offender Disciplinary Procedure 

b. Deduct 40 points (award 0 points) for any conviction of offenses numbered 100 through 108 (see 
Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions)  

c. Deduct 20 points for each conviction of other Category I (100 series) offenses 
d. Deduct 10 points for each conviction of Category II (200 series) offenses 

2. Reentry Plan, Annual Goals - 0-40 points available 
a. Award points based on the offender’s achievement of goals established at the beginning of the 

review year in one or more of the following areas: 
i. Educational 

ii. Program 
iii. Vocational 
iv. Other 

b. Points should be allocated based on the number of goals set for the year i.e., for 2 goals - up to 20 
points could be awarded for achievement of each goal. 

3. Work - 0-20 points available (4-4461) 
The score for work should be prorated based on the percentage of the year that the offender was 
employed. 

D. Goal Setting and Points Awards 
1. Goals should be achievable in the offender’s current situation, related to identified criminogenic 

factors, and represent progress toward the offender’s Reentry Preparation Goals (see Reentry Plan, 
Operating Procedure 820.2, Reentry Planning). 

2. VACORIS will provide a tentative point score based on the offender’s current infraction convictions, 
progress toward reentry plan goals, and work assignment.   

3. Offenders should be recognized for making reasonable efforts to achieve their goals.   
a. Offenders should not be penalized for unavailability of educational, program, vocational, or work 

opportunities if the offender can document consistent, reasonable efforts to achieve the goal. 
b. Offenders should not be rewarded for lack of consistent, reasonable efforts even though they may 

be meeting the goal at the time of the review. 
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c. Consideration, either through point scores or override, should be given to offenders who moved 
from one institution to another during the year which resulted in changed goals or affected 
achievement of their goals. 

d. The counselor and the ICA may adjust the tentative point scores or recommend overrides as needed 
to accurately reflect the offender’s overall performance and progress for the entire review period.  
The Counselor or ICA should justify and document each adjustment or override in the “Comments” 
section. 

E. Annual Review 
1. Annual reviews should be conducted each year within 30 days after the anniversary of the offender’s 

Initial Classification Date (ICD); i.e. was first assigned a Security Level.  
2. Offenders who have had one or more annual reviews based on the CRD will continue to have annual 

reviews based on the CRD.  

F. Class Level Evaluation 
1. Class Level changes and EGT awards should not be made within 60 days of an offender’s expected 

discharge date.  
2. The counselor should determine the appropriate Class Level based on the total Class Level Evaluation 

Points scored by the offender. 
3. Class Level Point Ranges 

x Class Level I 85 to 100 points 
x Class Level II 65 to 84 points 
x Class Level III 45 to 64 point 
x Class Level IV 44 points or below 

4. Prior to an Annual Review or other possible ICA review of Good Time Class Level, the counselor 
should review the point score in VACORIS and determine if the offender is currently in the appropriate 
Class Level.  

5. At the annual review, if it is determined that an offender is currently in the appropriate Class Level, 
the counselor should document in VACORIS that that no change is recommended subject to ICA 
action and Facility Unit Head review.  

6. For a change in Class Level, a classification hearing shall be held in accordance with Operating 
Procedure 830.1, Facility Classification Management, for the ICA to consider the appropriate Class 
Level assignment. 

7. The ICA should review the point score and any supporting documentation for proper scoring and to 
determine if an override is needed to place the offender in the appropriate Class Level. 

8. The ICA should record the recommended Class Level and any override required in VACORIS. 
9. For annual review changes in Class Level, the effective date for the change should be the anniversary 

of the ICD or CRD as applicable.  
10. Any offender’s Class Level point score and subsequent Class Level can be rejected on the basis of one 

or more of the approved overrides listed below.  All overrides must be justified with override numbers 
and supporting comments noted on VACORIS. 
Override Override Reason 

#1 A point score in one area of evaluation is inordinately high or low affecting the Class Level
#2 Seriousness or number of institutional infractions warrants a lower Class Level. 
#3 A significant recent decrease in an area of evaluation warrants a lower Class Level. 
#4 Extraordinary improvement in one or more areas of evaluation warrants a higher Class Level.
#5 Lack of program availability inordinately affects Class Level. 
#6 More information needed (i.e. under investigation, longer period of adjustment needed). 
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#7 Refusal of or removal from any required educational, program, vocational, or work
assignment shall result in an automatic override to Level IV (see instructions below.  

#P Offender has reentered all required educational, program, vocational, or work assignments 
that resulted in use of override #7 

11. Use of Overrides #7 and #P (see Operating Procedure 820.2, Reentry Planning) 
a. For any educational, program, vocational, or work assignment required on the Reentry Plan, if the 

offender refuses to either enroll in or attend, or the offender attends but is removed due to 
disruptive, non-participatory, or non-compliant behaviors, the offender should be charged with 
offense code 200 in accordance with Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions.   

b. An offender identified as a High Risk Sexual Aggressor (HRSA) (see Operating Procedure 810.1, 
Offender Reception and Classification) that does not comply with therapy, counseling, or other 
interventions designed to address and correct underlying reasons or motivations for the abuse 
should be charged with offense code 200 in accordance with Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender 
Discipline, Institutions. (§115.78[d]) 

c. An offender that does not comply with requirements to participate in a residential cognitive 
community program should be charged with offense code 119e in accordance with Operating 
Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions. 

d. An offender who refuses to comply with COV §19.2-310.2 by refusing to provide a DNA sample 
should be charged with offense code 116 in accordance with Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender 
Discipline, Institutions. 

e. An offender who refuses to comply with registration requirements in accordance with Operating 
Procedure 735.1, Sex Offender and Crimes against Minors Registration, should be charged with 
offense code 119d in accordance with Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions. 

f. If the offender is found guilty of the charge, the offender shall be referred to the ICA to be placed 
in Class Level IV effective the date the charge was written.  A #7 override should be used regardless 
of the offenders’ Class Level score.   

g. A #7 override may be used for reviews related to enhanced penalties for repeated violations of 
Category I offenses not allowing an offender to earn good time for a period in excess of one year  
or until they comply with some requirement (such as Offense Code 116 or 119).   

h. The #7 override will flag the offenders’ file so that he or she is not allowed to earn good time until 
meeting the specified requirements. 

i. Once it is clear that the offender is sincere and actively participating in the specified requirement, 
the offender’s case should be brought before the ICA for review of Good Time Award Class Level.  
Time spent on a waiting list shall not count as participation. 

j. As an incentive, offenders participating in an Intensive Reentry Cognitive Community program 
while in Class Level IV due to removal from a Therapeutic Community program may be reviewed 
for award of good time.  
i. Such offenders assigned to an Intensive Reentry Cognitive Community can receive a Good 

Time Class Level review at 90 days in the program.  
ii. At the discretion of facility staff, an offender who has adequately participated for a minimum 

consecutive 90 day period can advance to the appropriate Class Level effective from the date of 
their entry into the Cognitive Community.  
(a) The offender’s Good Time Class Level can advance one level, only.   
(b) The effective date of the Class Level change must be six months or less prior to the offender’s 

GTRD.   
(c) The class level change must be submitted no more than 90 days and no less than 60 days 

prior to the offender’s release.   
(d) An offender’s adjusted days may be utilized to allow adequate time to process the offender’s 

release. 
(e) An Override #P is required to move an offender out of Class Level IV under Override #7. 
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iii. Once a higher Class Level has been achieved, offenders will be monitored to determine if their 
behavior continues to warrant the current Class Level and may be adjusted at any time for non-
compliant behavior or disciplinary convictions. 

iv. Any offender removed from the Intensive Reentry Cognitive Community will forfeit any good 
time awarded under this provision.  

k. An Override #P is required to move an offender out of Class Level IV when an Override #7 has 
been used.  Any change in Good Time Award Class Level should be retroactive to the date the 
offender met the specified requirement.  

12. VACORIS will generate a notification to the Facility Unit Head to review the ICA's action and approve 
or disapprove it.  An offender's Class Level will only be changed on Facility Unit Head approval of 
the ICA action.  

13. A Class Level Evaluation Report (see Attachment 1 for sample) or Institutional Classification 
Authority Hearing report (see Operating Procedure 830.1, Facility Classification Management) should 
be printed and provided to the offender showing Facility Unit Head approval or disapproval of the ICA 
action.  There is no need for filing a hard copy of either Report. 

14. Facility Unit Head approval of ICA action to change Class Level will generate a notification to the 
Court and Legal Section to update the offender’s time calculation.  

G. An offender who is confined to segregation shall not be eligible for advancement to Class Level I.   
1. If in Class Level I at the time of assignment to segregation, the ICA should conduct a formal review 

within 90 days to determine if that Class Level is still appropriate.   
2. It is intended that an offender in segregation should be ready to return to general population on 

advancement to Class Level II. 

H. Criteria and Restrictions for Special Status Offenders: 
1. Upon transfer back to a local jail facility, the offender's good time award eligibility status should not 

be affected.  
2. Any offender who commits a felony or misdemeanor (except escape convictions) while in confinement 

will automatically be reduced to Class Level IV effective the conviction date.   
a. The offender will not become eligible for advancement in Class Level for 12 months from the 

conviction date.   
b. If the offender is presently serving a sentence under the Good Conduct Time (GCT) system, the 

new consecutive sentence, or any new concurrent sentence extending the release date established 
under COV §53.1-159 will be served under the GCA or ESC system once the GCT sentence has 
been satisfied. 

3. Any offender returned to confinement as a result of escape and conviction of a felony, misdemeanor, 
or a Disciplinary Hearing offense for escape should automatically be reduced to Class Level IV 
effective the date of the conviction.  The offender will not be eligible for advancement in Class Level 
for 12 months from the date of assignment to Class Level IV. 

4. In accordance with COV §53.1-199, an offender with offense dates of July 1, 1993 or later and prior 
to January 1, 1995 for first degree murder, rape, forcible sodomy, animate or inanimate object sexual 
penetration, or aggravated sexual battery will not exceed the good conduct earning rate of GCA Class 
Level III on those related sentences. Any subsequent reduction in an offender's recognition level 
requires ICA action and Facility Unit Head approval. 
a. GCA Class Level III will be administratively assigned in such cases at the time of the offender’s 

initial sentence computation. 
b. These offenders may be recognized for individual adjustments and performance representative of 

a higher GCA class as follows. 
i. The ICA will review such offenders in accordance with procedures for Class Level 
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advancement, and upon determination that the offender’s individual adjustment and 
performance are representative of Class I or Class II, the offender may be awarded that level for 
recognition purposes only by designating V-I or V-II. 

ii. Any subsequent reduction in an offender’s recognition or earning level requires ICA action and 
Facility Unit Head approval. 

iii. The GCA Class designations V-I and V-II will be the same earning level as Class III for sentence 
computation purposes.  V-I will be the same as Class Level I and V-II will be the same as Class 
Level II for recognition purposes. 

5. Any offender serving life imprisonment or two or more life sentences will not exceed the GCA earning 
rate of Class Level III in accordance with COV §53.1-199, such an offender may be recognized for 
individual adjustment and performance representative of a higher GCA class as follows: 
a. The ICA may review the offender in accordance with procedures for GCA class advancement. 

Upon determination that an offender’s individual adjustment and performance are representative 
of Class Level I or Class Level II, the offender may be awarded that level for recognition purposes 
only by designating the Class Level  as L-I or L-II, respectively. 

b. Any subsequent reduction in an offender’s recognition or earning level requires ICA action and 
Facility Unit Head approval 

c. The GCA class designations L-I and L-II should be the same earning level as Class III for sentence 
computation purposes.  L-I will be the same as Class Level I and L-II the same as Class Level II 
for recognition purposes. 

6. An offender serving life imprisonment shall not earn ESC but may be recognized for individual 
adjustment and performance representative of an ESC level in accordance with procedures for ESC 
level assignment.  The offender may be awarded that level for recognition purposes only by 
designating the level as L-I, L-II, L-III, or L-IV.  Any subsequent reduction in an offender’s 
recognition level requires ICA action and Facility Unit Head approval. 

I. Mitigating Factors 
1. Additional criteria should be considered for those offenders who, because of medical needs/limitations, 

mental health needs/limitations, or other special treatment needs/limitations, cannot be appropriately 
evaluated solely in the areas of performance and responsibility as set forth in this operating procedure.  
Generally, an offender in one of these categories should be placed in a Class Level on the basis of 
those areas of performance and responsibility which would not penalize the offender due to a special 
need or limitation. 

2. When an offender cannot be placed in a work, vocational or educational program due to medical 
considerations, the Class Level should be determined as follows: 
a. Any treatment or therapy programs prescribed by attending medical staff should be reasonably 

incorporated into the offender's Reentry Plan, Annual Goals and thereby subject to review for Class 
Level purposes. 

b. A score of 17 points may be assigned to the Class Level Evaluation in the area of work.  
3. When an offender cannot be placed in a work, vocational or educational program assignment due to 

mental health or other special treatment considerations, the Class Level should be determined as 
follows: (These requirements may apply to offenders assigned to a mental health acute care unit per 
Operating Procedure 730.3, Mental Health Services: Levels of Service.) 
a. Any treatment or therapy programs prescribed by attending psychologists, psychiatrists or other 

special treatment staff should be reasonably incorporated into the offender's Reentry Plan, Annual 
Goals and thereby subject to review for Class Level purposes.  

b. A score of 17 points may be assigned to the Class Level Evaluation in the area of work.   
4. Upon transfer to a non-DOC mental health facility, the offender should be considered for Class Level 

on the annual review cycle date following the offender’s return to a correctional facility.  The ICA 
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should review the offender's suitability for Class Level during the transfer period based on 
psychological progress reports and the offender's institutional adjustment. 

VI. GOOD CONDUCT TIME (GCT) SYSTEM 

A. To be eligible for the Good Conduct Time (GCT) System and Extraordinary Good Time (EGT) Credits, 
an offender must: 
1. Have committed the offense prior to July 1, 1981 
2. Have not elected to enter the Good Conduct Allowance (GCA) system 

B. Offenders under the GCT system are awarded Good Conduct Time or Statutory Good Time at the rate of 
10 days per 20 days served. 

C. In addition, the ICA can make an EGT award of from 0 to 5 days per month served determined by the 
Class Level on the offender's Class Level Evaluation.  The Class Level will also be used for recognition 
purposes.  
1. Upon assignment to disciplinary segregation status, an offender will not be eligible for EGT beginning 

the month disciplinary segregation begins.  Eligibility for EGT consideration will resume the next 
annual review cycle date following the offender's release from disciplinary segregation status. 

2. Upon assignment to segregation status for custodial management, an offender will not be eligible for 
EGT beginning the month segregation begins.  Eligibility for EGT consideration will resume the next 
annual review cycle date following the offender's release from segregation status. 

3. Upon assignment to segregation for protective custody, an offender should not be eligible for EGT 
unless: 
a. The offender is complying with the Reentry Plan, Annual Goals and has a facility work assignment 
b. The offender receives an 85 point rating on the Class Level Evaluation 

4. Confinement in General Detention/Investigative Hold:  Upon assignment to general detention or 
investigative hold status, an offender should have eligibility for EGT suspended until disposition of 
the case has been rendered by the Hearings Officer and approved by the Facility Unit Head. 
a. If convicted for a major infraction, the offender's eligibility for EGT consideration resumes the next 

annual review cycle date following conviction of the offense. 
b. If no conviction of a major infraction is received, the offender's EGT eligibility is unaffected by 

the assignment to general detention/investigative hold. 

D. Criteria and Restrictions for Special Status Offenders: 
1. Upon return to confinement for alleged parole violation(s), an offender's eligibility for EGT should 

not resume until parole is revoked by the Parole Board.  At that time, EGT consideration for the 
offender will be retroactive to the date of return to a local jail facility or State correctional institution 
in the absence of any new conviction related to the revocation. 

2. Upon transfer to a local jail facility, the offender's EGT eligibility status should not be affected. 
3. Any offender who commits a felony or misdemeanor while in confinement or in parole revocation 

status shall automatically become ineligible for EGT.  The eligibility for EGT consideration for an 
offender in confinement should resume the next annual review cycle date following the offender's 
conviction of the offense.  

4. Any escapee returned to confinement shall automatically become ineligible for EGT.  The eligibility 
should resume the next annual review cycle date following the offender's conviction of the offense. 

E. An offender will be awarded EGT after receiving a Class Level Evaluation of Class Level I and only by 
action of the ICA with approval of the Facility Unit Head.  
1. The ICA should review each eligible offender for EGT based on the annual review date. 
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2. Clear justification will be required to award EGT to an offender based on: 
a. The total point score on the Class Level Evaluation 
b. Due consideration to criteria and restrictions that affect the offender in an administrative placement, 

special status or with special needs as set forth in this procedure 
c. Due consideration to the input of the offender's counselor, work supervisor, building officer, and 

other staff knowledgeable of the offender's progress towards attainment of treatment objectives in 
the offender's Reentry Plan. 

3. The ICA will certify that an offender is eligible for EGT awards after the review of the offender’s 
performance during the previous 12 months and determine at what rate the offender's EGT request will 
be made.  The ICA should record the recommended EGT award in VACORIS. 

4. VACORIS will generate a notification to the Facility Unit Head to review the ICA action and approve 
or disapprove it.  The Facility Unit Head may approve the EGT request in total, approve it with 
reduction in the rate and/or total days EGT, or disapprove the request in total. 

5. A Class Level Evaluation Report should be printed and provided to the offender showing Facility Unit 
Head approval or disapproval of the ICA action. 

6. Facility Unit Head approval of ICA action to award EGT will generate a notification to the Court and 
Legal Section to update the offender’s time calculation. 

7. Once an EGT request has been approved and credited to an offender, the loss of EGT award should 
not be available as a disciplinary penalty. 

VII. GOOD CONDUCT ALLOWANCE (GCA) 

A. All offenders who committed felony offenses on or after July 1, 1981 and prior to January 1, 1995 will 
automatically enter the GCA system for the duration of those sentences.  All offenders who committed 
misdemeanor offenses on or after July 1, 1981 will automatically enter the GCA system for the duration 
of those sentences. 

B. Those offenders who committed their offense prior to July 1, 1981 may request to enter the GCA system 
by action of the ICA with approval of the Facility Unit Head in accordance with Operating Procedure 
830.1, Facility Classification Management.  For these offenders: 
1. Entrance into the GCA system may take place only after: 

a. Appropriate staff explains the system to the offender 
b. The offender understands that the decision to enter the GCA system cannot later be reversed 
c. The offender signs a Good Conduct Allowance Opt-In 830_F3 indicating an understanding of the 

system and the finality of the informed consent. 
2. If appropriate treatment staff determine that an offender is not capable of making an informed decision 

on entry into the GCA system due to mental health condition or other limitations, the Facility Unit 
Head may be responsible for referring the offender to court-appointed or other appropriate legal 
counsel to facilitate an informed decision. 

3. The effective date of GCA system entry is the date that the offender signed the Good Conduct 
Allowance Opt-In.  

4. The level of entry into the GCA system is to be individually determined by the ICA with the approval 
of the Facility Unit Head in accordance with the evaluation portion of this operating procedure. 

C. There are four Class Levels in the GCA system differentiated by the amount of GCA earned per 30 day 
period served.  The entire GCA earned reduces the time the offender must serve to satisfy the sentence.  
One-half of the GCA earned reduces the offender's parole eligibility date.  The classes are: 
x Class Level I - the offender earns 30 days GCA for every 30 days served. 
x Class Level II - the offender earns 20 days GCA for every 30 days served. 
x Class Level III - the offender earns 10 days GCA for every 30 days served. 
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x Class Level IV - the offender earns no days GCA. 

D. Offenders serving one or more life sentences or sentences for certain violent offenses will not exceed the 
good conduct earning rate of the GCA Class Level III on those related sentences. 

VIII. EARNED SENTENCE CREDIT 

A. All offenders who committed their felony offense(s) on or after January 1, 1995, shall automatically enter 
the ESC system for the duration of all such felony sentences.  (Note that misdemeanor sentences continue 
to be calculated under GCA.)  

B. There are four Class Levels in the ESC system differentiated by the amount of ESC earned per 30 day 
period served.  The entire ESC reduces the time the offender must serve to satisfy the sentence. 
x Class Level I - the offender earns 4.5 days ESC for every 30 days served. 
x Class Level II - the offender earns 3 days ESC for every 30 days served. 
x Class Level III - the offender earns 1.5 days ESC for every 30 days served. 
x Class Level IV - the offender earns 0 days ESC. 

C. Offenders serving one or more life sentences are not eligible to receive earned sentence credits, but should 
be awarded L-I, L-II, L-III, or L-IV Class Levels for recognition purposes. 

IX. SENTENCE REDUCTION 

A. Eligibility 
1. In accordance with COV §53.1-191, sentence reductions may not be applied to any sentence imposed 

for a felony offense committed on or after January 1, 1995.  Offenders under the Earned Sentence 
Credit (ESC) system may be recognized in another manner, but no sentence reduction can be 
recommended. 

2. One or more of the following criteria should apply for an offender to be considered for a sentence 
reduction: 
a. An offender shall have rendered effective and measurable assistance directly related to preventing 

an escape or in the apprehension of an escaped offender. 
b. An offender shall have voluntarily, or at the instance of a prison official, rendered other 

extraordinary services such as saving the life of any person, preventing serious bodily harm or 
substantial damage to State property. 

c. An offender shall have suffered serious or debilitating bodily injury that was not the result of 
misconduct by the offender and which was incurred by saving life or State property or in the 
performance of assigned job duties while in the prison system. 

B. Facility Level 
1. Each correctional employee is authorized and permitted to prepare an Internal Incident Report on any 

offender the employee deems deserving, who has been observed to perform any act defined as 
meritorious or injurious by this procedure. 

2. Whenever an offender is observed to be performing one of the acts listed in the criteria above, the 
correctional employee observing the act should submit a written Internal Incident Report (see 
Operating Procedure 038.1, Reporting Serious or Unusual Incidents).  The report shall include: 
a. The offender's name and number 
b. The location, by facility and area where the incident occurred 
c. The date and time of day 
d. A factual summary of what was observed 
e. The name of the reporting officer and any others who may have witnessed the incident 

3. The initial report should be submitted within one working day to the reporting employee's immediate 
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supervisor who, if deemed appropriate, should submit a report providing additional pertinent details. 
4. Reports written under Sections 2 and 3 above should normally be submitted to the Facility Unit Head 

within three working days of the incident. 
5. Facility Unit Heads are responsible for reviewing each sentence reduction recommendation submitted 

by staff for completeness and approval or disapproval.  The Facility Unit Head may refer the report 
back due to incompleteness or disapproval, or recommend another avenue of commendation.  If 
approval is indicated, the Facility Unit Head will forward the report and attachments to the Regional 
Administrator for action. 

6. Recommendations and incident summaries should be processed in a manner to ensure appropriate 
confidentiality.  There is no requirement for recommendations to be reviewed by a facility committee 
or reviewer other than the Facility Unit Head. 

7. A Special Investigations Unit investigation is to be conducted when one or more of the following 
occur: 
a. A meritorious action that was not directly observed by a correctional employee 
b. A meritorious act that results in criminal charges being brought against an individual 
c. Any act which indicates a serious breach of facility security 
d. Disclosure of a discovered weapon 

8. It is the responsibility of the Facility Unit Head to investigate the reports, to verify all facts reported 
and to prepare a summary report to include: 
a. Signed statements from witnesses 
b. Copies of all reports which have been received to include the following when appropriate: 

i. Internal Incident Report 
ii. Incident Report 

iii. Special Investigations Unit report 
iv. Corrective action follow-up 
v. Medical report indicating extent of injury 

c. Facility Unit Head's statement regarding the impact of the offender's action upon the operation of 
the facility as a whole 

d. This report package should be forwarded to the office of the Regional Administrator within three 
working days after compilation of a completed report by the Facility Unit Head. 

9. No recommendation shall be made at the facility level regarding the specific amount of credit to be 
given to an offender under this procedure.  The recommendation will initially be made by the Sentence 
Reduction Committee. 

10. If the Facility Unit Head determines that the offender's action does not warrant a recommendation for 
sentence reduction, the offender will normally be notified in writing of the decision.  Notification 
should be made within seven working days of receipt of the initial reports. 

C. Chief of Corrections Operations Level 
1. All reports received from facilities regarding extraordinary service or injuries are to be reviewed in the 

office of the Regional Administrator/Regional Operations Chief for content and approval.  The 
Regional Operations Chief may forward the recommendation with a cover letter stating approval to 
the Chief of Corrections Operations or return the report to the sending facility for disapproval, rewrite, 
or suggestion of alternative to sentence reduction. 

2. The Chief of Corrections Operations or designee may accept or reject the recommendation.  If 
accepted, the report is forwarded to the Sentence Reduction Review committee.  If disapproved, it is 
returned to the Regional Operations Chief. 

3. The Chief of Corrections Operations shall appoint a Sentence Reduction Review Committee composed 
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of representatives from regional offices, facilities, and the Offender Management Services unit. 
a. The Committee shall consist of a minimum of three members who shall be rotated periodically.  

The senior member of the Committee will preside as the Chairperson. 
b. Additionally, the Director of Offender Management Services may designate a Sentence Reduction 

Review Coordinator to handle administrative work for the Committee. 
c. The Committee may conduct an investigation into reports submitted by Facility Unit Heads. 

Included in the file presented to the Committee will be all identification and classification 
information pertinent to the individual.  This record shall accompany recommendations provided 
to the Chief of Corrections Operations by the Sentence Reduction Committee. 

d. The Committee shall consider each case independently and shall submit its findings with 
appropriate recommendations for sentence credit to the Chief of Corrections Operations. 

4. Upon receipt of all reports, the Chief of Corrections Operations shall review each Committee 
recommendation.  If approved, it is forwarded to the Director for action. 

D. Board Level 
1. The Board of Corrections, through the recommendation of the Director of the Department of 

Corrections, and with the consent of the Governor, may consider and grant sentence reductions to 
offenders in cases of injuries to or extraordinary services performed. 

2. The Board shall review the facts and recommendations in each case, and where appropriate, make a 
recommendation to the Governor for his final approval. 

3. Upon the Governor's approval, the Chief of Corrections Operations shall inform the Regional 
Operations Chief, Regional Administrator, Facility Unit Head, and offender in writing of the sentence 
credit authorized in this case. 

4. Each sentence credit should be entered into the offender's record within ten working days of receipt 
from the Governor. 

E. Offender Appeals - An offender may appeal any recommendations or decisions by submitting a grievance 
through the Offender Grievance Procedure at their assigned facility. 

F. Sentence credits awarded under COV §53.1-191 may not be forfeited for violation of written facility rules 
and regulations. 

X. REFERENCES 
Operating Procedure 038.1, Reporting Serious or Unusual Incidents 
Operating Procedure 730.3, Mental Health Services: Levels of Service 
Operating Procedure 735.1, Sex Offender and Crimes against Minors Registration  
Operating Procedure 810.1, Offender Reception and Classification 
Operating Procedure 820.2, Reentry Planning  
Operating Procedure 830.1, Facility Classification Management 
Operating Procedure 861.1, Offender Discipline, Institutions 
Operating Procedure 866.1, Offender Grievance Procedure 

XI. FORM CITATIONS 
Good Conduct Allowance Opt-In 830_F3 

XII. REVIEW DATE 

The office of primary responsibility shall review this operating procedure annually and re-write it no later 
than three years from the effective date. 

The office of primary responsibility reviewed this operating procedure in December 2016 and necessary 
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changes are being drafted. 

The office of primary responsibility reviewed this operating procedure in December 2017 and no changes 
are needed at this time. 

 
 Signature Copy on File 10/15/15    
 A. David Robinson, Chief of Corrections Operations Date 
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I. PURPOSE 

This operating procedure provides for the organization, function, and management of offender 
classification in Department of Corrections institutions. 

II. COMPLIANCE 

This operating procedure applies to all units operated by the Department of Corrections (DOC).  Practices 
and procedures shall comply with applicable State and Federal laws and regulations, Board of Corrections 
policies and regulations, ACA standards, PREA standards, and DOC directives and operating procedures. 

III. DEFINITIONS 
Annual Review - A uniform yearly review of an offender's classification, needs, and objectives; the Initial 
Classification Date (ICD) is used to establish the review date for an offender received on or after February 
1, 2006.  The Custody Responsibility Date (CRD) is used to establish the review date for an offender 
received prior to February 1, 2006. 
Central Classification Services (CCS) - Staff members from the Offender Management Services Unit 
who review certain recommendations made by the Institutional Classification Authority and render a final 
decision regarding offender status and assignments 
Classification - A process for determining the needs and requirements of offenders; this is an ongoing 
process that attempts to utilize all relevant information concerning the offender to identify and analyze 
individual strengths and weaknesses, address individual needs, and encourage proper adjustment to the 
prison setting and ultimately free society. 
COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) - The DOC 
approved risk/needs assessment which consists of different versions for community corrections and 
institutions; COMPAS is a support system for supervision and case-management decisions, a database used 
in combination with VACORIS, a tool that assesses two critical risks - violence and recidivism and a tool 
for determining the criminogenic needs that are used to develop case plans and set programing.  
Formal Due Process Hearing - A classification hearing that requires a prior formal notification to the 
offender indicating the reason for, purpose of, and possible results of the classification hearing, the 
offender's right to be present at the hearing, and notice of the results of the hearing and the reason for the 
decision.  A formal due process hearing is required when an offender is considered for removal from 
general population, or faces the possibility of increase in security level or reduction in good time earning 
level outside the Annual Review Cycle. 
Formal Notification - The institution is required to provide, at a minimum, 48 hour written notification to 
the offender of a scheduled formal due process hearing using the Institutional Classification Authority 
Hearing Notification generated in VACORIS.  
ICA Hearing - An offender case review conducted by the Institutional Classification Authority; these 
hearings may be either formal due process, or informal hearings depending on the purpose of the review. 

Operating 
Procedure 

Effective Date 
June 1, 2017 

Amended 
9/13/17, 10/25/17, 1/16/18 

Number 
830.1 

Operating Level 
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Supersedes 
Operating Procedure 830.1 (6/1/14) 

Authority 
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Subject 
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ACA/PREA Standards 
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Informal Hearing - A classification hearing which does not require advance notification to the offender of 
the hearing except for involuntary removals from a job or program assignment 
Initial Classification Date (ICD) - The date on which the offender was initially assigned to a Security 
Level 
Institutional Classification Authority (ICA) - The institution staff person designated to conduct offender 
case review hearings 
Program Assignment Reviewer (PAR) - The institution staff person designated to conduct informal 
offender case review hearings such as outside work classification, job assignments/removals, 
academic/vocational assignments/removals, and assignments/removals from treatment programs. 
VACORIS - The computer-based Virginia Department of Corrections offender information management 
system 

IV. PROCEDURE 

A. Institutional Classification 
1. Offender Classification 

a. This operating procedure provides for a classification review and appeal process for offenders in 
DOC institutions. (2-CO-4B-03) 

b. Institutional Classification Authority (ICA) and Program Assignment Reviewer (PAR) hearing 
actions and administrative reviews shall be documented in VACORIS with paper documents 
generated only as needed for offender signatures and to provide notice or copies to offenders of 
classification actions.  

2. Institutional Classification Authority (ICA) Hearings 
a. An ICA hearing is required for the below listed actions and may be either a formal due process 

hearing or an informal hearing depending on the purpose of the hearing.  A formal due process 
hearing is required for administrative and interim reviews whenever there is the opportunity for 
the offender to be removed from general population status, a reduction in good time earning level, 
increase in security level, or a loss of liberty is involved.  The offender's needs (i.e., security, 
programs, etc.) should be addressed during the hearing.  

b. Types of hearings: 
i. Annual Reviews will be conducted utilizing the Initial Classification Date (ICD) or the 

Custody Responsibility Date (CRD), as applicable.  (4-4300)  
(a) The Annual Review should be conducted within 30 days after the Annual Review Date 

provided on the offender’s Home Page in VACORIS.  
(b) The review requires an updated Home Plan, Employment Plan, Re-entry Timeline, Re-

entry Case Plan, Emergency Notification, Family Environmental Information, COMPAS 
Re-entry assessment and a complete assessment of each component of the offender’s 
institutional status.   

(c) Due to the routine nature of Annual Reviews, due process is not required, but the offender 
should be allowed to be present and have input in the process.   

(d) Factors to be addressed: (counselors must ensure all offender record information is current 
and accurate) (2-CO-1E-09)  
x Security Level (see Operating Procedure 830.2, Security Level Classification) 
x Institution Assignment (including assignment to the appropriate re-entry site for 

offenders within the established time period) 
x GCA/ESC Class Level (see Operating Procedure 830.3, Good Time Awards) 
x COMPAS Re-entry Assessment 
x Re-entry Case Plan 
x Offender Re-entry Timeline 
x Any other decisions affecting the offender 
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ii. Annual Reviews for contract offenders (i.e. Virgin Islands, Hawaii) will be conducted utilizing 
the date the offender is received into the Virginia DOC.  (4-4300) 
(a) The annual review should be conducted within 30 days after the Annual Review Date 

provided by the Manager of Central Classification Services. 
(b) The review requires an updated Home Plan, Re-entry Timeline, Re-entry Case Plan, 

Emergency Notification, Family Environmental Information, COMPAS re-entry 
assessment and a complete assessment of each component of the offender’s institution 
status to include: 
x Infraction History 
x Program Participation 
x Academic and Career and Technical Education Programs Participation 
x Institutional Employment History 

(c) Due to the routine nature of annual reviews, due process is not required, but the offender 
should be allowed to be present and have input in the process. 

(d) Factors to be addressed: (counselors must ensure all offender record information is current 
and accurate) (2-CO-1E-09) 
x Security Level (Security Level Scoresheet for informational purposes only, do not 

complete the process and change the offenders Security Level in VACORIS) 
x Institution Assignment (Red Onion State Prison, Wallens Ridge State Prison, or Keen 

Mountain Correctional Center, only) 
x Class Level (Class Level Scoresheet, for informational purposes only, do not complete 

the process and change the offenders Class Level in VACORIS) 
x COMPAS reentry assessment 
x Re-entry Case Plan 
x Offender Re-entry Timeline 
x Any other decisions affecting the offender 

(e) The Reclassification Score Sheet (DOC 11B) Worksheet (Attachment 1 to Operating 
Procedure 830.2, Security Level Classification) and the Class Level Evaluation 
(Attachment 1 to Operating Procedure 830.3, Good Time Awards) may be completed and 
uploaded as and External Document in lieu of completing these documents in VACORIS. 

(f) Contract offenders in general population may request a transfer during their annual review 
to Red Onion State Prison, Wallens Ridge State Prison, or Keen Mountain Correctional 
Center if they are eligible and meet the Institutional Assignment Criteria (see Operating 
Procedure 830.2, Security Level Classification) 

(g) Contract offenders assigned to the Step Down Program are required to complete the 
requirements of the program prior to transfer to lower security institutions.  

(h) Offenders will not be transferred for Re-entry services, necessary services will be provided 
at the assigned institution. 

iii. Formal Due Process Hearings require the use of the Institutional Classification Authority 
Hearing Notification with actions documented on an Institutional Classification Authority 
Hearing report.  Examples of formal due process hearings: 
(a) Transfer for security reasons; transfers to a permanent protective custody unit 
(b) Decrease in GCA/ESC earning level (Interim Review) 
(c) Security Level increase (Interim Review) 
(d) Pre-Hearing Detention assignment 
(e) Segregation assignment, review and release (4-4254) 
(f) Segregation reviews resulting in no status change 
(g) Common Fare diet suspensions and removals  
(h) Work Release removals 
(i) Assignments and removals from Cognitive Therapeutic Community Programs (see 

Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments) 
(j) Administrative Hearings i.e., offender’s refusal of an off-site specialist appointment, 
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diagnostic procedure, or treatment procedure (see Operating Procedure 720.4, Co-Payment 
for Health Care Services)  

(k) Removals from Re-entry Programs  
(l) Restrictive Housing Unit Assignments and Removals (4-RH-0009) 
(m) Assignments to Steps to Achieve Reintegration (STAR) Program 
(n) Assignments and removals from the Grooming Standards Violator Housing Unit (VHU)  
(o) Assignments and removals from the Shared Allied Management (SAM) Unit that require an 

institutional transfer 
(p) Assignments and removals from the Secure Diversionary Treatment Program (SDTP)  

iv. Informal Hearing actions are documented on an Institutional Classification Authority Hearing 
report.  Examples of informal hearings: 
(a) Offender requested transfer during the Annual Review Cycle 
(b) EGT awards  
(c) Assignments to Work Release Program 
(d) Offender requested assignment to Common Fare - (Note: Offender must be present at ICA 

review) (see Operating Procedure 841.3, Offender Religious Programs).  
(e) “Keep Separate” designation (see Operating Procedure 830.6, Offender Keep Separate 

Management) 
(f) Removals from the Steps to Achieve Reintegration (STAR) Program 
(g) Assignments and removals from the Shared Allied Management (SAM) Unit that do not 

require a transfer  
c. Referrals for ICA hearings may be made by any of the following persons: 

i. Facility Unit Head, Assistant Facility Unit Head or designee 
ii. Chiefs of Security, Chiefs of Housing and Programs, Unit Managers, Officer-In-Charge 

iii. Hearings Officer (when based on disciplinary reports) 
iv. Institutional Program Managers, Counselors, Medical or Mental Health Staff 
v. Director 

vi. Chief of Corrections Operations 
vii. Regional Operations Chief  

viii. Regional Administrator 
ix. Director of Offender Management Services or designee 
x. Central Classification Services 

3. Appointment of the Institutional Classification Authority (ICA):  
a. The ICA is an institution employee who has contact with the offender, but who is impartial to the 

offender being presented for review. 
b. The ICA is an experienced senior staff member who will be appointed by the Facility Unit Head.  

This person must be in Pay Band 4 or above, preferably functioning in a supervisory status.   
i. An institution may choose to utilize a committee for ICA hearings.   

ii. If a committee is used, the chairperson must meet the criteria above. 
4. Responsibilities of the Institutional Classification Authority and the other participants during the 

ICA Hearing:  
a. Institutional Classification Authority 

i. Ensures that there is a docketing procedure that provides for all cases being heard within 
applicable time limits 

ii. Ensures that all cases heard are documented in VACORIS  
iii. Ensures that the ICA hearing is conducted properly and in compliance with all established 

procedures 
iv. Moderates questions and comments at the hearing to ensure that all persons, including 

offenders, have an opportunity to be heard and guides the process to reach a decision  
v. Determines whether witnesses have relevant testimony 
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vi. Ensures the hearing is orderly, and may have anyone who attempts to disrupt the hearing 
removed 

vii. Makes a recommendation based only on the facts presented at the hearing and review of the 
offender's record, and ensures that the decision is fair and impartial 

b. Reporting Officer (Formal due process hearing, if required) - Becomes familiar with all facts 
relevant to the case prior to the hearing, presents all the facts and responds to questions relevant 
to the case during the hearing and in the presence of the offender. 

c. Counselor 
i. Ensures the offender understands the reasons for, purpose of, and possible results of the 

hearing 
ii. Ensures the offender is eligible for the type of review scheduled 

iii. Ensures that the offender understands the procedure of the ICA hearing (i.e. organization, 
procedural requirements, etc.) 

iv. Be present for ICA hearings to present to the ICA additional, relevant facts, alternative 
solutions, or courses of action 

d. Witnesses - (Formal due process hearing, if required)  
i. Responsible for presenting relevant facts pertinent to the case 

ii. Answers questions from the ICA and offender relative to the given testimony 
iii. Any witness for the offender who does not wish to testify should submit a written statement to 

that effect. 
iv. Confidential offender witnesses shall not be required to appear before the ICA.   

(a) Testimony may be presented to the ICA by a reporting officer in the presence of the 
offender.   

(b) The confidentiality of the names of those offenders providing testimony may be 
maintained for security reasons.   

(c) Information received from confidential sources should be written either by the informant or 
the officer who presents the information.   

(d) Information received from a specific informant should be verified and the reliability of the 
informant established. 

v. Offender witnesses appearing before the ICA are doing so on a strictly voluntary basis, and 
cannot be forced to present any information.  The ICA will determine whether the information 
presented by the offender is relevant to the hearing.   

vi. The ICA may choose not to call witnesses to appear at the hearing if their testimony is 
irrelevant or repetitious. 

vii. Employees requested as offender witnesses must state, in writing, what testimony they could 
give at the ICA hearing and submit their statements to the ICA.  If the ICA determines their 
testimony is relevant, the statement may be used for hearing or the employee’s presence may 
be required at the hearing as deemed appropriate by the ICA. 

B. Institutional Classification Authority Hearing Procedural Requirements 
1. Formal Due Process Hearings  

a. The Institutional Classification Authority Hearing Notification generated in VACORIS will be 
used for all formal ICA hearings to ensure that the offender receives due process. 

b. Referral and Prior Notification - The Notification will be served on the offender at least 48 hours 
in advance of the scheduled hearing and uploaded in VACORIS; the offender may waive the 48-
hour notice in writing. (4-4302)  

c. The offender will be advised that they will be permitted to: 
i. Be present at the hearing  

ii. Remain silent 
iii. Have a counselor or other employee present to advise 
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iv. Hear the testimony or statement of the reporting officer (a signed, notarized statement from 
the reporting officer will suffice if the person is legitimately unable to attend the hearing) 

v. Call and question witnesses  
vi. Be advised verbally at the hearing and in writing within five working days of the ICA's 

recommendation and reason for the decision 
vii. Receive a copy of action of the final approving authority 

viii. Access the Offender Grievance Procedure (Operating Procedure 866.1, Offender Grievance 
Procedure) to appeal all classification decisions 

d. The rights to hear the reporting officer's statement and to call and question witnesses do not apply 
in the following cases: 
i. Pre-hearing detention when a disciplinary offense has been served  

ii. Hearings based on a documented disciplinary conviction 
iii. Hearings based on criminal convictions  
iv. Initial review of an offender's detention status based on their claim of a keep separate 

situation, pending outcome of the investigation 
e. Interim reviews of on-going segregation assignments do not require the presence of a reporting 

officer or the right to call witnesses. 
f. The person serving the Notification will record the names of any requested witnesses, indicate if 

the offender has waived the 48 hour notice, have the offender sign, witness the offender's 
signature, and provide a copy to the offender.  If the offender refuses to sign the notice, the 
person serving the notice will so note and sign as witness. 

g. At the start of the hearing, the ICA will determine that the offender received advance formal 
notification or waived such notification in writing and understands the reason for the hearing and 
all procedural requirements.  The ICA will conduct the hearing in accordance with this operating 
procedure.  Upon conclusion of the hearing, the ICA will inform the offender of the ICA's 
recommendation and reasons for the recommendation. 

h. Designated staff will complete hearing documentation in VACORIS, specifying the statements of 
the reporting officer, the offender, and any witnesses, the ICA's recommendation, and the reasons 
for the recommendation.  The ICA will escalate the hearing for review as necessary.  The 
offender should receive a copy of the Institutional Classification Authority Hearing report within 
five working days of the hearing. 

i. Upon final action by the appropriate approving authority, a copy of the Institutional 
Classification Authority Hearing report reflecting the ICA's recommendation, and the final 
decision by the appropriate approving authority will be provided to the offender along with any 
relevant evaluation reports.  If the approving authority disapproves or modifies the ICA decision, 
documentation of the action should be noted in VACORIS. 

2. Informal Hearing Requirements 
a. Although prior notification of the offender is not required, it is generally preferable to advise the 

offender in advance of the nature of the hearing.  If the offender desires to be present, the ICA 
may permit the offender to be present if deemed appropriate and necessary. 

b. If the offender is present at the hearing, the ICA should inform the offender of the decision or 
recommendation at that time.  If the offender is not present, the offender should be advised of the 
decision in writing within five working days using the Institutional Classification Authority 
Hearing report. 

c. Upon final action by the appropriate approving authority, a copy of the Institutional 
Classification Authority Hearing report reflecting the ICA's recommendation and the final 
decision by the approving authority will be provided to the offender. 

3. Annual Review Hearing Requirements 
a. Formal Due Process is not required for an increase in an offender's Security Level or GCA/ESC 
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Class Level during a general population offender's Annual Review.  Such reviews are considered 
routine and afforded every offender; however, the offender should be allowed to be present and 
permitted input during the review process and receive a copy of the outcome of the review.  Each 
component of the Annual Review may be appealed through the Offender Grievance Procedure. 
(4-4301) 

b. The Annual Review shall be documented in VACORIS. 
c. Offenders requesting transfer during their Annual Review Cycle should meet the criteria in 

Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments, before being recommended by 
the institution.  Such recommendation does not require due process.  

d. CCS may administratively review the offender population for security level reductions to 
maximize the efficient use of available bed space.   

e. Facility Unit Heads may be requested to review the offender population and make 
recommendations for security level reductions.  An interim review will not change the next 
Annual Review date.  The reason for the review should be selected in the Classification Action 
Type section of VACORIS. 

4. Following the ICA hearing, the ICA will escalate the hearing for appropriate review and approvals. 

C. Review of Institutional Classification Authority Recommendation 
1. The Facility Unit Head, Assistant Facility Unit Head, or their designee will ensure all information is 

properly entered in VACORIS. 
2. The Facility Unit Head or designee will review each ICA action as required and will indicate 

approval/disapproval of the ICA's recommendation.   
a. The Facility Unit Head, Assistant Facility Unit Head, or their designee cannot review cases for 

which they served as the ICA chairperson. 
b. Cases may be disapproved and returned to the ICA for additional information. 

3. For segregation reviews for which no status change has been recommended, the Facility Unit Head 
or designee will indicate approval/disapproval of the ICA's recommendation, note that no change has 
been recommended, and provide any comments.  

4. The Facility Unit Head or designee will indicate specific reasons for the decision in the respective 
narrative fields.  

5. The levels of final approval/disapproval authority for classification decisions are listed below: 
a. The Facility Unit Head or designee is the final authority for approving/disapproving the following 

ICA actions:  
i. All GCA and ESC Class Level change and EGT recommendations 

ii. Security Level changes as follows: 
(a) No change in Security Level when score is in the assigned level i.e., offender is Security 

Level 4 and scores 28 points which is in the SL 4 range.  The institution determines the 
offender will remain SL 4. 

(b) No change in Security Level with one level override i.e., offender is Security Level 3 and 
scores 15 points which is in the SL 2 range.  The institution determines the offender will 
remain in SL 3 utilizing a one level override. 

(c) Security Level decrease with one level override i.e., offender is Security Level 3 and scores 
9 points which is in the SL 1 range.  The institution determines the offender will be 
decreased to SL 2 with a one level override. 

(d) Security Level increase with one level override i.e., offender is Security Level 4 and scores 
30 points which is in the SL 4 range.  The institution determines the offender will be 
increased to SL 5 with a one level override.  

iii. Pre-hearing Detention assignments, removals  
iv. Segregation assignments, reviews and removals  
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v. Common Fare assignments, suspensions and removals  
vi. Assignment to the Shared Allied Management (SAM) Unit  

b. The Regional Administrator, upon referral from the Facility Unit Head or designee has final 
authority for approving/disapproving community activities and intra-regional transfers as defined 
in Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments.  

c. Chief of Corrections Operations or designee approval is needed for Interstate Compact transfer 
(see Operating Procedure 020.2, Compact for Interstate Transfer of Incarcerated Offenders) 

d. Upon referral by the Regional Administrator and the Chief of Corrections Operations, the 
Director is the final and sole authority for approval of Restoration of Lost Good Time requests. 

e. Actions Requiring CCS Approval:  Central Classification Services, upon referral by the Facility 
Unit Head or designee has final authority for approval/disapproval of the following: 
i. No change in Security Level with a two level override i.e., offender is SL 4 and scores 14 

points which is in the SL 2 range.  The institution recommends remain SL 4 with a two level 
override  

ii. Security Level Assignments with an H-7 override 
iii. Any override of mandatory restrictors or offender assignment criteria 
iv. Reclassification assignments to Security Level W  
v. Reclassification assignments to work centers  

vi. Assignments to the Steps to Achieve Reintegration (STAR) Program which are escalated by 
CCS to the designated Facility Unit Head or designee, and Regional Operations Chief in 
accordance with Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments  

vii. Assignments into Security Level S which are escalated by CCS to the designated Facility Unit 
Head or designee, and Regional Operations Chief in accordance with Operating Procedure 
830.5, Transfer, Institution Reassignments  

viii. Assignments to the Grooming Standards Violator Housing Unit (VHU) which are escalated by 
CCS to the designated Facility Unit Head or designee, and Regional Operations Chief in 
accordance with Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfer, Institution Reassignments 

ix. All transfers, except intra-regional, as defined in Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, 
Institution Reassignments, including administrative/security, offender request, and assignment 
to Protective Custody units  

x. Keep Separate approvals and removals 
xi. All work release recommendation (assignments/removals) 

xii. Assignments to the Shared Allied Management (SAM) Unit which are escalated by 
Psychology Associate Senior at CCS to the designated Facility Unit Head or designee in 
accordance with Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfer, Institution Reassignments 

xiii. Assignments to the Secure Diversionary Treatment Program (SDTP) which are reviewed by 
the Regional Operations Chief of the Western Region and the Multi-Institution Treatment 
Team (MITT) and are escalated to the Psychology Associate Senior at CCS in accordance with 
Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments  

6. When the final level of approval has acted on the classification action, the Facility Unit Head, or 
designee, will ensure that all classification actions are properly documented in VACORIS, and that 
the offender receives a copy of appropriate classification documents on which the final approval 
authority's decision has been recorded in accordance with this operating procedure and the 
appropriate procedure governing the classification action involved. 

D. Program Assignment Reviews  
1. Classification actions, which require Program Assignment Reviews only: 

a. Outside work classification and reclassification  
b. Job assignments and removals, including outside perimeter assignments (see Operating Procedure 

841.2, Offender Work Programs) 
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c. Treatment Program assignments and removals (except SORT and Cognitive Therapeutic 
Community Programs), Academic/Vocational assignments and removals, Re-Entry Case Plan 
reviews 

2. Appointment of the Program Assignment Reviewer - The Facility Unit Head will designate at least 
one staff member who is impartial regarding the classification matter and the case being reviewed to 
serve as the Program Assignment Reviewer (PAR).  This employee must be Pay Band 4 or above. 

3. Responsibilities of the Program Assignment Review Participants: 
a. Program Assignment Reviewer (PAR) 

i. Ensures there is a docketing procedure that provides that all cases are eligible for review and 
are heard within applicable time limits 

ii. Ensures that a hearing docket is maintained 
iii. Ensures the review is conducted in compliance with established procedures, reviews, and rules 

on offender requests to attend the review   
iv. Reviews the offender's record and all documentation submitted for the review, and may ask 

questions of all persons present during the hearing in order to assist in making a 
recommendation in the case   

v. Considers COMPAS needs scores for counseling service program assignments 
vi. Ensure all recommendations are fair and impartial, and based upon the facts presented 

b. Counselor - Ensures the offender is eligible for the type of review requested and action 
recommended.  The counselor should advise the offender prior to the hearing of the reasons for, 
purpose of, and possible results of the hearing, and of the offender's opportunity to request to 
attend the hearing.  The counselor presents relevant facts, and may recommend alternative 
courses of action at the review. 

c. Offender - The offender is not required to attend a Program Assignment Review Hearing.  If an 
offender wishes to attend, they should verbally or in writing notify the counselor prior to the 
scheduled hearing.  The decision of whether to allow the offender to attend rests with the PAR. 

4. Program Assignment Review Hearing Requirements:  
a. Each institution may maintain a Classification Hearing Docket to document cases reviewed as 

specified in this operating procedure.   
i. Classification Hearing Docket DOC-11F 830_F1 is provided as a model, but each institution 

is encouraged to modify and develop a Classification Hearing Docket to meet institutional 
needs.  Individual offender notification of PAR actions may be accomplished using forms 
developed by the institution. 

ii. For job assignment actions, the Facility Job Assignment Docket 841_F6 and the Offender 
Work Program Job Application 841_F5 should be used.  

b. Program Assignment Review Hearings are informal hearings.   
i. The offender should be made aware of the purpose of the hearing, but advance notification is 

not required.   
ii. If the offender desires to be present, the PAR may permit the offender to be present. 

c. When the review concerns the involuntary removal of the offender from a job, educational, or 
program assignment, there should be a written or verbal statement from the person requesting the 
removal that provides the reason for the removal, and the offender should be provided the 
opportunity to be present and make a statement. 

d. If the offender is present at the hearing, the PAR should inform the offender of the decision or 
recommendation at that time.  Offenders that are not present should be advised of the decision 
either verbally or in writing. 

e. Upon final action by the appropriate approving authority, the action should be entered into 
VACORIS; a copy of the appropriate review form reflecting the PAR's recommendation and the 
final decision by the appropriate approving authority will be provided to the offender. 
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5. Approval of Program Assignment Reviews:  
a. All PAR hearings are reviewed and acted on by a staff person as designated below, who will 

approve, disapprove or "no action" the case.  No Action cases should be remanded to the 
Assistant Superintendent/Institutional Program Manager for further review.  Comments and 
reasons for all disapprovals will be documented on the respective forms.  The Facility Unit Head 
or designee will ensure copies of all classification paperwork are distributed.  

b. The Facility Unit Head is the sole and final authority for approving/disapproving PAR 
recommendation for outside work assignments and must personally approve all work assignments 
outside the perimeter (may only be delegated to Assistant Facility Unit Head for Work Centers).  
(see Operating Procedure 841.2, Offender Work Programs) 

c. PAR recommendation for work assignments inside the designated security perimeter but outside 
the housing unit must be approved by the Chief of Security. 

d. The Facility Unit Head may designate one or more supervisory staff to be the final authority for 
approving/disapproving all other PAR work assignment recommendations.  This designated staff 
person will not be the same individual who served as the PAR for the case being acted upon. 

E. Offender Initiated Review of Progress (4-4303) 
1. It is the responsibility of the offender to initiate the request for an Interim Review by completing an 

offender request identifying exactly why an interim review is warranted.   
2. The counselor should make a recommendation and give justification to support their 

recommendation and forward the request to the ICA for consideration.   
3. The recommendations for an Interim Review should generally be based on the following criteria:  

a. Confirmed procedural errors in the previous Annual Review 
b. An erroneous calculation of the offender’s security level and/or good time award scores 
c. Status change resulting from an expunged institutional infraction, detainer, or other 

administrative action 
d. Completion of programmatic activities of long standing duration (i.e. offender receives GED after 

repeated attempts) 

F. CCS Authority 

In circumstances in which it is deemed necessary for the well-being of the DOC, offenders may be 
administratively approved for security level changes and/or institution reassignment by Central 
Classification Services based on appropriate consideration in the absence of a PAR or ICA hearing. 

G. Appeal Process  
1. The Facility Unit Head or designee may appeal CCS decisions to the Director of Offender 

Management Services by submitting an appeal electronically or in writing, including specific, 
detailed justification as to why CCS’s decision should be amended.  

2. All classification decisions may be appealed through the Offender Grievance Procedure.  The 
Director of Offender Management Services is the appellate authority for all classification decisions. 

V. REFERENCES 
Operating Procedure 020.2, Compact for Interstate Transfer of Incarcerated Offenders  
Operating Procedure 720.4, Co-Payment for Health Care Services  
Operating Procedure 830.2, Security Level Classification  
Operating Procedure 830.3, Good Time Awards 
Operating Procedure 830.5, Transfers, Institution Reassignments  
Operating Procedure 830.6, Offender Keep Separate Management  
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Operating Procedure 841.2, Offender Work Programs 
Operating Procedure 841.3, Offender Religious Programs 
Operating Procedure 866.1, Offender Grievance Procedure 

VI. FORM CITATIONS 
Classification Hearing Docket DOC-11F 830_F1 
Offender Work Program Job Application 841_F5 
Facility Job Assignment Docket 841_F6 

VII. REVIEW DATE 

The office of primary responsibility shall review this operating procedure annually and re-write it no later 
than three years after the effective date. 

 
 Signature Copy on File 4/28/17    
 A. David Robinson, Chief of Corrections Operations Date 
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